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STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Programs at Cortland
The College at Cortland offers undergraduate degree programs in 38 major
fields of study in three major divisions: Arts and Sciences; Education; and Health,
Physical Education and Recreation. Undergraduate majors, leading to the specific
degrees. are:
DEGREE
B.A. (Arts and Sciences)

B.A. (Secondary Education)
B.A. or B.S. (Arts and Sciences)

B.A. or B.S. (Secondary Education)

B.A. or B.S. (Elementary Education)

B.A.
B.S. in Education

MAJOR
Art, French, Geography, German,
History, Literature, Music, Philosophy.
Political Science, Sociology, Spanish,
Speech and Theatre
With specialization in English, French,
Social Studies
Biology, Chemistry, Geology,
Chemistry-Geology, Mathematics,
Physics, Psychology
With specialization in Science (Biology,
Chemistry, Earth Science, Physics) ,
Mathematics
Nursery, Kindergarten-6th
grade (with
emphasis upon Early Childhood or
Upper Elementary possible), or Nursery,
Kindergarten-9th
grade (Elementary
grades plus an academic subject for
grades 7-9; English, Foreign Language,
Mathematics, Science or Social Studies)
Speech Education
Health Education
Recreation Education
Physical Education

Graduate Programs
Graduate programs leading to the Master of Science in Education are offered
for Elementary Education; Health Education; Physical Education; Recreation
Education; Speech Education; and Secondary Education in English, Speech,
Mathematics, Social Studies, French, Biology and General Science, Chemistry and
General Science, Earth Science and General Science and Physics and General
Science. In addition, the Master of Arts in Teaching English is offered and other
Master of Arts degree programs are being developed.

Accreditation
The College at Cortland has been accredited academically by these official
organizations: The Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, the American
Association of University Women and the Board of Regents of the University of
the State of New York.
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Division of Arts and Sciences
Division of Education
Division of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Division of Graduate Studies

College at Cortland
Cortland,

New York 13045

Residence halls at Cortland

Location
The College at Cortland is located on the eastern edge of the Finger Lakes
country, at the approximate geographical center of the State of New York. The
hilltop campus, comprising 140 acres, is close to the main section of the City of
Cortland. Cortland County's 42,000 residents include 19,500 living in the City.
The City is located midway between Syracuse and Binghamton on the new
north-south Interstate Highway 81 which links the New York State Thruway to
the north and New York ] 7 on the south. Ithaca is just 22 miles distant on
Route 13.
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College Calendar for 1967-1968
FALL SEMESTER
September 14
September 15
September 17
September 19
September 20
Septem ber 26
Septem ber 26
October 12
October 14
October 23
October 28
November II
November 13
November 17
November 22
November 22
November 27
December 16
January 3, 1968
January 23
January 24
January 25
February I
February 3
February 5
SPRING

Faculty meeting
Departmental meetings
New student housing and orientation
Registration
Classes begin
Last day for adding semester courses
Last day for dropping and adding quarter courses
Last day for dropping semester courses
Homecoming
Advisement for Spring Semester begins
Parents Weekend
First Quarter ends at noon
Second Quarter begins
Last day to drop, add Second Quarter courses
Advisement for Spring Semester ends
Thanksgiving Recess begins at noon
Classes resume
Christmas Recess begins at noon
Classes resume
End of First Semester and Second Quarter
Study day
Final examinations begin
Final examinations end
New student housing and orientation
All grades to Registrar by 9 a.m.

SEMESTER

February 6
February 7
February 13
February 13
February 29
March 4March 9
March II
March 30
A prj] I
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Thursday
Friday
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Saturday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Friday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Monday
Saturday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
MondaySaturday
Monday
Saturday
Monday

Registration
Classes begin
Last day for adding semester courses
Last day to drop, add Third Quarter courses
Last day for dropping semester courses
Centennial Week
Advisement for Fall 1968 Semester begins
End Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter begins

April 5
April 13
April 13
April 22
May 10May 12
May II
May 29
May 30
May 31
June 7
June 9
June 10
SUMMER
June 10July 19
July 4
June 26August 7
July 22August 30

Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
FridaySunday
Saturday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Sunday
Monday
SESSIONS

Last day to drop, add Fourth Quarter courses
Advisement for Fall 1968 Semester ends
Spring Recess begins at noon
Classes resume
Alumni Weekend Centennial Celebration
Moving Up Day
End Second Semester and Fourth Quarter
Study day
Final examinations begin
Final examinations end
Commencement
All grades to Registrar by noon

1968

MondayFriday
Thursday
WednesdayWednesday
MondayFriday

Summer Session
Summer Session
College holiday
Summer Session
Summer Session
Summer Session
Summer Session

I begins
I ends
II begins
II ends
III begins
III ends

Information for Prospective Students
This catalog is designed primarily to answer questions concerning the programs of study, the faculty and the facilities of State University College at Cortland. Inquiries regarding special services of the College should be addressed to
the appropriate office, as indicated below:
.
Undergraduate Admission - Director of Admissions and Records
Student Housing - Director of Student Housing
Student Employment, Loans, Scholarships - Director of Financial Aids
Records, Transcripts - Registrar
Summer Sessions - Dean of Academic Services
Extension Services - Dean of Academic Services
Graduate Studies, Admission - Dean of Graduate Studies and Research
Alumni Activities - Alumni Secretary
STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE

AT CORTLAND

Cortland, New York 13045
(Area Code 607) 753-2011
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General Information

The College's Objectives
State University College at Cortland makes the growth of the student, particularly his intellectual development, the primary focus of its energies. Fundamental to the College's academic approach are two basic assumptions: that
education is something that happens to an individual student and that each individual is different. Within this context the College seeks, first, to develop in
the student the abilities, the curiosity and the motivation which will enable him
increasingly to assume responsibility for his own education, both now and later
- the ability, in short, to become intellectually independent. Secondly, the College seeks to convey to the student a belief in the value of the kinds of intellectual
activity in which the College is engaged. These objectives. it is believed, form
the essential meaning of a liberal education.
A liberal education, as it has been conceived by the faculty at Cortland,
should provide for all students:
- Confrontation with essential ideas in the major areas of human concern the humanities, the social sciences, the natural sciences.
- A depth of experience and insight into one major field of study.
- Development of those intellectual skills necessary for engaging in scholarly
activities.
- Preparation for continued study in a chosen field.

[7]

Self-Directed Study
The approach to instruction receiving major attention by the faculty of the
College at Cortland is one which can be styled "self-directed study." In such a
program the student is made increasingly responsible for his own education. He
moves gradually from primarily faculty-directed study to primarily self-directed
study.
The self-directed study approach is founded with certain educational concepts forming the basis for such a program:
- Students must be treated flexibly and guided toward independence and
responsibility for their own education in a manner appropriate to their
needs, interests, abilities a.nd motivation.
- Instructional
approaches can be used which place greater responsibility
on the student for his education while preserving the traditional course
system.
- All programs, curricula and instructional methods must be' continually
evaluated.
Self-directed study has broad implications for every area of academic life but
particularly for modalities of instruction and the curriculum. Among the approaches currently in use at Cortland are: foreign language wings in the residence
halls, study abroad programs, field experiences (including experimental student
teaching programs), comprehensive examinations, challenge examinations, interdisciplinary courses, area studies, honors courses and independent reading and
research.

...

A College in Transition
A great deal has happened to the College at Cortland in its first 100 years.
The College has grown from ten faculty members, a handful of students and one
building on a five-acre lot to 262 faculty members, 3,400 students and 22 major
buildings on a 140-acre campus. More importantly,
however, the College has
matured and broadened its role - (rom normal school to teachers college to college of education to college of arts and science.
The institution received its state charter in 1868 after residents of Cortland
County, seeing a need for higher education in central New York and particularly
for providing a means of preparing teachers, joined to establish a school. Local
residents raised $100,000 (or the launching of the school which was housed in a
new building at the site of the present Cortland County Courthouse.
This interest and support on the part of Cortland area residents has continued and flourished. It was evidenced no more clearly than in 1919 when fire
destroyed the original building. Within four days the school was in operation
again - in rooms made available by churches and civic organizations as well as
in some private homes. Four years later the school reopened its doors under one
roof in a new million dollar structure on the present hilltop campus.
Other dates important

in the history of the College include the following:

1923 - College authorized
programs.
1941 - College authorized
degree.
1947

-i

Health,

1958 - College authorized

Education

and

Recreation

to give four-year courses leading to a bachelor's

Mastcr's degree program

1948 - College became
New York.

Physical

part

added

to curriculum.

of the newly-established

secondary education

State

University

of

programs.

1961 - College authorized to become college of arts and science by State
University of New York Board of Trustees.

Characteristics

of the College

The academic goals of the College are achieved not only by what happens
in the classroom or laboratory. The College is a community of teachers and
students and learning opportunities
are continuously available. Therefore, the
nature of the College community is important. Some of the more distinctive
characteristics of the College at Cortland are as follows:

[9]

The College at Cortland is an important member institution of the State
University of Ne.w York. It is one of len (soon to be twelve) colleges of arts and
science included in this statewide system of public higher education - one of the
largest and Fastest-growing public universities in the world.
The College at Cortland is part of a distinguished academic community. It
is a close neighbor to more than a dozen sister institutions, including Cornell,
Colgate and Syracuse universities; State University at Binghamton; Le Moync,
Ithaca, Hamilton anti Hobart colleges all within a 50-mile radius.
The College at Cortland is an institution of moderate size. It plans to continue as such, growing at a rate of 100 to 200 students a year to a projected
maximum enrollment of 4,000 undergraduates and 500 graduate students by 1971.
The College at Cortland is predominantly
undergraduate.
Graduate programs at the master's degree level are being developed slowly and with continuing attention to standards.
The College at Cortland is primarily residential in character. Ninety-one
percent of the College's students now live on or in the immediate vicinity of the
campus. As additional residence halls become available, more students will move
onto the campus. This will make it increasingly possible to develop the residence
halls as an integral part of the educational life of the College.
The College at Cortland is fast developing as a prestigious college of arts
and science. It is doing so without forsaking its conunitmeru to the professional
education of teachers. The College's curricula reflect the conviction that a teacher
is, first, an educated person. The arts and sciences constitute the nucleus of all
academic programs.

Organization of the College
State University of New York is governed by a Board of Trustees of fifteen
members appointed by the Governor. The chief executive officer of State University is the Chancellor, who is responsible to the Board of Trustees for enforcement and execution of its policies.
The President of the College at Cortland is responsible to the Chancellor
and, through him, to the Board of Trustees. Working with the President on the
local level is a College Council, composed of nine members appointed by the
Governor. The College Council functions primarily as an advisory body but
also has certain supervisory responsibilities including the recommending of candidates for appointment
as president, reviewing major plans for the College's
operation, approving regulations concerning the care and management of College properties, reviewing proposed budget requests, naming buildings and approving regulations concerning the conduct of students.
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The College has four major academic divisions, each headed by a dean:
The Division of Arts and Sciences comprises these departments: art, biology,
chemistry, economics, English, foreign languages, geography, geology, history,
mathematics, music, philosophy, physics, political science, psychology, sociology
and speech and theatre arts.
The Division of Education consists of the Department of Education and the
Ella Van Hoesen Campus School.
The Division of Health, Physical Education and Recreation offers courses
in three departments: health education, physical education and recreation education. It also is responsible for programs in intercollegiate
and intramural
athletics.
The Division of Graduate Studies and Research works with academic departments and individual faculty members in the foregoing divisions in the development and administration
of programs leading to the master's degree and in
encouraging and assisting faculty research.
In addition, the Division of Academic Services encompasses offices concerned
with admissions and records, continuing education (summer sessions and conference programs), data processing and student teaching; and the Division of
Student Personnel Services includes such offices as undergraduate activities, counseling and testing, financial aids, health services, housing and placement. Staff
members directing the services provided by the Library and the Learning Resources Center are administratively responsible to the Vice President for Academic
Affairs.

[II ]

The President of the College is aided by four major administrative officers:
the Vice President for Academic AfIairs, who is responsible for the academic
divisions, academic services and student personnel services; the Director of
Finances and Facilities, who supervises the business office, plant maintenance and
facility planning; the Director of Institutional
Planning; and the Director of
Public Relations.

Adjunct Associations
Several adjunct associations also playa role in the life of the College:
The Faculty-Student Association was established in 1952 and has responsibilities for the operation of Iood services and the College store and providing
accounting services to student and faculty organizations. It has a membership of
fifteen, equally representative
of faculty, students and administration,
and a
board of directors of nine, similarly organized.
The College Development Foundation was formed initially as the Student
Welfare Association in 1948, when its main concern was to provide supplementary
housing for students. The citizens comprising the board of directors recently
broadened the scope of the organization and are now functioning to receive and
manage monies and properties given (or the benefit of the College.
The Alumni Association is interested in fostering a continuing relationship
between the College and its more than 10,000 graduates. A board of directors
elected by Association members is responsible for the management of the organization's activities. There is an alumni office on campus for the maintenance
of alumni records and to provide for the management of alumni programs which
are available for Cortland alumni throughout the country.

The Faculty
The faculty of the College at Cortland includes 262 full-time teaching
members who completed their academic preparation
at approximately
150 institutions from all parts of the United States. In the spring of 1967 there were
58 professors, 48 associate professors, 112 assistant professors and 32 instructors.
The average time of service at Cortland for all faculty members is six years with
some having served as long as 37 years. The ages range from 24 to 69, the average
being 39.

Undergraduate Students
Undergraduate
State, representing
[12]

students
everyone

at College at Cortland are mostly from New York
of the State's 62 counties. There also are students

from Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Florida,
Indiana, Ohio, Texas, Alaska and California, as well as from England, Switzerland, Uganda, India, Jamaica, Lebanon and the Canal Zone.
The great majority of Cortland's entering students were prepared in public
high schools where their grades were mostly B + and B. A great percentage plan
to continue their education [or master's degrees and many plan to obtain Ph.D.
degrees.
Entering freshmen rated themselves in an American Council on Education
survey as above average in: academic ability (55.5 percent); drive to achieve
(51.2 percent); athletic ability (50.9 percent); cheerfulness (54.3 percent) and
understanding of others (65.2 percent) .
Students on campus during 1966-67 were studying in a variety of areas, with
488 enrolled as arts and sciences majors, 699 as secondary education majors, 355
as elementary and early secondary education majors, 1,009 as elementary education 111ajors and 774 as health, physical education or recreation majors.
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College Facilities
Facilities of the College at Cortland are evolving into three distinct but
closely related areas: academic, residential and physical education.
(See map
on page 210.)
The academic area comprises a 40-acre quadrangle containing eight major
buildings:
-New Administration
Building which contains the chief administrative and
business offices, admissions, records, data processing and duplicating services.
-1\1ain Building which contains classrooms, faculty offices and a swimming
pool.
-Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Building which contains gymnasiums, swimming pool, locker facilities, classrooms and offices.
-Science Building which contains laboratories, classrooms and a science
library. This building is being enlarged with a four-story wing.
-Learning
Resources Center which contains lecture halls and classrooms
with facili ties for the use of audiovisual teaching aids as well as closedcircuit television broadcasting and receiving facilities.
-Fine Arts Center which includes a theatre, classrooms, art and music studios
and individual practice rooms.
-Library, which on its three floors can accommodate up to 800 readers and
200,000 books. The Library currently contains a collection of 147,000
printed and 55,000 microtext volumes and continues to grow rapidly at

the rate of 20,000 volumes a year. It maintains subscriptions to 900 newspapers and periodicals and extensive back files of these may be found
amongl2,000 bound magazine volumes and more than 7,000 reels of microfilmed journals and newspapers. The Library contains a microprint collection of every extant book and pamphlet printed in the United States
[rom 1639 through 1800. The books are rare and generally are not available through interlibrary loan programs. The Library also is a depository
for both U.S. and New York State government publications.
-Ella Van Hoesen Campus School and Education Building which provide
classroom facilities with special observation areas so prospective teachers
can watch without disrupting regular classwork.

Residential

Complex

Immediately to the south of the academic area is the residential complex35 acres containing ten major buildings:
-Randall, Fitzgerald, Hayes and Bishop Halls are four-story residence halls
for women containing rooms for two students, lounges on each floor and
laundry facilities.
-Alger and Clark Halls, also for women, are eight-story buildings with four
eight-room units grouped around a large lounge area on each floor.
-Shea and Hendrick Halls are four-story buildings containing facilities
for men.
-Higgins Hall is an eight-story residence hall for men similar to Alger and
Clark Halls.
At the edge of the academic quadrangle are two residence facilities for women
-Cheney and DeGroat Halls-and
Brockway Hall which provides a dining
commons as well as lounges and meeting rooms.
Adjacent to the residence hall area is Neubig Hall which also contains a
dining commons as well as a snack bar, meeting rooms, lounges and the Confederate Room for games and meetings.

Physical Education Area
Approximately 65 acres comprise the outdoor physical education area on the
west side of the campus. Included are 24 tennis courts, two baseball diamonds,
a 440-yard track, three softball diamonds, an archery range, four handball courts,
practice fields for contact sports, and a football stadium. Lusk Field House also
is located in this area.
The College is in a period of dynamic physical as 'well as academic growth.
Under way is a construction program involving the investment of 32 million
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dollars in new facilities in the years from 1962 to 1970. In 1967 work will have
been completed on the fine arts building, the new administration building, the
learning resources center and the third eight-story residence hall. (The other
eight-story residence halls were completed in 1966.) Still planned for completion
before 1970 are permanent stands at College Field; a new health, physical education and recreation center, a College union, a 400-student residence hall and
renovation of the old main building for classroom and office use.

Off-Campus Operations
In the immediate vicinity of the campus are the following facilities:
-The James McDonald Building on Tompkins Street, where the College's
student health services are located.
-Wickwire
Hall, also on Tompkins Street, a mansion converted into a
residence hall for about 55 students and planned for use eventually as a
foreign language house.
-The Interfaith Center, under construction at the corner of Calvert Street
and Prospect Terrace
-The Newman Hall on Calvert Street was opened in early 1967 and 'will
complement the Interfaith Center in providing for the religious needs of
Cortland students.
Three fraternities and seven sororities also maintain their own houses near
the campus.
The College also operates two other campus centers:
-The Outdoor Education Center, a 400-acre facility located in the Adirondacks at Raquette Lake, New York, is composed of Huntington Memorial
Camp and adjunct properties. The Center is used in direct support of
instructional and research activities in such fields as recreation education,
physical education and the biological sciences. It also serves as a site for
conferences and workshops in creative writing, music, art and other areas.
Campus School students in the upper grades are offererd a camping experience there each year.
-The Hoxie Gorge Campus is a l40-acre natural preserve located at Hoxie
Gorge, just seven miles from the main campus. Operated as a field branch
campus, it serves primarily as an outdoor classroom and laboratory for
students of geography, earth sciences, biology, recreation education and
other fields.
In addition, the College is gradually establishing off-campus residence centers
for student teachers (one is currently in operation in Corning, New York) and is
exploring the possibility of centers in Albany, New York City and Washington,
D.C.
[16]

Study Abroad Program
Working in cooperation with Harpur College of the State University at
Binghamton, the College at Cortland operates study abroad programs at Neuchatel, Switzerland, and Salamanca, Spain. Plans now are being made for additional programs at Tour, France; Mainz, Germany; and Pisa, Italy. Students who
qualify for participation in a study abroad program are taken in groups of approximately 30 for one semester of study at the foreign university with which
each program is associated. Courses are offered jointly by a professor from Cortland or Harpur and by several professors from the host institution. State University College at Geneseo joined in the two-year old program in 1967 as a participating institution.

College Consortium
The College at Cortland is participating in a "four-college consortium" with
three sister institutions in State University-the
Colleges at Brockport, Geneseo
and Oswego. The primary activity of the consortium involves a comprehensive
study of institutional climates and student characteristics over a period of several
years. The cooperating colleges also are exploring such areas of cooperation as
exchange of students, exchange of professors and joint teaching and research
projects in a variety of areas.
The College also is cooperating
teaching and administrative interns.

with Syracuse University

in the training

of

Sessions of the College
The College at Cortland operates on a two-semester system during the
regular academic year, beginning at mid-September and finishing in early June.
Courses are offered on an extended-day basis, with classes ranging from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. Monday through Friday and on Saturday mornings. Courses at both the
undergraduate
and graduate level are available to both full-time and part-time
students. In addition, special conferences, institutes, short courses and workshops
are provided through the Office of Continuing Education.
Effective year-round use is made of College facilities through the operation
of summer sessions offering full programs of undergraduate
and graduate study
leading to bachelor's and master's degrees. Summer sessions include two six-week
programs back to back, with an overlapping six-week program_ Special short
courses also are offered.

(17]

Campus Life

Each college campus-the
faculty, the students, the administration,
the pro~
gram, the spatial setting, the architecture-has
its own character and style. its own
culture. The distinctive style of a college is as important as anything else to the
student deciding what college he will attend. Beyond this, the college community
and the values it embodies consist of sets of interactions between faculty and
faculty, between faculty and students and, most decisively, between students and
students. These interactions should be placed in an appropriate and aesthetically
satisfying physical context. It is here-in the residence hall, the College Union,
the dining halls, the concert chambers-that the student absorbs the values that a
college conveys.

Freshman Orientation and Advisement
Each year the College prepares an extensive orientation program for freshman students, bringing them in small groups onto campus for several days over
a period of weeks during the summer. The freshmen are urged to prepare themselves beforehand by reading one or more suggested books and, while on campus,
take part in discussions of the books with faculty members. They are introduced
to campus life, are tested, confer with advisers and pre-register for their first
semester's courses.

Living Facilities
Accommodations for 600 men and 1,500 women are provided in the College
residence halls. Rooms in residence halls normally accommodate two persons;
a selected number of rooms house one, three or four persons.

[19]

Room assignments [or first-time registrants are made through the offices of
the Dean of Men and the Dean of Women. Contracts are mailed by July I with
an advance payment for the semester required. All rooms in the College residence
halls are subject to dormitory regulations and terms of room contracts, as described in the Student Handbook which is made available at registration.
When space in the residence hall is limited, the College reserves the right
to assign students to a room at a reduced rate. These rooms house one student
above the standard occupancy. The reduced rate rooms are more crowded than
rooms with standard occupancy but provide adequate living conditions. These
rates include board and linen service. (See page 35.)
Seven sororities and three fraternities offer room and board accommodations
for their members and a limited number of upperclassmen. And, because of the
constant growth of the College population, some students must live in private
homes. They may live only in homes approved by the College which maintains
a list in the Office of the Director of Housing.

Health Services
Cortland supervises and cares for the health of each student under the direction of the College physician. First-time registrants must present, before
admission, a certificate of satisfactory health signed by a physician. The College
operates an infirmary and out-patient clinic.
A health and accident insurance policy, which supplies quite comprehensive
coverage for most of the students' medical expenses, is optional. The policy is
effective from September 1 to August 31 during continuous registration at the
College.
It is strongly urged that all first-time registrants receive a course of immunization for tetanus (lockjaw), at least two poliomyelitis inoculations, a smallpox
vaccination and a chest x-ray before entering the College.

Religious Programs
The major religious groups are represented in the student body and have
organizations for meeting their particular needs. Local churches and religious
groups furnish chaplains or counselors who are available to students for advisement or consultation. The Interfaith Cabinet, representing Catholic, Jewish
and Protestant faiths, sponsors a voluntary religious census at the beginning of
each College year. The data collected is furnished to each of the local churches
involved and to the chaplain representing each particular group.
The Religious Board of the House of Delegates, composed of students from
the various major religious groups, sponsors a number of activities throughout the year.

[20]

An Interfaith Center is under construction just off campus. The Newman
Hall was completed early in 1967 and the Interfaith Chapel is expected to be
completed in the course of the College's Centennial Year which begins in September, 1967.

Counseling

and Testing

An individual and group counseling program is coordinated by a director
of counseling and testing. Qualified staff members located in the residence halls,
the Counseling Center and Health Services Center offer an opportunity for all
students in need of guidance or counseling to find help. The nature of the
counseling contact may show an emphasis in anyone or more of the following
areas: personal. vocational, educational, religious or financial.
Students wishing to improve the quality of their academic work have access
to a study skills laboratory, reading improvement laboratory and speech improvement laboratory.

Student Government
Every student, upon payment of his student activity assessment, becomes
a member of the Cortland College Association, the College's organization for
student government. Members of the Association have the right to vote in
student elections and receive student activity cards for admission to College
activities.
In addition to this all-College student" government, the women on campus,
through the Association of Women Students, develop the rules and regulations
under which they live.
The College Union Board of Governors establishes policies and programs
for College activities, including service projects.
Social activities are arranged by the Social Activity Council of the Board
of Governors, fraternal groups and residence halls.
There are more than 90 functioning clubs, honor societies, professional
groups and other organizations on campus. Many present programs open both
to the student body and to the general public. A complete list can be found in
the Student Handbook.

Athletics
The physical well-being of students is considered a serious responsibility of
the institution and its faculty and student leaders. Thus a diversified sports program is carried out for both men and women.
[22]

Male students have an opportunity to participate in 14 inter-collegiate sports
at the varsity and freshman level. Fall sports include football, soccer and cross
country. In the winter the focus is upon basketball, wrestling, gymnastics, indoor
track, skiing and swimming. Spring sports are baseball, lacrosse, track, tennis and
golf. The College at Cortland is a member of the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference, State University of New York Athletic Conference, and the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. There also is an intramural sports program.
A sports program for women is sponsored by the Women's Athletic Association and provides a varied program. Although the emphasis is on intramural
activity, the Association occasionally schedules contests 'with women's teams from
neighboring colleges. The women's intramural
program is conducted under
policies established by the Central New York Women's Athletic and Recreation
Association.

Cultural Program
A cultural campus is more than an adornment to the life of the campus; it is
an integral part of the business of the College and the meaning of a college
community.
Many student organizations on campus cooperate in scheduling a wide variety of
cultural activities, including appearances by a number of well-known artists in the
course of the academic year. Lyceum, a major cultural interest group on campus,
sponsored seven outstanding programs in 1966·67: The National Players, New
York City Opera performances of "Tosca," Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Concert Band, Yakov Zak, National Touring Company's presentation of "Porgy
and Bess," Guarneri String Quartet and the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra.
There are Sunday afternoon coffee concerts sponsored by the Board of
Governors, recitals by members of the Department of Music faculty and art
exhibits. The Board of Governors has sponsored concerts by Chad and Jeremy,
the New Christy Minstrels and the Four Seasons.
The Cortland Dance Group annually sponsors a full season of dance programs and workshops. One of the highlights in the last year was the appearance
by Mateo and Goya, ethnic dancers, who were on campus for a week. The Hilltop
Masquers Guild presented five major plays: "Midsummer Night's Dream," "Nobody Loves an Albatross," "A Phoenix Too Frequent," "The Boy With the Cart"
and "The Little Foxes."

Student Automobiles
Only juniors and seniors are permitted to have or operate motor vehicles in
the City of Cortland while attending the College. Exceptions to this regulation
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are made for freshman and sophomore students who are married, who are legal
residents of the City of Cortland or who commute to College. Students entitled
to motor vehicle privileges are expected to familiarize themselves with campus
motor vehicle regulations, to register their cars and to obtain a numbered identification sticker to be displayed as directed. Violators of College motor vehicle
regulations will be penalized.

Code of Conduct
In accordance with the practice of involving students in policy decisions
affecting student welfare, the House of Delegates developed a code of conduct to
guide students in their campus and community activities. The code is the basis
for judgments, rendered by the student College Court and lower courts. concern;
ing students involved in cases which could reflect unfavorably on the College.
The code reads as follows:
A Cortland College student, whether graduate or undergraduate. shall
conduct himself in a responsible manner at all times and in all relationships. The College affords all students freedom of inquiry, freedom of
expression and freedom of action; by the same token, each student assumes
the obligations and limitations of membership in this College community.
Responsibility for conduct which reflects favorably on himself and on the
College rests with the individual student.
The Student Handbook outlines standards of student conduct and responsibilities. The College reserves the right to place on probation or to terminate the
enrollment of any student whose conduct or academic record is unsatisfactory.

Placement Services
The function of the Placement Office is to assist students by providing information and assistance that will help in making an effective transition from
college life to new endeavors. Services provided by the office are in the areas of
teacher placement, graduate study, and employment opportunities in business,
industry and at all levels of government. The staff is available for consultation to
all students and alumni. The office also maintains a professional record for every
graduate who completes the placement forms.
Seniors who are interested in registering with the Placement Office should
complete their credentials during the first semester of the senior year. A list of
opportunities for graduates is maintained as a service to interested students and
the office also arranges on-campus interviews with potential employers.
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Admission of Students

General Qualifications
Admission to the State University College at Cortland is competitIve. The
College selects those applicants best qualified to benefit from the educational
opportunities
offered. In judging the qualifications
of applicants, particular
attention is paid to:
1. Academic performance in high school. The high school average is figured
on the basis of Regents grades and school grades in English, mathematics,
social studies, science and foreign language.
2. Aptitude for college work as indicated by "State University of New York.
Selective Admissions Examinations"
or recent "Regents Scholarship Examination" results.
3. College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test scores which must be submitted
by out-of-state applicants.
4. Recommendations
of the guidance counselor and/or principal.
5. Rank in class.
6. Genuine interest of the applicant in acquiring an education to assist him
in filling a responsible role in modern society.
7. Results of the physical education skill tests for physical education applicants.
All applicants for admission must possess, or be a candidate for, a high school
diploma issued by an accredited high school.
Admission to the State University of New York is based on the academic
qualification of the respective applicant without regard to race, color, creed or
national origin.
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Freshman Enrollment
In recent years Cortland has attracted an increasing number of applicants.
Thus the College is able to select a freshman class of 1,000 from approximately
5,000 applicants.
In the 1966 entering freshman class, 95.3 percent 'were in the upper half of
their high school classes and more than 75 percent were in the upper third of
their classes. Of the 72 percent of New York State residents who submitted
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, the mean verbal was 536 and the mean mathematics was 565. Of all enrolled freshmen, 98 percent had at least three years of
high school mathematics, 84 percent had three years of foreign language and
95 percent had three years of science. The mean score 011 the Regents Scholarship Examination or State University Selective Examination was 190.

State University Selective Admissions Examinations
These examinations
the Regents Scholarship

are required of all candidates - if one has not taken
Examination within the past three years.

College Entrance Examination Board Scores
The Scholastic Aptitude Tests (the morning program)
trance Examination
Board must be used for all applicants
in the State of New York at the time of application.

of the College Enwho do not reside

The Office of Admissions and Records requests that New York State applicants taking the Scholastic Aptitude Tests arrange to have their scores sent to
State University College at Cortland and that guidance counselors include junior
year College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, when available, on the high
school transcripts. The College does not use Scholastic Aptitude Tests as a substitute [or State University of New York admissions examinations except for
out-of-state students. Out-of-state students who are accepted are required to take
the State University of New York Admissions Examination at the earliest opportunity in the fall.

Interviews and Campus Visits
The College welcomes exploratory visits, and a personal interview is encouragcd. In some cases, the College may require a personal interview on campus
before the final acceptance of a candidate. Students are invited for interviews
when a review of application materials indicates the desirability of further consideration of the applicant.
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Formal admissions interviews are by invitation only. At the time of the
interview the applicant receives general information concerning housing, College
expenses and the College curriculum.

Physical Education Skill Tests
Since skill is essential in the teaching of physical education, State University
College at Cortland seeks students with a high degree of physical proficiency.
By invitation on scheduled dates, candidates are required to participate in a
number of activities which enable faculty members to evaluate various skills and
motor ability. These tests are required for all applicants for physical education.

Admissions Notifications
All students offered admission prior to graduation from high school are
considered tentative appointees and automatically may become permanent appointees upon successful graduation from high school.
Students whose application materials do not warrant admission generally
are informed as soon as possible. Pre-admission deposit notices normally are
mailed on or about April!.
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Early Decision Policies
State University College at Cortland parucipares III an early decision program for well-qualified students. Students who wish to be considered for an early
admission decision must apply only to Cortland and have a complete set of
credentials on file in the Office of Admissions and Records. They must submit
a letter countersigned by their guidance counselors stating they have not and
will not apply to any other college until they have received a decision on their
application to Cortland; and that, if appointed, they will accept the appointment. Early decision letters for completed applications will be mailed about
December 15.
No early decision will be made for applications

received after December

1.

Advanced Placement
Students with demonstrated competence may be exempted from required
courses and permitted to take more advanced work. Evidence for advanced place.
ment may be derived from the high school record or from special examinations
administered at State University College at Cortland during the fall registration
period. Exemptions may be granted from basic courses [or students who have
taken the Advanced Placement Examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board. Or, if their scores on those examinations are high enough, students
may receive college credit [or equivalent courses offered at this College. Students
taking the Advanced Placement Examination
should request that their scores
be sent directly to the Vice President for Academic Affairs at State University
College at Cortland.

Transfer Students
Transfer students of good academic standing at an accredited college generally are considered for admission. Transfer credit is not allowed for work with
a grade of "D" or its equivalent. Applicants will not receive transfer credit for
professional, technical, pre-professional
or pre-technical
courses unless these
credits are applicable to the student's curriculum and have been earned in colleges
or universities having approved and registered programs. Transfer students are
admitted in September and in February for all programs. A transcript from each
college the student has attended must be sent to the Office of Admissions and
Records. Transfer students must file the same application materials as incoming freshmen.
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For February transfers, the final date for filing completed applications is
January 1. All final transcripts [or February consideration must be filed immediately following current semester examinations. The deadline for filing completed
transfer applications for September consideration in all majors is May l.

Correspondence
All mail regarding
and Records.

admission should be addressed

to Office of Admissions

Withdrawal of Application
Applicants should notify the Office of Admissions and Records immediately
of a change in choice of curriculum or if they wish to withdraw their application.

Acknowledgment

of Application

Forms

Requesting application materials directly from State University College
Cortland rather than using forms available locally will guarantee receiving
materials necessary for prompt processing of applications. The major area of
terest should be indicated.
Early in the spring the applicant will be notified if any necessary part
his application folder is missing.

at
all
inof
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Spring Semester and Summer Session Applications
Because of limited classroom space, there is no entering freshman class for
the spring semester or for the summer session. There will be space for a very
limited number of well-qualified freshmen in February.

High School Preparation
While the admission requirements at State University College at Cortland
are not rigid in terms of type of high school diploma, preference is given to
students whose records indicate a good quality of work leading to an academic
or college preparatory diploma.

The Completed Application
A completed application
the following forms:

File

file in the Office of Admissions and records includes

For All Applications
I. Official State University

of New York Application for Admission (A-I).
2. High School Scholastic and Personality Record Form (A-2).
3. Regents Scholarship Examination
scores or State University Selective
Admissions Examinations scores for all New York State applicants.
4. College Board Scholastic Aptitude Tests for all out-of-state and foreign
applicants.
5. Health Report - for all P.E. rnajars before skill tests 'invitation; all other
majors after a decision has been made. In special cases a medical report
is requested before action is taken on the application.
6. Admissions and Records Office General Information Form (A-6).
For Physical Education Majors
Physical Education

Director's recommendations.

For Transfer Students
1. Official college transcript from each institution previously attended.
2. Personal Inventory (Form A-S) completed by Dean of Students at each
institution previously attended.
All forms indicated above are included in application material distributed
from the Office of Admissions and Records. Students not having received any
of the above forms should request them as soon as possible.
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Expenses and Financial Aids

A fairly accurate estimate of expenses for a year may be made by selecting
applicable items from the following list of estimated expenses. All charges, however, are subject to change at any time by the authority responsible.
Tuition (See tuition explanation,
page 34.)
Tuition for a non-resident ..
Co IIege fee.
Summer Advisement (for first-time registrants only) .
Student activity assessment, health insurance, class dues,
Alumni Association.
Board, room and laundry in a College residence hall.
Room in a private home (depending on accommodation)
Board in a private home (depending on accommodation)
Books and supplies.
Uniforms and equipment [or Physical Education and
Recreation Education rnajors.
Physical Education equipment for all other majors.
Other personal expenses:
Clothing, by personal choice.
Laundry and cleaning.
Recreation and entertainment ..
Transportation
Approximate total for New York State residents ..

none - $400
600
25
20
approximately
95
875-900
200-400
550-600
100-150
30-50
20
100
60
150
100
$1,800-$2,060
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Explanation of Expenses
Tuition
The basic tuition for New York State legal residents is $400. Adjustments
are made through Scholar Incentive Plan grants and scholarships determined on
the basis of the taxable income of the family.
Undergraduate

Tuition per Year for New York State Residents

Net Taxable Income
of Family per
Child in College

Tuition

$

0-I800
1801-7499
7500 and up

$400
400
400

Credit from SIP
Grant and
Scholarship

Net Cost
to Student

$400
200
100

None
$200
300

The tuition for non-residents of New York State is $600 a year.
College Fee
The Co,Ilege fee is $25 per year or $12.50 per semester. This is assessed as an
administrative policy of the State University of New York. The money is used to
reduce the bonded indebtedness of the Dormitory Authority and is deposited in
the Dormitory Income Fund. In most cases the College fee is not refundable.
Student ActivltyAssessment
The student activity assessment fluctuates from year to year as cost of opera~
tion and equipment for student activities vary. This fee includes charges assessed
by the students to cover all general activities such as athletic events, social-cultural
programs, newspaper, yearbook and other items as determined by the student
government.
Student Health Insurance
A health and accident insurance policy, which supplies quite comprehensive
coverage for most of the student's medical expenses, is optional. The policy is in
effect from September I to September 1 and covers both accident and illness. The
details of this policy are given to students at the time of registration.
Personal Property Insurance
The College does not accept responsibility for the loss of money or other
personal property or damage. The College recommends that parents obtain insurance protection on all property of students while away from home.
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Board and Room
Board and room expenses vary, depending on accommodations, from $875 to
$900. Students who do not have a yearly contract for board and room should plan
their expenses on the basis of 38 weeks of college residence.
Students living in the College residence halls and many private homes or
private dormitories arc required to make preregistration commitments for board
and room.
Pre-Admission

Deposit

The pre-admission deposi t of $50 will be credited toward the payment of
tuition. In the event that the Scholar Incentive Plan grant and/or Regents
Scholarship covers total tuition charges. the $50 pre-admission deposit will be
refunded after registration.
Books, Equipment

and Supplies

The costs of books, equipment and supplies varies
the courses taken by the student. Because of required
ceUaneous equipment, the physical education majors
exceeding those of other students. Books and supplies
time of purchase at the College Store. The College
accounts for students.

considerably according to
uniforms and other misgenerally have expenses
must be paid for at the
does not .operate charge
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College Camp
Students majoring in the physical education and recreation education curricula are required to take the course, Camp Leadership Training, at the College
camp for nVDweeks at the end of the sophomore year. The fee is $50.

Fee Payment and Deferment
The payment of all fees and assessments is due as directed by College officials.
The College reserves the right to withhold all information regarding the record
of any student who is in arrears in the payment of fees or other charges, including
student loans. The College does not offer a time-payment plan and students living
in College residence halls generally are billed several weeks in advance of the
date of registration.
Only those persons who are identified on the official Regents Scholarship
and/or Scholar Incentive Award rosters and who have filed power of attorney
cards 'with the College will be permitted deferments for State University charges.
Official rehabilitation
students may be granted deferments. There will be no
deferment of student activity assessments.
Independent scholarship monies awarded students are held in the Student
Accounts section of the Business Office. These monies may be claimed prior to
registration if they are to be used for any payment on the day of registration.
Checks will be distributed upon request the day before registration.

Veterans' Benefits
Veterans who are planning to study at
Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966 (Cold War
of men who serves as veterans coordinator. This
of the Fall session. The veteran must report to
the registration period with his certificate for
7-1993.

the College under the Veterans
GI Bill) should contact the dean
should be done before the opening
the College Veterans Office during
education and training, VA form

The Veterans Administration
determines all policies governing the administration of the law. Technical questions should be referred to the nearest regional
office of the Veterans Administration.
Veterans pay fees when due the same as all
other students. Veterans' benefits are determined by public laws which change
frequently. Therefore, all information regarding veterans' benefits is subject to
change without notice.
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War Orphans
Under the War Orphans Educational Assistance Act of 1956 educational
benefits are provided to children of veterans who died in service or as a result of a
disability received while in the service during Wor-ld War I, World War II or the
Korean Conflict. The educational allowance of .$130 per month for four years of
college is paid to full-time students who are between the ages of 18 and 23 and
under certain circumstances to children under 18 years of age. Students who
believe they may be eligible for these benefits are urged to discuss the matter with
their local representative of the Veterans Administration.

Financial Aids
Student Employment
The Student Employment Service is located in the College Financial Aids
Office. The primary purpose of the service is to assist needy and qualified students
to obtain part-time work. The office maintains a record of students seeking
employment and publishes opportunities for employment, both on campus and
in the City of Cortland. Money earned from part-time work seldom exceeds $150
per year because of limited opportunities.
Freshmen ordinarily are not recom-

mended for part-time work during
sponsors a number of Student Work
Work-Study Program sponsored by
part-time work are processed in the
Emergency

Loans -

their first semester on campus. The College
Assistantships and participates in the College
the Federal Government. Applications for all
Financial Aids Office.

Short Term

Loans are available for assistance in meeting pressing financial obligations
which are related to the student's completing his education. Loans must be repaid
within three months. No interest on the student emergency loan accrues prior to
the beginning of the repayment schedule, and interest thereafter is to be paid at
the rate of four percent (4%) per year. This loan fund is closed one week prior
to the date of registration and doesn't reopen until one week after registration.
New York State Scholar Incentive

Program

Applications should be filed before July I for students entering college in
September but will be accepted up to December I. Applications and/or information concerning the Scholar Incentive Program may be obtained from high school
guidance departments. Annual application is required.
New York Higher Education

Assistance

Corporation

The New York Higher Education Assistance Corporation was established to
assist New York State youth with both the ability and desire for a higher education to meet financial needs during their years after high school. Under this
statute it is possible for students to obtain loans for their higher education by
following a regular procedure based on: I) indicated ability to pursue a college
education; 2) need for financial aid after parents' help has been estimated;
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3) good moral character; 4) a sincere sense of responsibility toward the use of
any loan; 5) attendance as, or acceptance for entrance as, a full-time student at
the next regular term of an accredited college in an approved program leading
to a degree; 6) attendance as, or acceptance for entrance, as a part-time student
at the next regular term of an accredited college in an approved program leading
to a degree.
The amount of money obtainable from this program is pro-rated on the
student's academic year: $750-Freshman;
$I,OOO-Sophomores; $1,250- Juniors;
and $I,500-Seniors and Graduates.
The application forms for this program may be obtained at any local bank
presently participating in the program. An application normally should be made
to cover the amount needed for one college year. Applications should be processed
through the College Financial Aids Office prior to July 15.
National Defense Loan Program
All students requesting financial assistance through the National Defense
Student Loan Program must file a financial statement in the Financial Aids Office.
The application form can be secured from this office after appointment as a
full-time student. Eligibility for this program consists of: I) a real need, in order
to continue study, of the sum requested; 2) capability of maintaining a good
scholastic standing. Priority is given to the most needy student who has shown
evidence of good academic ability. The amount of money available to a student
for anyone academic year is $1,000 maximum. Additional loans in successive years
are contingent upon progress in a full-time academic program, continued need,
and fitting non-academic conduct.
A borrower begins repaying National Defense loans nine months after graduation or withdrawal from college, and he finishes repaying within eleven years. For

good cause, the borrower may have his repayment period extended, and he may,
of course, accelerate his payment. Interest accrues at three percent per year on
the unpaid balance beginning on the date repayment is due to begin.
An important provision of this program is the "forgiveness clause" which
cancels up to one-half on any loan (plus interest) for service as a full-time teacher
in a public elementary or secondary school anywhere in the United States. Ten
percent of the loan plus interest is excused for each completed academic year of
such service up to a total of five years.
Applications should be processed prior to June I for allocation of money for
the fall semester.
College Scholarship

Service

Students seeking financial assistance through the National Defense Education Act are required to submit a copy of the Parents' Confidential Statement
(PCS) form to the College Scholarship Service. Forms may be obtained either from
the secondary school or the College Scholarship Service, P. O. Box 176, Princeton,
New Jersey.
Educational

Opportunity

Grants

The College again has applied for an Educational Opportunity Grant from
the United States Office of Education under Title Four of the Higher Education
Act of 1965. The program, if approved, will provide grants to students ranging
from $200 to $800 for each academic year of study. Such awards are made by the
College to full-time undergraduate students in good standing or to undergraduate
students accepted for enrollment as full-time students. Recipients must show
evidence of academic or creative promise and have exceptional financial need.
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Alumni Scholarships
The Cortland College Alumni Association annually awards nine scholarships
of $150 each. To be eligible for these awards, students must have a 2.8 minimum,
cumulative average, have completed a minimum of three semesters or a total of
48 credit hOUTS and a maximum of 100 hours in residency at Cortland, show financial need and have been recommended by the Financial Aids Committee and a
faculty member.
Donovan C. Moffett Scholarships
Each year one or more awards are given to selected students from the Donovan
C. Moffett Scholarship Fund. The amount of the scholarship varies from $100 to
$500. To be eligible for these awards, students must have completed two full
academic years at State University College at Cortland, have a cumulative
academic average of at least 3.0 through the sophomore year and have a cumulative
academic average of at least 3.2 through the junior year. Six factors are considered: scholarship, leadership, contribution
to the College community, professional promise, personality and character.
Regents and Other Scholarships
Holders of Regents Scholarships, depending upon their financial need, may
be granted a sum up to the amount of the tuition at the school they attend. The
sum of the Regents Scholarship award and the Scholarship Incentive award can
total no more than tuition.
The College encourages students to explore local scholarships and to investigate the Jenkins Memorial Scholarship awarded by the New York State ParentTeacher Association. Application for the latter may be made through the local
Parent-Teacher group.
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Academic Policies

Enrollment Procedures
All students are expected to register on the date for registration specified in
the College calendar. If, for any reason, this is impossible, special permission for
late registration must be obtained. A fee of five dollars will be charged for approved late registration.

Transfer from One Curriculum to Another
Students who wish to transfer from one curriculum to another may do so
with the permission of the appropriate division dean after consultation with the
department chairmen.

Academic Credit from Other Colleges
With the approval of the appropriate division dean, credits earned at other
colleges for grades of C or better may be credited toward degree requirements
at Cortland. However, quality points from courses taken at other institutions are
not transferable; only quality points earned at Cortland may be-used in figuring
a student's quality point average and all students must meet the specified
minimum academic requirements on the basis of the work tak~n at Cortland.
Once a student has started his study at Cortland, he may receive credit for
work taken at other colleges only if he receives prior approval from the appro·
priate division dean and with the understanding that only credits of C or higher
are transferable.
Matriculated students as well as transfer students are also restricted by regulations governing transfer of credit cited under "Transfer Students" on page 30.
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New York State College Proficiency

Examinations

The New York State Education Department, in cooperation with colleges
and universities throughout New York State, has established a program of examinations whereby individuals who have developed college-level competencies
outside of the formal classroom situation can demonstrate those competencies
and receive credit for them. The examinations, now available in 30 subjects,
are developed by faculty members from higher institutions in New York State.
The State Education Department itself does not grant credit although it
does recognize satisfactory performance on a CPE in lieu of some of the specific
course requirements for the teaching certificate in New York State.
The College at Cortland participates in the College Proficiency Examination
Program. A Cortland student may earn up to 12 semester hours of undergraduate
transfer credits through the College Proficiency Examinations of the State Education Department, assuming that the credits earned have an appropriate place
in the curriculum of the student and with the following limitations on grades
earned:
I. Grades of A and B will be accepted for credit.
2. A grade of C will be accepted if the department concerned reviews the
student test record, including the essay portion of the examination, and
recommends that credit be awarded.
3. As with all transfer credits, quality points thus earned are not figured in
the student's quality point average.
4. In conformity with the College's transfer credit policy, no grade of D
or E will be accepted for credit.

President Kenneth E. Young,
left, and Vice President
Walter L. Heilbron ner

Residence Requirement
To be eligible for graduation with a bachelor's degree from State University
College at Cortland, a student must complete two of the final three years of his
curriculum in resident study on the Cortland campus. Moreover, each curriculum
may identify certain courses that can be taken only at State University College
at Cortland in meeting degree requirements.

Class Attendance
In general the College expects regular attendance in classes as part of each
student's responsibility to himself (or his own education, and every student is
held responsible for any class-work missed regardless of the reason for his absence.
Standards of performance will be set by each instructor to meet the needs of his
own course, and these will be explained to the students at the beginning of the
course. However, the basic policy of the College is that the student's performance
alone should determine
his grades, not the bare statistics of his presence and
absence.

Class Year
Students are identified by class year in accordance with the number of
semester hours of credit earned toward graduation as [allows:
Freshman Class.
0-25Y2 semester hours
Sophomore
26-57y"
Junior
. . . . . . . . . . . .58-89y"
Senior
90 or more
Students are reminded, however, that ordinarily they are expected to register
for a full load of courses each semester and that normal semester loads differ from
one curriculum to another.

Course Changes
No course may be added after the first full week of classes as indicated in the
College calendar. A semester course may be dropped without penalty until the
end of the third week (first full week for quarter courses) as indicated in the
College calendar. Any student who drops a course beyond the periods indicated
above is subject to the grade of E. Exceptions to this may be granted with the
permission of the division dean after consultation with the departments involved.

Reporting of Grades
A Final Grade Report is issued to students and mailed to their parents .at
the end of each academic session. At each mid-semester date, a student who is
doing unsatisfactory work is notified to that effect.
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Parents will be notifiecl\vhen a student's scholastic status is such that he is
placed on academic probation or when, because of academic deficiencies, he may
be required to attend summer session in an effort to remove those deficiencies and
thus qualify for continuing as a student in the College.

Student Responsibility
The College expects those who are admitted to undertake their respons·
ibif ities as students so that their work is a credit to themselves and to the College.
The Student Handbook
outlines standards of student conduct. The College reserves the right to place on probation or to terminate the enrollment of any
student whose conduct, class attendance or academic record is unsatisfactory.
All fees and assessments are due at the time of registration. Debts owed to
the College or to any agency thereof must be paid when due. Otherwise the
student is not in good standing and may be dropped from the College rolls.

College Credit System
The basic unit of crediting College courses is the
of credit for a sixteen-week semester. One semester
average of three hours of work per week, but this
variety of in-class and out-of-class combinations. The
are as follows:
Educational
Experience
Field work
Lecture-seminar
Laboratory

"semester hour" - one hour
hour normally assumes an
can be achieved through a
most common arrangements

In
class

Out of
class

Total
hours

0
I
3

3
2

3
3

0

3

An average student should expect to put in the amount of time indicated
above in order to succeed academically. For example, a student should put in
at least a 45-hour week for an academic load of 15 semester hours. Students with
greater ability and educational preparation could, with experience, adjust their
out-of-class time to their specific situations.

Student Class Load
The regular class load varies from 15 to 18 hours, depending on the program.
Loads in excess of 18 semester hours must be approved by the appropriate division dean.
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Grades and Quality Points
State University College at Cortland employs the plus and minus grading
system with the following basic classifications: A indicates superior achievement,
B indicates good work, C indicates average, D indicates below average. and E
indicates failure of a course. The grade of D - is the lowest grade for which
College credit is awarded.
CP or Complete indicates satisfactory achievement in courses for which letter
grades are not employed; a grade of NC indicates no credit. The letter I indicates
that the student has not completed all the requirements of the course and that
a grade is being withheld until the work is performed and approved, The I
automatically will change to an E unless the Incomplete is converted to a regular
letter grade. by the end of the following semester. It is the student's responsibility
to complete the required work. Exceptions can be granted only upon petition to
the appropriate division dean.
A student withdrawing from the College prior to mid-term will be assigned
grades of WP or WF dependent upon his academic standing at tbe time of withdrawal. A student withdrawing from the College after mid-term will receive
grades of E except as grades of WP or WF may be assigned with the approval of
the division dean after consultation with the academic departments involved.
The letter X indicates withdrawal from a semester course after the third full
week (first full week for quarter courses) with approval of the division dean, In
other cases a student withdrawing from a course will receive a grade of E.
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Any student who misses a final examination will receive an E for the course
unless he obtains an excuse for his absence from the vice president for academic
affairs. It is the student's responsibility to arrange with the instructor for a
make-up examination. Such a make-up examination must be taken after the
regularly scheduled examination and will be given at the convenience of the
instructor.
A student's level of scholarship is determined
quality points per semester hour of credit:
A+=4.3
B+=3.3
C+=2.3
D+= 1.3

by the following system of

A=4.0
B=3.0
C=2.0
D=1.0
£=0.0

A- =3.7
B- =2.7

C- =1.7
D-=

.7

Quality point averages are determined by dividing the total number of
quality points by the total number of semester hours for which a student has
been graded. For example, a grade of C in a three-hour course is equivalent to
six quality points. If a student completed 17 semester hours of course work and
accumulated 38 quality points, his average would be 2.235. Although it is possible
to attain a 4.3 average. the College considers the method as a four-point grading system.

Academic Standards, Probation and Dismissal
Cortland undergraduates should familiarize themselves with the standards
of academic performance established by the College. Failure to meet these
standards can automatically place a student on probation or even subject him
to dismissal. The following table outlines the College's policy on standards.
Average at
the End of
1st semester
2nd semester
3rd semester
4th-8th semesters.

Automatically
on Probation
.
.
.

Below 1.75
Below 1.85
Below 2.00

Subject to
Dismissal
Below
Below
Below
Below

1.25
1.75
1.85
2.00

Students also will be subject to academic dismissal if they are deficient in
more than four semester hours of credit at the end of their second semester.
Students may not begin their fifth or seventh semester if they have any deficiency
in semester hours of credit.
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Although scholarship is the primary obligation for the College and the
student, the Cortland faculty recognizes and endorses the enriching experiences
gained through participation in campus organizations and activities. These are
universally accepted as part of higher education. For these reasons, the College
does not automatically deny to students placed on academic probation for the
first time the educational and vocational benefits derived from non-classroom
activities. With the advice of faculty counselors, students on probation are directed to improve their standing through tutorial study halls, remedial reading
programs, study and writing courses, and student-sponsored dormitory and living
center programs for intellectual advancement. However, any student on academic
probation for the second consecutive semester may not represent the College in
any College-sponsored extra and cocurricular activities and may not hold office or
be elected to office in any College-sponsored activity, residence hall organization,
or sorority or fraternity.

Student Teaching Eligibility
To be eligible for student teaching, students cannot be on social or academic
probation, must have at least a 2.0 cumulative quality point average, and must
be certified in accordance with regulations announced by the vice president for
academic affairs as having the necessary professional and technical or subjectmatter competence for successful student teaching.

Dean's List
A uniform 3.1 average will be required of all students to qualify for the
Dean's List which is published at the end of the first and second semesters.
Students named to the list represent the highest ranking undergraduates
in
academic areas of the College.
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Graduation with Honors
Honors at graduation are awarded students whose quality point average
meets the following standards: summa cum laude} 3.75 and above; magna cum
laude, 3.5 to 3.749; cum laude, 3.2 to 3.499. All such awards of honors must have
the approval of the faculty. Transfer students must complete two full academic
years of residence credit at the State University College at Cortland to be eligible
for honors at graduation.

Candidates for Graduation
All candidates for the bachelor's degree must report to the Registrar's Office
for the purpose of completing a degree order card and submitting a check or
money order for $12 made payable to State University College at Cartland. The
above regulation must be complied with by February 1 of the expected year of
graduatian far January, June and August degree candidates. All candidates far
master of science degrees must report to the Graduate Office to complete a degree
order card and to submit a check for $14.
Candidates who submit degree order cards and the required assessment after
February 1 will not receive the degree or have their names appear on the commencement list the following June.

Requirements for Graduation
'while the curriculum at Cortland undergoes frequent review and new
courses are established, students are assured that requirements for graduation
will remain unchanged [or those who enroll in the College and complete their
undergraduate programs without interruption.
The College, of course, reserves the right to change the College calendar,
fees, and requirements other than those for degrees. Such changes become effective when adopted.

Withdrawal from College
A student withdrawing from the College prior to mid-term will be assigned
grades of WP or WF dependent upon his academic standing at the time of withdrawal. A student withdrawing from the College after mid-term will receive
grades of E except as grades of WP or WF may be assigned with the approval of
the division dean after consultation with the departments involved.
It is the student's responsibility to officially dear all records and obligations
to receive honorable separation. The official withdrawal record form and procedure may be obtained from the registrar. Many occasions arise in which students
later desire a transcript of the record or a letter of recommendation. The College
will not comply with such requests unless withdrawal is official.
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Readmission
A student who has been dismissed for academic reasons, who has withdrawn
after mid-term, or who has withdrawn with three or more grades of WF ordinarily
will not be considered for readmission until the passing of a full academic year.
As a condition for being considered for readmission such students also may be required to attend a summer session at Cortland.

Service Fee
The College reserves the right to charge a nominal service fee in cases when
students, through negligence, fail to meet certain administrative appointments
important to the conduct of College business or to abide by publicly announced
College deadlines.

Transcripts of Record
The student is entitled to one free transcript after graduation. Additional
copies may be purchased for $1 each at any time.
Requests for transcripts should be directed to the Registrar's Office. Requests
should be accompanied by a check for the exact remittance, made payable to
State University College at Cortland. The College reserves the right to deny
transcripts to any student who is delinquent in an obligation to the College.

Change of Name and Address
Students are required to inform
change of name or address.

the dean of students

promptly

of any

DIVISION OF GRADUATE STUDIES
AND RESEARCH

Graduate courses leading to the degree of Master of Science in Education are
offered by the College at Cortland. Graduates from accredited colleges wishing to
enroll in graduate courses should apply in person or by mail to the Office of
Graduate Studies and Research.

Graduate Curricula
Curricula leading to the degree of master of science in education are offered
in the following fields:
Elementary Education
Health Education
Physical Education
Recreation Education
Secondary Education in:
English, French, Mathematics, Social Studies
Biology and General Science
Chemistry and General Science
Earth Science and General Science
Physics and General Science
Speech Education
Graduate courses leading to a degree of Master of Arts in the Teaching of
English also are offered by the College.
General requirements for each of the above curricula with one exception."
include:
Professional Education
6 Sem. Hr.
Specialization and Supporting Areas
18-20 Sem. Hr.
Electives
6·8 Sem. Hr.
*Elementary Education
[52]

Admission and Matriculation'
Admission to graduate study is based upon the following:
1. Possession of a baccalaureate degree from an approved institution
appropriate background for the field of graduate study.

with an

2. Submission of official transcripts of all college work, both graduate and
undergraduate. No transcript is required for work completed at Cortland.
3. Completion and filing of necessary forms in the Office of Graduate
and Research.

Studies

4. Taking the Graduate Record Examination. Scheduled dates are available
in the Office of Graduate Studies and Research.
5. Health examination

reported on blank furnished by the College.

Candidacy for the degree of master of science in educatiorr.v"
the degree is based upon the following requirements:

Candidacy for

1. Provisional certification in New York State or equivalent preparation as
determined by the Division in which the student is enrolling (except in
the Elementary Education curriculum for those having little or no prepara·
tion in professional education) .
2. Satisfactory performance on the Graduate Record Examination.
3. Completion
afA or B.

of at least six semester hours of work on campus with marks

4. Recommendation

of the Department

in which the candidate will specialize.

Standards for the Award of the Oegree
The following standards have been set for the award of the degree:
1. A minimum quality-point average of 2.8 in all graduate work including
courses that may not be counted toward the degree. No grade below C
will be counted toward the degree.
2. A minimum of sixteen semester hours must be taken in courses at the 600
level and at least sixteen hours must be completed after official candidacy
for the degree has been established.vv "
vlndicares enrollment in an approved degree program, but not candidacy for the degree.
•• When the student has fulfilled the above academic requirements, he should request his adviser
to proceed to establish his candidacy.
"""For the Master of Arts in [he Teaching of English substitute fifteen academic hours for the
sixteen hours in other programs.
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3. Not more than eight semester hours of graduate work may be taken in offcampus extension or transferred from another institution. Since all such
courses must fit into the curricula at this College. prior approval by the
adviser must be obtained.
4. Satisfactory performance
field of specialization.

on a written comprehensive

examination

5. The final sixteen semester hours of work and the comprehensive
tion must be completed
award of the degree.

during the three years immediately

6. The degree program shall include a minimum
graduate study approved by the department
Office of Graduate Studies and Research.

in the

examina-

preceding the

of thirty semester hours of
of specialization and the

7. A thesis prepared under the guidance of the department of specialization,
and subject to the standards set by the Office of Graduate Studies and
Research may be substituted for six semester hours of the required program.

Advisement

of Graduate Students

Each student is assigned an adviser who is appointed jointly by the Office
of Graduate Studies and the department of specialization. The adviser must give
prior approval for any course that is to be used in fulfilling the requirements for
the graduate degree. In the event an adviser is not available the student should
confer with the dean of the division in which the program falls. All inquiries and
correspondence relative to courses and curricula should be directed to the adviser.
All other correspondence should be sent to the Dean of Graduate Studies and
Research.

Completion

of the Program

When the program is presumed to be completed the adviser will recommend
to the Dean of Graduate Studies and Research the approval for the award of the
degree. Graduate degrees are awarded at the annual commencement in June. The
list is prepared in March and it is the student's and adviser's joint responsibility
to see that all eligible persons are placed on the list. The degree fee of $14 should
be paid by February 1 by check made payable to the Faculty-Student Association
and sent to the Office of Graduate Studies and Research.
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Assistantships
Graduate assistantships are available in the various disciplines for a few,
well-qualified, full-time students. Assistants will be awarded approximately $2,000
per college year plus tuition waiver. Applications for assistantships must be
received no later than April 15 for the following academic year. Application forms
may be obtained from the Office of Graduate Studies and Research.

Graduate Record Examination
The Graduate Record Examination is required before a graduate student
may become a candidate for the master's degree. It is given in specific colleges
and universities throughout the country on dates which are announced in the
early fall of each year. Graduate students should take both sections of the Graduate
Record Examination: the Aptitude Test which is given in the morning session,
and the Advanced Test in one's discipline which is given in the afternoon of the
same day. The fee for the Aptitude Test is $7; for one Advanced Test, $8, or when
both are taken on the same day, $12. For complete information, test dates, fees
and locations of the Graduate Record Examination, write to the Office of Graduate
Studies and Research.
The Graduate Record Examination (both the aptitude and the advanced test
sections) will be required of all students prior to seeking admission to courses for
graduate credit, either in a degree program or a non-degree program, beginning
September 1,1967.

Graduate Curricula
Leading to the
Degree of Master of Science in Education
and
Permanent Certification

Elementary Education
(For students

with an undergraduate

major or equivalent

in elementary

I. Professional Education
A. An advanced course in social or psychological
education

education)

semester hours
15 to 20
foundations of
3
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B. Professional concentration

in one area of:

Educational psychology. curriculum, social foundations
(nine semester hours must be at the 600 level)

or reading
12

II. Electives in Academic Areas
12 to 17
A total of thirty semester hours of undergraduate and graduate work
must be earned in one of the fields: English, fine arts, mathematics,
science or social studies.

Elementary Education
(For those holding

baccalaureate

degrees with little or no background

in professional

I. Liberal Arts (in undergraduate and graduate work)
A. Ninety semester hours in the liberal arts including:

education)

semester hours
90

l. Twelve semester hours in each of these three fields: the human-

ities, the natural

sciences and mathematics,

the social sciences.

2. In addition. a minimum of thirty semester hours of study (at least
six of which must be in graduate level courses) in a department
or a planned interdepartmental
program of liberal arts studies.

II. Professional Education
A. Educ 490 Student Teaching

14

This course is in addition to the thirty-two semester hours required
for the degree of master of science in education and will not count
for graduate credit.
B. Completion of a minimum of twenty-six semester hours of study in
professional education to include the following.
semester hours
1. Sociological, philosophical
cation
2. Educational
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and historical

and development

foundations

26
of edu3

psychology

6

3. Instructional methods and materials including
Educ 526 (3 hrs.)

9

4. Chosen from and in addition to the requirements in 1, 2,
and 3, above or additional supervised instructional experience

8

Health Education or Physical Education or
Recreation Education
I. Professional Education
A. Professional Seminar

in the Literature

semester hours

and Research

6
of Special-

ization.

3

B. An advanced course in social or psychological
cation

foundations

II. Specialization"
and Supporting Area"
A. In Specialization must include:
1. One course in curriculum
2. One course in evaluation or research
B. In Supporting Area
III. Electives in Academic

of edu3
semester hours
18 to 20
12-14
3

3
6
semester hours
6 to 8

Areas

Secondary English
I. Professional Education
A. Seminar in Teaching Secondary English
B. An advanced course in the social or psychological
education

semester hours
6
3
found a tions of

3
semester hours
18 to 20
3
3
9-11
semester hours

II. Specialization and Supporting Areas
A. Studies in Chaucer or in Milton
B. Seminar in Theories of Criticism
C. History of the English Language

III. Electives
6·8
IV. Competency at the Intermediate Level in a Modern Foreign Language
a Classical Language
Two years of undergraduate or equivalent study meets this requirement.

Secondary French
I. Professional Education
A. Professional
Seminar
Languages

In

the

Teaching

of

Secondary

eSpeciafization in one of the fields of Health Education, Physical
Education .
•• Supporting area is one closely related to the field of specialization.

or

semester hours
6
Foreign
3

Education

or Recreation
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B. An advanced course In the social or psychological
education

foundations

of
3

semester hours
18 to 20
3
3
3
2·4
5·9

II. Specialization and Supporting Areas
A. French Poetry
B. French Fiction
C. French Theater
D. Independent
Work
E. Electives in French

semester hours
6 to 8

11/. Electives

Secondary Mathematics
semester hours
I. Professional Education
A. Seminar in Teaching Secondary Mathematics
B. An advanced course in social or psychological
education

6

foundations

3
of
3

semester hours
18 to 20
3
3
3
0·3

II. Specialization and Supporting Areas
A. Foundation of Mathematics, or
B. Symbolic Logic
C. Linear Algebra or Higher Algebra
D. Analysis"
(Advanced Calculns I mnst be included)
E. Geometry"
(two courses)
F. Probability and Statistics"
(two courses)

0·6
0·6
semester hours
6 to 8

11/. Electives

Secondary Science
I. Professional Education
A. Seminar in Teaching Secondary Science
B. An advanced course in social or psychological
education
t<These requirements
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semester hours
6
3
foundations
of
3

may be met in whole or in part in the undergraduate

sequence.

semester hours
II. Specialization and Supporting Areas
18 to 20
A. History and literature of science
3
B. Seminar in area of specialization selected from biology, chemistry,
geology or physics
2
C. Electives in science
13-15
At least six hours must be taken in one area of biology, chemistry,
geology or physics
semester hours
6to8
III. Electives

Secondary Social Studies
I. Professional Education
A. Seminar in Teaching Secondary Social Studies
B. An advanced course in social or psychological
education

semester hours
6
3
foundations
of
3
semester hours

II. Specialization and Supporting Areas
18 to 20
A. Methodology and techniques of social science research
3
B. Seminar in area of concentrationselected from economics, geography,
history, political science or sociology
3
C. Electives in social sciences
12-]4
Twelve hours must be taken in one area of economics, geography,
history, political science or sociology
semester hours
6 to 8
III. Electives

Additional Degree Programs
Specific details of the programs in Speech Education and the Master of Arts
in the Teaching of English may be obtained from the Office of Graduate Studies
and Research.
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Description of Courses

Key to the Numbering

System

Courses numbered from 100 to 399 are open to all undergraduate
students.
Courses numbered 400 to 599 are open to upperclassmen
and, occasionally, to
graduate students [or credit toward the Master's degree. (See Master Schedule
of the semester involved for graduate offerings.) Courses numbered
600 to 699
are open to graduate students only.
For the benefit of students in Arts and Sciences, requirements
for majors and
minors in various fields are described under each department
in the following pages.
Course requirements
for provisional certification
in the secondary schools are listed wi th the subjects.

to teach

academic

subjects
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DIVISION OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

The State University College at Cortland awards the degrees of Bachelor of
Science and Bachelor of Arts upon the satisfactory completion of the requirements
and conditions prescribed in each of the curricula. The details of each of these
curricula will be found on the pages following departmental
course offerings.
Common to all curricula in the arts and sciences are sequences of courses in
various areas known as "basic studies" and which are listed below:

BASIC STUDIES
Included in all curricula-56

semester hours

English Com posi lion
---------------------------------Modern Foreign Language
-----------------------------Physical Education
-------------------------------Total

~

_

0- 3* semester hours
0-13"
4
20

semester hours

Two one-year sequences in each of these groups:
GROUPI
(Mathematics
and Science)
I. Mathematics
2. Physical Science
3. Biological Science

GROUP 1I
(Social Sciences)
I. History
~. Social Sciences
other than History
!l. Psychology

GROUP III
(Humanities)
I. Literature
2. fine Arts. G hours in Music
ur Art or
Theatre
or an integrated
course in the Fine Arts.
~. Philosophy
36 semester hours

Total

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS
The Bachelor's

FOR GRADUATION

degree will be awarded

to candidates

who have fulfilled the

fol1owi ng requirements:
• Exemption possible .
•• Proficiency examination
may be substituted
for pan or all of the requirements
foreign
language.
Intermediate
proficiency
(through
the second
year of

in a modern
college study)

required.
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1. Completion of the requirements in one of the curricula listed on the
following pages, including swimming requirement which may be met by
taking PE 191 or PE 29J.
2. Completion

of the residence requirement.

3. Attainment of a scholarship level of 2.0 or higher in quality point average.
4. Clearance of all financial obligations to the College or to agencies directly
related to the College.

5. Submission of a degree order card to the College Registrar by February
1 of the year which the degree is to be awarded.

ARTS AND SCIENCES

CURRICULA

The College awards the Bachelor of Arts degree to those students who have
completed satisfactorily programs of study with concentration in the humanities
or social sciences. Students majoring in mathematics, psychology or the sciences
may also pursue programs leading to this degree. or they may substitute advanced work in or related to their major fields for the requirement in foreign
language and receive the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Students in arts and sciences normally spend most of their first and second
years satisfying the requirements
outlined under the Basic Studies area (56
semester hours). This area is designed to provide the necessary background and
foundation in general knowledge that a student at Cortland must have to pursue
a liberal education program at the upperclass level.
Concentration in major fields is usually reserved until the junior and senior
years, and provides the understanding
necessary to prepare students to deal
vigorously with problems in an area of specialization.
The following fields of specialization
and sciences program:

are available as majors within the arts

B.A. DEGREE
Art
Biology
Chemistry
Chemistry-Geology
French
Geography
Geology
German
History
Literature
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"Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Pol itical Science
Psychology
Sociology
Spanish
Speech (Theatre, Rhetorical Address
or General Speech)

n.s,

DEGREE

Biology
Chemistry
Chemistry-Geology
Geology

Mathematics
Physics
Psychology

Majors in mathematics or the sciences may substitute advanced work in or
related to their major fields for the requirement
in Foreign Language and
qualify for the degree of Bachelor of Science.

Major Fields
The requirements vary from 24-36 semester hours. Specific requirements
each major in Arts and Sciences are found in the departmental
listings.

for

Electives
Additional courses may be selected from any department
of the College.
Students are encouraged to take minors related to their major fields.

Comprehensive

Examination

During his last semester the student will be required
of his major field bf study through written examination.

Total Semester Hour Requirement:

to demonstrate

mastery

124
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ART

DiGiusto, Chairman,
Schenker, Stell

Requirements

Atcheson,

Brauen,

]essiman,

Kuhlman,

Kuhn,

Pimlott,

for the Major in Art

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of arts
degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major in Art:
A) Study within the major area:
Art 212. 213, 232. 416, 417, 512, 516, plus five art electives selected in con.
sultation with an adviser (total of thirty hours in art).
B) Courses in related areas:
Four courses from either literature, fine arts, philosophy or history related
to the individual's specialized interests (total of twelve hours).

Requirements

for the Minor in Art

Art 212.213,416,417
plus three art electives selected in consultation with an
adviser (total of eighteen hours in art).
Art 211: BACKGROUNDS
IN ART
Study of basic art principles and concepts
together with their historic development
as
shown through design in the visual art forms.
Readings, visual materials and essential experimentation
will be used to give meaning to
artistic creativity. (3 sem. hr.)

Art 212;

ART

HISTORY

I

An prior to the Renaissance. Special emphasis upon architecture, sculpture and painting of Egypt, Greece, the Near East, Rome
and medieval Europe. (3 sem. hr.)

Art 213:

ART

HISTORY

II

Continuation
of Art 212. Major developments from Renaissance Italy and Western
Europe to the twentieth century. (3 sem. hr.)
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Art 221:

DRAWING

I

Introduction
to methods and techniques
of drawing. Series of basic graphic problems
is presented designed to develop visual perception. (2 sem. hr.)
Art 222:

DRAWING

II

Continuation
of drawing fundamentals.
Line, contour,
light and shade utilized to
study the following: nature, the figure. landscape, still life. Experimentation
with various
media. (2 sem. hr.)
Art 223: ENAMELING
Introduction
to enameling processes with
sequence of problems involving basic processes in use of vitreous enamels. Exploration
of various techniques such as Limoges, Cloisonne, Plique a Jour and Champleve. (2 sem.
hr.)

Art 225: JEWELRY
AND METALWORK
Introduction
to jewelry processes with
sequence of problems
involving
basic techniques of metalwork. Exploration
of processes
such as forming, casting and etching with
concentration
on design and creative use of
materials. (2 sem. hr.)
Art 227: WEAVING I
Introduction
to weaving
processes including loom preparation.
Study of structure
and design of woven fa brice. Seq uence of
problems stressing creative use of threads and
other materials. (2 sem. hr.)
Art 230: PAINTING I
Introduction
to basic techniques
chief concepts of painting. (2 sem. hr.)

and

Art 232: DESIGN I
Basic study of fundamental
principles of
two-dimensional design. Emphasis on development of visual perception
by means of form
and color. (2 sem. hr.)
Art 233: DESIGN II
Advanced two-dimensional
requisite: An 232. (2 sem. hr.)

Art 330:
PAINTING
II
Continuation
of Painting I with emphasis
on student's capacity to analyze and interpret
his own creative efforts. Prerequisite: Art 230.
(2 sem, hr.)
Art 335: CERAMICS II
Continuation
and further development
of
ceramic processes. Emphasis on creative exploration of materials. Prerequisite:
Art 235.

Pre-

rials. (2 sem. hr.)
Art 236:
PRINTMAKING
I
Introduction
to basic technical and artistic
concerns in the making of prints. Etching,
blockprinring
and other techniques
will he
(2 sem. hr.)

Art 237:

THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DESIGN
Series of problems leading to an understanding and perception of basic principles of
form. (2 sem. hr.)

Art 238: SCULPTURE
I
Course
in introductory
signed to familiarize students

Art 327: WEAVING II
Investigation
and exploration of more advanced
weaves
and
weaving
techniques.
Laboratory
experimentation
in chemical and
natural dyeing of fibers and other materials
used in weaving and a study of various fabric
finishing techniques and processes. Prerequisite: Art 227 (2 sem. hr.)

(2 sem. hr.)
problems.

Art 235: CERAMICS I
Introduction
to forming processes aimed
at discovering
the creative, structural
and
plastic potentials
inherent
in ceramic mate-

explored.

cepts of form. Various media and techniques
employed
to prepare
students
for further
study in sculpture. (2 sem. hr.)

sculpture
dewith basic con-

Art 336:
PRINTMAKING
II
Continues exploration
of printmaking
to
further develop basic concepts introduced
in
Printmaking
I. Prerequisite:
Art 236. (2 sel1l.
flr.)
Art 338: SCULPTURE
II
Advanced
course in sculpture
utilizing
human figure and other SUbjects relative to
nature. Emphasis on personal investigation. In
addition, imparlance
is placed on the craft of
sculpture
and projects are assigned which
utilize various materials such as stone, wood,
metals and ceramics. Prerequisite:
Art 238.
(2 sem. hr.)
Art 416:

NINETEENTH
CENTURY
PAINTING
Study of important
painting movements
of the century including romanticism, impressionism and realism and their rna jar contributions to art. (3 se1n. hr.)
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Art 417:

TWENTIETH
PAINTING

CENTURY

Painting
developments
in Europe
and
America from the turn of the century to the
present. (3 sem. hr.)

Art 430:

Art 435:
Art 418: THE RENAISSANCE
IN ITALY
Study
of architecture,
sculpture
and
painting during the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries with emphasis on the works of Masaccio,
Raphael,
Michelangelo,
Leonardo,
Titian
and the Mannerists,
including
their
relationship
to Baroque art. Prerequisite:
Art
212 or Art 213, or consent of the department.
(3 sem. hr.)

Art 419,

BAROQUE
AND ROCOCO IN
WESTERN
EUROPE
Analysis of works of such men as Bernini,
Caravaggio,
Rubens,
Rembrandt,
Poussin,
Vermeer, watteau, Mansart and Wren as a
reflection of seventeenth
and eighteenth
century life in 'Western Europe. Prerequisite:
Art
212 or Art 213 or consent of department.
(3
sem. hr.)

Art 420:

HISTORY

OF PRINTS

Study of technical and artistic developments in printmaking
from beginning in the
fifteenth century LO the present. (3 se m, hr.)

An

424: FABRIC DESIGN
Decorative
processes and techniques
in
fabric design; screen process printing,
block
printing bank, creative embroidery. fabric applique,
stencil,
hooked
rugs
and
needle
knotted rugs. Special attention
to creative use
of materials and techniques. (2 sem, hr.)

Art 427:

WEAVING

III

Individual
research and experimentation
in woven fabrics. Prerequisite:
Art 227 and
Art 327. (2 scm, hr.)
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PAINTING

III

Emphasis on individual inquiry and production. Prerequisites:
Art 230 and Art 330.
(2 sem. hr.)
CERAMICS

III

Advanced
techniques.
Introduction
to
firing and other
technical
problems.
Prerequisites: Art 235 and Art 335. (2 sern. hr.)
An

436:
PRINTMAKING
111
Further exploration
of printmaking
processes. Prerequisites:
Art 236 and Art 336. (2
sem. hr.J
Art 438:

SCULPTURE

III

Continuation
of personal investigation
in
all sculptural
media. Introduction
to bronze
casting. Prerequisites:
Art 238 and An 338.
(2 scm. IIr.)
Art 511: CONTEMPORARY
ART
Masterpieces which reflect current thinking and practices in the field of art. Special
emphasis
given to works of American and
European
artists, architects
and craftsmen.
(3 scm, hL)
Art 512:
AMERICAN
ART
Survey of art in America from 1620 to
present. Special attention
to influences that
shaped this nation's art, together with the
contributions
made. (3 scm. hr.)
Art 514:

PAINTING IN THE FIFTEENTH
AND SIXTEENTH
CENTURIES
IN NORTHERN
EUROPE
Development
of Flemish, Dutch, German
and French painting of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Study of such masters as
Hubert and Jan van Eyck, Rogier van der
weyden, the elder Bruegel, Bosch, Durer. the
Hclbeins
and Grunewald.
Prerequisite:
Art
212 or Art 213 or consent of department.
(3
sem. hr.J
Art 516:

AESTHETICS

Analysis of the nature and function of
art. Aesthetic theories from ancient Greece to
the modern period. (3 scm. hr.)

Art 536:

PAINTING IV
Continuation
of Painting III. Prerequisite: Art 236, Art 336 and Art 436. (2 sem. hr.)
Art 537: WATERCOLOR
PAINTING
I
Experimentation
with
the watercolor
medium for personal expression. Transparent
and opaque aspects of the medium will be
explored. (2 scm, hr.)
An 538; WATERCOLOR
PAINTING
II
Emphasis on individual research and experimentation
in watercolor
medium. Prerequisite: Art 537. (2 scm. hr.)
Art 541;

ART AND THE

CHILD

Designed to provide competencies needed
program of art activl-

to develop and conduct

tics at the elementary school level. Generally
available only to upperclass and graduate elementary education majors. Cannot be taken
to satisfy the Fine Arts concentration requirementa. (3 scm. hr.)

Art 550:

INDIVIDUAL
PROBLEMS
IN ART I
Research or experimentation
in an area
of the visual arts or art history. Prerequisite:
Consent of the department.
(3 scm. hr.)

Art 551:

INDIVIDUAL
PROBLEMS
IN ART II
Continuation
of Art 550. Prerequisite:
Consent of the department. (3 sem. hr.)

BIOLOGY
Gustajson, Chairman; Clemens, Cohen, Cook, Doney, Hall,
Lawrence, Nesrallah, Schick, Spence, Waldbauer~ Wilson

Requirements

Horak,

Houck,

for the Major in Biology

1. In Liberal Arts:
In addition to the College's basic studies requirement (including Bioi 110-111)
for the bachelor of arts degree the following courses are required for the Liberal
Arts major in Biology.
(A) Study within the major area:
BioI 519; at least one course in each area A to E: (A) Bioi 203-4, 303, 409,
410,420,421,510,514,515,516;
(B) Bioi 201-2; (C) Bioi 304, 311, 503, 505,
507, 508; (D) Bioi 501; (E) Bioi 509, 511, 512, 520. Bioi 537 strongly
recommended. (Total of 32 hours in Biology.)
(B) Courses in related areas:
Chern 221, 222, 521; Phys 251,252; Math 223, 225,226.
II, In Secondary Biology: See summary of requirements on page 134.

Requirements

for the Minor in Biology

Bioi 110-111, plus 12 additional hours in courses listed under study within
major area (total of 18 hours in Biology).
Bioi 101: INTRODUCTORY
ZOOLOGY
Basic laws, principles
and theories of
animal biology. Nature and interpretation
of
life: type studies of increasingly
complex

forms of animal life; man's application
of
biological discoveries. One-semester terminal
course. Two lectures
and one three-hour
laboratory. Offered each semester. (3 scm. hr.)
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Bioi 103: INTRODUCTORY
BOTANY
Plants, their structure, function, development; their place in world and importance
to
man. One-semester, terminal course. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Offered
each semester. (; sem. hr.)

Bioi 1l0:
PRINCIPLES
OF BIOLOGY I
Basic course in major underlying
principles of living world. Unifying theme is biological kinship. Integration
of scientific procedures,
historical
developments
and basic
concepts. Not open to students with College
credit for zoology or botany. Bioi 110 must be
followed by Biol III as a full-year sequence
in order to receive credit. Two lectures and
one three-hour laboratory. Offered first semester. (3 sem. hr.)

Bioi Ill:
PRINCIPLES
OF BIOLOGY II
Continuation
of Principles of Biology I.
Offered second semester. (3 sem. hr.)

BioI 201:

GENERAL ZOOLOGY I
(Invertebrate)
Laboratory
studies of selected invertebrate species from major phyla emphasizing
characteristics,
Life histories, functions, distribution, recognition
of phylogenetic
advances
and comparative
features of each phylum.
First semester of a year's course. Two lectures
and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Biol III or consent of department.
Offered
fiut semester. (; sem, hr.)

Bioi 202:

GENERAL ZOOLOGY II
(Vertebrate)
Laboratory
studies of selected vertebrate
and prochordate
species emphasizing
characteristics, life histories, functions, distribution,
recognition of phylogenetic advances and comparative
features.
Second half of a year's
course. Two lectures
and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
BioI 201 or consent
of department.
Offered second semester.
(;
scm, hr.)
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Bioi 203: GENERAL BOTANY 1
Major life-functions
of plants and their
morphological
basis. First half of a year's
course. Two lectures
and one three-hour
laboratory. Not open to students credited with
Introductory
Botany. Prerequisite:
Biol III
or consent of department.
Offered first semester. (; sem. hr.)
Bioi 204: GENERAL BOTANY II
Survey of major groups of plant kingdom,
their life history and course of plant evolution. Second half of a year's course. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Offered
second semester. (; sem. hr.)
BioI 301:

ANATOMY
AND
PHYSIOLOGY
I
Integumentary,
circulatory,
respiratory,
digestive and excretory systems of the body.
Emphasis
on nutrition,
metabolism,
basic
physiology, homeostasis and regulatory processes. Two lectures and one two-hour laboratory. Prerequisite:
One semester of zoology.
Offered each semester. (3 sem. hr.)
BioI 302:

ANATOMY AND
PHYSIOLOGY II
Skeletal,
muscular,
nervous,
endocrine
and reproductive
systems of human
body.
Emphasis on coordination
and integration.
Two lectures and one two-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Blol 301 or consent of department. Offered each semester. (3 sem. hr.)
Bioi 303: BACTERIOLOGY
Introduction
to microorganisms,
mainly
true bacteria but including related fungi and
lower plant
groups.
Emphasis
on benefits
and harm resulting
from microbial
activity.
Study of control methods, both therapeutic
and environmental.
Two lectures and one
two-hour laboratory.
Offered each semester.
(; scm: hr.)
Bioi 304: CELLULAR
PHYSIOLOGY
Cell and its environment,
the physico-

chemical relationship
between structure
and
function. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory. Prerequisites:
BioI 111, Chern 521.
(J sem. hr.)
Bioi 305: HEREDITY
AND EVOLUTION
Fundamental
principles of genetics, hereditary variation and evolution, Three lectures.
Prerequisite:
One semester of biological science. Not open to Biology majors. Offered
second semester, (J sem, hr.)
Bioi 307: FIELD NATURAL
HISTORY
Interrelationships
of Jiving things with
emphasis on identification and importance of
New York State plants and animals. Two lectures and one three-hour
field trip weekly.
Offet'ed each semester. (J sem, hr.)
Bioi 308:

SUPPLEMENTAL
FIELD
STUDIES
Alternate-season
laboratory
course
to
complement
and supplement
Field Natural
History. Weekly units studied in field only.
One three-hour
field trip weekly. Prerequisite: Bicl 307. Offered each semester. (1 sem.
hr).
Bioi 31 I:

HUMAN

PHYSIOLOGY

Basic human
anatomy
and physiology.
Emphasis on general principles,
integration,
organization and control of ten body systems.
Two lectures and two three-hour laboratories.
Not open to students presenting
credit for
Anatomy and Physiology I, II, Prerequisite:
Six hOUTS of biological science. Offered first
semester. (4 sem, hr.)
Bioi 401: HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Elementary account of human conception
and development;
cell division and differentiation
into tissues; tissue specialization
into organs and organ systems with some attention to mature organ structure and function from birth to old age. Two lectures and
one two-hour laboratory.
Service course: not
open to Biology majors. (J scm. hr)

Bioi 403: BIOLOGY OF MAN
Man in structure and function. Minimum
of technical background
required. Not open
to students credited with anatomy and physiology or human physiology. (; sem. hr.)
BioI 405:

CONSERVATION
OF
NATURAL
RESOURCES
Current
and recommended
approaches
to management
and proper
utilization
of
renewable natural resources: soil, water, forests and wildlife. Discussion with occasional
guest speakers from public or private conservation
agencies. Two lectures
and one
three- hour laboratory.
Offered first semester,
even years. (J sem, hr.)

BioI 407: FIELD BIOLOGY
Field observation
and identification
of
plants and animals in various ecological situations. Two lectures and one three-hour laboratory; occasional long field trips by prearrange·
ment. Prerequisite:
One semester of biology.
(; sem. hr.)

Bioi 409: ECONOMIC
BOTANY
Uses and importance
of plants in man's
economy. Three two-hour meetings in Iaboratory setting; field trips by arrangement.
Prerequisite: Bioi 103 or Biol 203. (J sem- hr.)
science. (J scm. hr.)

BioI 410: PLANT PHYSIOLOGY
Living plant and its major life functions.
One lecture and two two-hour laboratories.
Prerequisite:
BioI 204 or consent of instructor.
(J sem. hr.)

BioI 415:

ELEMENTS
OF
RADIOBIOLOGY
Fundamentals
of radioactivity:
use of
radioisotopes
in biology, medicine and agriculture.
One lecture
and
one
two-hour
demonstration-d
iscussion period. Prereq uisi te:
One semester of college biology. Not open to
majors in any science area. (2 scm, hr.)
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Biol 420:

MORPHOLOGY
OF THE
NONVASCULAR
PLANTS
Structure
and life histories of representatives of important
phyla in nonvascular
plants (algae, fungi, liverworts and mosses),
with emphasis on comparative
morphology
and evolution. Two lectures, one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisites:
BioI 103, BioI 203
or Blcl 111. (3 scm: hr.)
Dial 421:

MORPHOLOGY
OF
VASCULAR
PLANTS
Structure
and life histories
of higher
plants and their evolution. Emphasis on comparative and experimental
morphology. Two
lectures, one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisites: Biol 103, Biol 203 or Biol III. (3 sem hr.)
lliol 50 I: GENETICS
Phenomena of biological inheritance
and
their
cytological
and
biochemical
bases.
Genetical foundations
of evolution. Two lectures and one two-hour laboratory. Not open
to students presenting credit for heredity and
evolution. Prerequisite:
One year of biological
(3 sm. hr.)
BioI 503: VERTEBRATE
EMBRYOLOGY
Development
of selected vertebrate
embryos to illustrate
the principles
of cellular
tissue and organ differentiation
and organization. Based upon frog, chick and pig stages.
Two lectures and two three-hour laboratories.
Prerequisite:
Biol 111 or Biol 202. Offered
first semester, even years. (4 sem. hr.)
BioI 505: HISTOLOGY
Characteristics
of various cells and tissues
of vertebrate
organs and their variations.
Some mlcrotechnlques and an opportunity
to
make original slides. Two lectures and two
three-hour laboratories. Prerequisite:
Bioi 202
or BioI 507. Offered
second semester,
even
years. (4 scm. hr.)
Bioi 507: COMPARATIVE
ANATOMY
Systematic comparison of morphology
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of

representative

chordates:

prochcrdates,

lam-

prey. shark, perch, necturus,
turtle, cat. To
establish homology and analogy as well as
nomenclature.
Two lectures and one threehour laboratory;
and one additional
lecture
or laboratory per week, to be arranged. Prerequisite: Bioi III or Bioi 202. Offered first
semester, odd years. (4 sem. hr.)
BioI 508: COMPARATIVE
PHYSIOLOGY
Thorough
exploration
of the systematic
organic functions of a variety of animals with
emphasis on invertebrates
to establish
the
universal nature of life processes. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory
to be
scheduled; one additional
lecture or laboratory per week, to be arranged. Prerequisite:
BioI 202 or Biol 311. Offered second semester,
odd years. (4 sem: hr.)
Bioi 509: GENERAL ECOLOGY
Interrelations
of living things and their
environment.
Influence
of climatic, physiographic
and biological
factors; plant
and
animal associations;
distribution
population
ecology; habitat types. Two lectures and one
three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisites:
One
course each in zoology and botany; BioI 515
also recommended.
Offered first semester, odd
years. 0 scm, hr.)
BioI 510: FUNGI
Structure,
life histories,
classification,
physiology and economic importance of major
groups of fungi. Two lectures and one threehour laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Biol 204 or
consent of department.
(3 sem. hr.)
Bioi 511: ORNITHOLOGY
Behavior,
environmental
relationships,
classification and identification
of birds, with
special reference
to birds of Central
New
York. Early morning
field trips by prearrangement.
Two lectures and one threehour laboratory. Prerequisite:
Three hours of
biological science. Offered
second semester,
odd )Iears. (3 sem. hr.)

Bioi 512: LIMNOLOGY
Aquatic biology with special reference to
thermal, physical and chemical attributes
of
fresh water and their effect on the composition of an aquatic ecosystem. Prerequisites:
Bioi III, Chern 222 or by permission. (3 sem,
hr.)

Bioi 519;

BioI 513: ENDOCRINOLOGY
Functions and relationships
of chemical
regulators of body; hormones, vitamins and
enzymes; metabolism, growth and reproduction as related to pathology and personality.
Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Bioi 202 or Bioi 302. (J sem: hr.)

Bioi 520; MAMMALOGY
Mammals and their adaptive characteristics. Trends in mammalian
evolution and
distribution.
Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory. Several overnight field trips. Pre,
requisites: BioI III and Biol 202. (3 sem. hr.)

Bioi 514: BACTERIAL
PHYSIOLOGY
Introduction
to physiological
activities
involved
in growth
and reproduction
of
microorganisms
with emphasis
on general
processes of metabolism in bacteria. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisites: Biol 303 and Chern 522 or Chern
523. (3 sem. hr.)
Biol 515:

TAXONOMY
OF VASCULAR
PLANTS
Morphological
and phylogenetic bases of
the classification of higher plants. Environmental relationships
of local plants. Several
extended
field trips. Prerequisite:
Bioi 204
or by permission. (3 sem; hr.)
Bioi 516; PLANT ANATOMY
Comparative
study of structure and development of cells, tissues and organs of seed
plants employing processed as well as living
plant material; includes methods of preparing
plant material
for microscopic
study. Two
lectures and one three-hour
laboratory. Prereq uisite: Bioi 204 or consent of department.
(J sem: hr.)
Bioi 517,

HISTORY

SEMINAR IN BIOLOGICAL
LITERATURE
Formalized study and reports on research
literature
in a field of biology. Library work
plus weekly meetings. Prerequisite;
Twelve
hours of biology or consent of department.
OfJe1-ed second semester. (3 sem. hr.)

Bioi 537: INDEPENDENT
RESEARCH
Independent
research for qualified seniors
and graduate students by permission of the
department
chairman.
Prerequisite:
Twelve
hours of biology. (2 or 3 sem. hrs.]

Biol 601;

SEMINAR IN BIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Directed discussions and investigations by
graduate students in topics of their choice.
Meetings by arrangement.
For graduate students in biology. (.J sem. hr.)

BioI 603: PRINCIPLES
OF NUTRITION
Physiology of nutrition
and metabolism;
requirements
for growth, maintenance,
regulation and reproduction.
Animal experimentation.
Two lectures
and one three- hour
laboratory. Prerequisite:
Chern 522 or by consent of department.
(3 sem. hr.)

BioI 605; PARASITOLOGY
Principal protozoan, helminth
and arthropod parasites of man and other vertebrates.
Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisites:
BioI 202; BioI 607 recommended. (3 sem, hr.)

OF BIOLOGY

Historical
survey of biological
science.
Prerequisite: Specialization in biology or special consent. (2 scm, hr.)

BioI 607: ENTOMOLOGY
Identification
and life histories of insects with emphasis on their ecological and
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economic importance.
three-hour
laboratory.

Two lectures and one
Prerequisite:
Biol 202.

science. Two lectures
laboratory. () sem. hr.)

and

one

three-hour

() sem. hr.)
BioI 617:
BioI 611:

BIOLOGICAL
TECHNIQUES
AND MATERIALS
Laboratory
and field experience
in collection, identification,
preservation
and display of animal and plant specimens; practice
in care and maintenance
of living specimens
in captivity. Field trips by arrangement.
One
lecture
and two two-hour
laboratories.
()
sem. hr.)
BioI 613:

FOREST AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
Principles of forest and wildlife management; interactions of wildlife and forest prac_
tices. Frequent
field trips by arrangement.
Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisites:
BioI 202 and BioI 204. (; sem.
hr.)
Bioi 615: RADIATION
BIOLOGY
Experiments
in effects of radiation
on
living organisms using tracers and isotopes.
Open only to students with specialization
in

CONTEMPORARY
BIOLOGICAL
TRENDS
Nature of problems and design of experiments in current
biological
investigations.
Open only to biology rna jors. Two seminars
weekly. (2 sem. hr.)
Educ 423: LABORATORY
PRACTICU]\{
(See Education section for course descrtption.) (1 sem. hr.)
Educ 443:

METHODS
OF TEACHING
THE SCIENCES IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOL
(See Education section for course descrip-

tion.) () sem. hr.)
Educ 465:

SEMINAR IN SECONDARY
SCIENCE EDUCATION
(See Education section for course description.) (1 sem: hr.)

(ALSO: See Science, General)

CHEMISTRY
Watrel} Chairman; Day, Fisk} Jeffers, Klanderman,
Neibert, Phillips, Silberman, Zipp

Requirements

Levy} Mcconnetl,

Miller}

for the Major in Chemistry

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of
arts degree or bachelor of science degree. the following courses are required for
the Liberal Arts major in Chemistry:
(A) Study within the major area:
Chemistry 221, 222, 310, 401, 402, 431, 432, 511 plus two chemistry electives selected in consultation with an adviser (total of thirty-eight or
forty hours in chemistry) _
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(B) Courses in related areas:
Mathematics 223, 225, 226, 325
Physics 251-252
Foreign Language required for B.A. only.

Requirements

for the Minor in Chemistry

Chemistry 221, 222, 401; 402, plus one chemistry elective (total of nineteen
or twenty hours in chemistry) .

Liberal Arts Program for Chemistry-Geology

Major

Beginning in September, 1967, Liberal Arts students at Cortland may select
a combination chemistry-geology major. The minimum requirement in chemistry
and geology courses will be forty-six hours in a total program of 124 hours. Additional courses in the rnajar fields may be elected with the approval of faculty
advisers.
Chern

121:

Basic

ELEMENTARY
CHEMISTRY
I
concepts underlying

chemical

re-

actions. Application of chemical processes and
materials to our lives. Not open to science
or math rna jars. Two lectures and one threehour laboratory. (J sem. hr.)
Chern

122:

ELEMENTARY

CHEMISTRY
II
Continuation
of Chern 121. Not open
science or math majors. (; scm, hr.)
Chern

to

ELEMENTARY
ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
I
Study of aliphatic and aromatic organic
compounds, their structure, properties,
preparations,
including
brief survey of carbohydrates, fats and proteins. Not open to science majors. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
One year of high
school or college chemistry. (; sem. hr.)
Chern

123;

124:

Chern 221: GENERAL CHEMISTRY
I
Atomic theory, structure
and chemical
bonding.
Application
of
thermodynamic,
structural
and kinetic considerations
to inorganic
systems.
Introduction
to electrochemistry,
quantitative
analysis and other
appropriate
current
topics. Three
lectures
and one three-hour
laboratory.
(4 sem. hr.)

ELEMENTARY
ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
II
Continuation
of Chern 123. Not open to
science majors. Prerequisite:
Chern 123. (;
sem: hr.)

Chern 222: GENERAL CHEMISTRY
II
Continuation
of Chem 221. Three lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Chern 221. (4 sem, hr.)

Chern 310, QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSIS
Introduction
to potentiometric,
electrolytic and colorimetric
methods
of analysis.
Two lectures and two three-hour laboratories.
Prerequisite:
One year of general chemistry.
(4 sem.. hr.)

Chern 401: ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
I
Systematic study of organic compounds.
their structure, properties. relationships,
synthesis and uses. Three lectures and one threehour laboratory. Not open to students credited
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with Chern 123, Chern 124. Prerequisite: One
year of general chemistry or consent of department. (4 sem. hr.)
Chern 402: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II
Continuation
of Chern 401. Three lectures and one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisite: Chern 401 or consent of department.
(4 scm, hr.)
Chern 431: PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY I
Kinetic theory of gases, thermodynamics.
introductory quantum chemistry and chemical
bonding. Molecular spectroscopy. Three leetures and one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisites: Chern 222, Math 226, Physics 252.
(4 sem, hTS.)
Chern 432: PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY II
Continuation
of Chern 431. Chemical
kinetics. solid and liquid states, phase equilibria, properties of solutions and surface chemistry. Three one-hour lectures and one threehour
laboratory.
Prerequisite:
Chern 431.
(4 sem. hr.)
INTRODUCTORY
BIOCHEMISTRY
I
Compounds
and reactions of biological
importance,
animo acids, nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, vitamins, enzyme
systems, digestion, absorption
and pathways
of intermediary
metabolism. Three lectures.
Prerequisite:
One semester of organic chemistry. (; sem. hr.)

biological systems. Concurrent
Chern 451. (1 sem. hT.)

with, or after,

Chern 454:

INTRODUCTORY
BIOCHEMISTRY
LABORATORY
II
Concurrent
with, or after,
(1 sem. hr.)

Chern

452.

Chern 460:

INTRODUCTORY
RADIOCHEMISTRY
Nature of radioactivity, interactions with
matter, detection,
characterization
and application of radio-isotope techniques in study
of physical and biological systems. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisites: Chern 222 and BioI 110 or Biol 202.

ts sem.

hr.)

Chern 462:

GLASSBLOWING
TECHNIQUES
Basic techniques in glassblowing. Preparation of ring seals, condensers, T seals, joints,
vacuum trains. (1 sem, hr.)

Chern 451:

Chern 452:

INTRODUCTORY
BIOCHEMISTRY
II
Continuation
of Chern 451. Three lectures. Prerequisite:
Chern 451. (; sem: hr.)

Chern 453:

INTRODUCTORY
BIOCHEMISTRY
LABORATORY
I
Laboratory practice with biochemical substances and experiments
designed to illustrate chemical reactions which may occur in
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Chern 500: OR9ANIC
PREPARATIONS
Organic
synthesis and techniques
not
ordinarily encountered in a first course. Laboratory only. Prerequisite:
Chern 402. (1-;
sem. hr.)

Chern 501: ORGANIC ANALYSIS
Organic qualitative analysis, separations,
functional
group
analysis, preparation
of
derivatives, microscopy and other techniques.
Prerequisite:
Chern 402. (; sem. hr.)

Chern 510: INSTRUMENTAL
ANALYSIS
Introduction
to instrumental analysis. Includes polarography, coulomerry, non-aqueous
potentiometry, spectroscopy and other current
techniques. Two lectures and two three-hour
laboratories. Concurrent with, or after, Chern
431. (4 sem. hr.)

Chern 540:

ADVANCED INORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
Study of periodic
relationships
which
occur among elements and their compounds.
Current theories of atomic structure,
handing, acid-base behavior and coordination
used
to explain
observed
trends.
Prerequisite:
Chern 431 (J sem. hr.)
Chern 542:

INORGANIC
PREPARATIONS
Inorganic
synthesis and techniques
not
ordinarily
encountered.
Prerequisite:
Laboratory and classwork in quantitative
analysis. (l-J sem. hr.)

Chern 537: HONORS RESEARCH
Directed study or independent
research
limited to qualified senior students who have
grade point average in chemistry. mathematics and physics of 3.0 or better. (1-) sem. hr.)
Chern 600:

ADVANCED ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
Study of reaction mechanisms,
physical
organic chemistry
and theoretical
concepts
in organic chemistry and emphasis on recent developments. Prerequisite:
Chern 402 or
equivalent. () sem. hr.)

Chern 551: GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY
Energetics, biological catalysis, structure,
metabolism and function of the major classes
of biologically important
materials. Concurrent with, or after, Chern 432. Three lectures
and one three-hour laboratory. (4 sem. hr.)

SPECIAL TOPICS IN
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Special topics in organic chemistry, as
offered by subtitle. Possible subtitles include:
Organo-Metallics
or Photochemistry.
Prerequisite: Chern 600 or permission of instructor.
Students may elect this course twice under
different subtitles. () sem. hr.)

Chern 560:

lNTRODUCTION
TO
MODERN RESEARCH
TECHNIQUES
Methods of chemical investigation
discussed in detail in order to prepare student
to work independently.
Special emphasis
placed on safe laboratory procedures. By permission of the department.
(2 sem. hr.)

Chem 610:

ADVANCED ANALYTICAL
CHEMISTRY
Intensive
discussion
of principles
and
practices
of modern
analytical
chemistry.
Emphasis on modern instrumentation
as applied to structure determination.
Prerequisite:
Chern 432 or permission
of instructor.
()
sem. lw.)

Chern 570:

Chern 611:

HISTORY AND
LITERATURE
OF
CHEMISTRY
Development
of chemistry
as science.
Use of chemical references and periodicals.
Lecture and library problems. (2 sem. hr.)
Chern 572:

COLLOQUIUM
IN
CHEMISTRY
Students
present
and
defend
critical
analyses of problems of theoretical
and experlmenral
interest from current literature.
Open to graduate students and undergraduates by permission of department.
May be
taken twice. (I sem. hr.)

Chem 601:

SPECIAL

TOPICS

IN

ANALYTICAL
CHEMISTRY
Special topics in analytical chemistry, as
offered by SUbtitle. Possible subtitles include:
Separation
Techniques,
Electrochemistry
or
Spectroscopic Methods of Analysis. Prerequisite: Chern 610 or permission of instructor.
Students may elect this course twice under
different subtitles. (J sem. hr.)
Chern 630: THERMODYNAMICS
Rigorous study of thermodynamics
and
introduction
to statistical
thermodynamics.
Three lectures. Prerequisite:
Chern 431 and
Chern 432 or equivalent. () sem. hr.)
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Chem

631:

SPECIAL

TOPICS

IN

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
Special topics in physical chemistry
as
offered by subtitle. Possible subtitles include:
Quantum
Chemistry
of Simple
Systems,
Molecular Spectroscopy, Kinetics or Polymer
Chemistry.
Prerequisite:
Chern 630 or permission of instructor. Students may elect this
course twice under different subtitles. (3 sem.

h,.)
Chem

SPECIAL TOPICS IN
INORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
Special topics in inorganic chemistry as
offered by subtitle. Possible subtitles include:
Coordination
Chemistry, Non-Aqueous
Solutions, Electron Deficient Compounds,
X~Ray
Crystallography
or Chemical Applications
of
Group Theory.
Prerequisite:
Chern 540 or

permission of instructor.
Students
this course twice under different
(3 .sem. hr.)

may elect
subtitles.

Chern 660:

RADIO AND NUCLEAR
CHEMISTRY
Modern techniques of nuclear chemistry
such as neutron activation analysis, neutron
diffraction.
Prerequisite:
Chern 540 or permission of instructor. (J scm. hr.)

640:

Chern 670: SEMINAR IN CHEMISTRY
Directed discussion and investigation
by
graduate students on topics in areas of their
choice. Time by arrangement.
(2 scm. hr.)

Chern 690: THESIS
(3-6 scm. hr.)

ECONOMICS
'" Hanga, Chairman;
• Effective September

Brous

I, 1967

Econ 331:

INTRODUCTORY
ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS I
Determinants
of aggregate
economic
activity, national
income and employment
determination,
and theories of growth, development and stability. (J scm, hr.)
INTRODUCTORY
ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS II
Survey of economic principles
and economic institutions
with special reference to
the U. S. economy and to the price system as
it regulates production,
income distribution,
and national
and international
markets. (3
.sem. hr.)

Econ 341:

PUBLIC

FINANCE

(3 scm. hr.)

Econ 342:

INTERMEDIATE
THEORY
(; scm. hr.)

ECONOMIC

Econ 332:

Econ 340: MONEY
(J scm, hr.)
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AND BANKING

Econ 530:

LABOR AND
MANAGEMENT
RELATIONS
Processes and methods used in maintaining the working relations between management
and labor
in American
industrial

society. Attention
given to bearing of labor
and material supplies, division of production
and distribution
of product, and the legal
machinery upon labor-capital
relations. Prerequisite: Econ 331 and Econ 332. (3 sem. hr.)

Econ 531:

GOVERNMENT
AND
BUSINESS
Economic aspects of the relations of government and business in the United States;
survey of the various forms of public regulation applied to our contemporary
industrial
organization. (; scm, hr.)

Econ 532: ECONOMIC
(; sem. hr.)

FLUCTUATIONS

Ecoo 533:

ts

INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMICS
sem. hr.)

tention to needs of teachers and to scope and
sequence
of economics
understandings
in
public schools. (3 sem. hr.)
Econ 670: INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS
Thorough
presentation
of relationships
between institutions
and groups which are
directly concerned with industrial
America.
A ttention upon the broader phases and implications
of industrial
society. Cannot
be
taken for credit by students who have previously taken Labor and Management
Relations. (3 scm, hr.)
Ecou 671:

Econ 534:

(3 scm. hr.)
HISTORY OF
ECONOMIC THOUGHT
Intensive study of theoretical
contributions of: the mercantilists,
the physiocrats,
Smith, Ricardo, Mill, Marx, Marshall, Veblen, Keynes and the post-Keynesian
analysis
of economic growth problems. (; scm. hr.)
Econ 536:

ECONOMIC GROWTH
DEVELOPMENT
(; sem, hr.)
ECONOMIC
PRACTICE
(] sem. hr.)

PROBLEMS

Econ 672:

Econ 535:

Econ 537:

LABOR

(3 sem. hr.)

COMPARATIVE
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

THEORY

AND

GOVERNMENT
POLICY
TOWARD
BUSINESS
(] sem. hr.)

Econ 673: BUSINESS
(3 sem. hr.)

CYCLES

Econ 674:

TRADE

FOREIGN

(s sem, Itr.)
Econ 676:

FULL
FREE
(3 scm. hr.)

EMPLOYMENT
ENTERPRISE

AND

AND

Econ 538: PROBLEMS IN ECONOMICS
Selected concepts in economics chosen to
improve economic understanding.
Special at-

Econ 677:

ADVANCED
THEORY
(J scm. hr.)

Econ 678:

SEMINAR

ECONOMIC

IN ECONOMICS

(; sem. hr.)
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ENGLISH
Burd, Chairman; Clark, Dodge, Feldman, Gebhard, Gottschalk,
Gurewitch,
Hnatko, Jacobson, Kaminsky, Malbone, McCloskey, McCraken, Meyer, Olson,
Rhodes, Sprague, Stokes, Targan, D. Thomas, W. Thomas, Tinsley, Toor,
Walworth, Wilson

Requirements

for the Major in English (Liberal Arts)

In addition to the College's basic studies requirements for the bachelor of
arts degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts rnajor in
English:
(A) Study within the major area:
Eng 100; Eng 210-211 or 270-271. Note: Students electing the latter sequence must take an advanced course in American literature in addition to the elective in American literature prior to 19]4, preferably in
a different period or genre.
Eng 355-356; Eng 435; six hours from Eng 430, 436, 437 or 440; three
hours from Eng 445, 446 or 455; three hours from Eng 470, 471 or 472;
an advanced course in American literature prior to 1914; Eng 575;
three elective hours in literature. (Total of thirty-nine hours in English.)
(B) Courses in related areas:
Six hours of British history; three hours of philosophy; and six additional hours in a related area. (Total of twelve hours.)
(C) Comprehensive

Requirements

examination

in English.

for the Minor in English (Liberal Arts)

Eng 100; Eng 210-211 or 270-271; Eng 355-356; Eng 435; three hours
from Eng 430, 440, 445; three elective hours in literature.
(Total of
twenty-four hours in English.)
NOTE:
Those who elect Eng 270·271 should take one advanced course
in American literature.

Requirements for the Major in English with Provisional
Certification in English for the Secondary Schools
See page 132 of this catalog.
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NOTE: Successful completion
to all other courses in English.
270 and 271 is prerequisite to
take only one of these sequences

of (or exemption from) Eng 100 is prerequisite
Successful completion of Eng 210 and 211 or Eng
all advanced courses in literature. Students may
in literature.

Eng 100:

FUNDAMENTALS
OF
COMPOSITION
Study and practice of skills in wntmg,
reading and documentation.
Study of selected
pieces of literature. (J scm, hr.)

Eng 210: AMERICAN
LITERATURE
I
American literature
from the beginning
until 1900. Designed as introduction
to types
of literature and to major writers of American
literature.
Course also requires work in advanced
composition
based
on literature
studied. (; sem. hr.)

Eng 211: AMERICAN LlTERATURE
II
Continuation
of American Literature
I.
American literature from 1900 to the present
with continued
emphasis on advanced composition based on the literature studied. Pre.
requisite: Eng 210. (; sem. hr.)

Required work in advanced composition based
on literature
studied. Prerequisite:
Eng 270.

() scm. hr.)
Eng 300:

Eng 301:

INTRODUCTION
TO
LlTERA TURE I
Introductory
course in critical reading
and evaluation of short story and novel. Readings selected from literature of western world.
Required work in advanced composition based
on literature studied. (J scm, hr.)

CREATIVE

WRITING

For students interested in writing in any
of the various literary forms; study and writing according to individual interests. (; scm.
hr.)
Eng 302: ADVANCED
Expository
writing
level. (; sem. hr.)
Eng 303:

Eng 270:

JOURNALISM

Techniques
of newspaper
reporting,
writing and editing. Consideration
of various
mass media. Practical application of principles
in work on College newspaper. () scm. hr.)

WRITING
on
an

PARTICIPATION

advanced

IN

JOURNALISM
Enrollment
both selective and elective.
Attendance and quality of work on one of the
staffs of the Hilltop Press are criteria for
granting
of credit. Not open for credit to
students
enrolled concurrently
in Eng 300.
(liz scm. hr.)
Eng 310:

Eng 271:

INTRODUCTION

TO

LITERATURE
II
Introductory
course in critical reading
and evaluation of poetry and drama. Readings selected from literature of western world.

INTRODUCTION
TO
FOLKLORE
Major forms of world folklore:
tales,
ballads,
folksongs,
proverbs,
superstitions.
Emphasis on American folklore: regional lore,
including New York State; folk heroes; native
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ballads and songs; Negro lore and music;
urban lore. Collection of material from original sources encouraged.

ts

scm, hr.)

Eng 355:

MAJOR ENGLISH WRITERS
TO 1780
Major English writers from Chaucer (in
Modern
English)
to Johnson,
including
Shakespeare,
Donne,
Milton,
Swift, Pope,
Fielding;
hr.)

poetry,

prose, drama,

novel.

ts

sem.

Eng 356:

MAJOR ENGLISH WRITERS,
1780-1900
Major
English
writers
from
William
Blake to Joseph Conrad; poetry, prose, noveL
(; sem, hr.)

Eng 400:

THE

GRAMMAR

OF

AMERICAN
ENGLISH
Linguistic analysis of modem English in
the light of current
grammatical
theories.

(3 sem. hr.)
Eng 401:

INTRODUCTION
TO
LANGUAGE STUDY
Basic concepts, scope and methodology of
science of language. Principles of descriptive
and
historical
linguistics.
Survey of geographic, historical and social dialects of English. ts sem. hr.)
Eng 412:
THE CONCORD WRITERS
Studies in Thoreau, Emerson, Hawthorne,
the Alcotts and William
Ellery Channing.

(] scm. hr.)
Eng 370, THE SHORT STORY
Historical and critical study of American
and European
short story from early nineteenth century to present. (; scm. hr.)
Eng 37"
THE STUDY OF POETRY
Advanced analysis of elements that make
a poem. (; sern. hr.)
Eng Sn,
THE STUDY OF DRAMA
Advanced analysis of elements that make
a play; reading of selected plays and treatises
on drama. (; scm. hr.)

Eng 373, LITERATURE
FOR CHILDREN
Understanding
and critical appreciation
of hooks for elementary
school pupils. Not
open to Liberal Arts or Secondary English
majors. (; sem. 11r.)

Eng 374,

LITERATURE
IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOL
Reading
and
appraisal
of literature
written for students of junior and senior high
school age: study of works of literature
originally intended for adults but widely read by
adolescents. Not open to majors in Liberal
Arts English. (3 sem. hr.)
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Eng 4] 3:

THE RISE OF REALISM AND
NATURALISM
IN AMERICAN
LITERATURE
Realism
and naturalism
in American
literature
from Civil 'Val' to the present, as
evident in works of such writers as William
Dean Howells, Henry James, Stephen Crane,
Frank Norris, Jack London, Theodore Dreiser,
Sinclair Lewis, John Dos Passos and Ernest
Hemingway. (; sem. hr.)

Eng 414:
AMERICAN POETRY
TO 1914
Selected American
poets from Edward
Taylor to Edward
Arlington
Robinson.
(;
sem. hr.)

Eng 415:

THE AMERICAN NOVEL
TO 1914
Representative
novelists
from
james
Fenimore
Cooper to Theodore
Dreiser. ()

sem. hr.)
Eng 430:

ENGLISH LITERATURE
TO 1500
Readings in Beowulf, Chaucer and other
early English writers in Modern English texts.

(; sem. hr.)

Eng 435:

SHAKESPEARE

Eng 460,

Dramatic effectiveness, structure, characterization and poetry in selected group of
Shakespeare's plays. (, scm. hr.)
Eng 436: THE AGE OF ELIZABETH
Prose, poetry
and
non-Shakespearean
drama of the sixteenth century. (, sem. hr.)

Eng 461:

Eng 437:

ENGLISH LITERATURE
IN
THE SEVENTEENTH
CENTURY
Literature
from James I to the Restoration. Readings from the Cavalier and Metaphysical poets and major prose writers of the
period. (3 scm. hr.)
Eng 440:

THE RESTORATION
AND
EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY
Literature from John Dryden to Samuel
Johnson: satire, drama and criticism. (, sem.
hr.)
Eng 445: THE ROMANTIC
AGE
Studies in some of the major writers of
the Romantic period in England. () sem. hr.)
Eng 446: THE VICTORIAN
AGE
Selected
works
by Victorian
writers
studied in relation to intellectual movements
of the period. (3 sem. hr.)
Eng 455, THE ENGLISH NOVEL I
English novel from the beginnings
Thomas Hardy. (J scm, hr.)

to

Eng 456, THE ENGLISH NOVEL II
English novel from Thomas Hardy to the
present. (3 scm: hr.)
Eng 457:

CLASSICAL LITERATURE
AND MYTHOLOGY
Selections from Greek and Latin poetry,
drama and epic, in translation,
with special
reference to legends and mythology of the
classical world. (; sem. hr.)

IRISH NATIONALISM
AND
LITERATURE
SINCE 1829
The Irish question as revealed in the
nationalist movement and its literary expression in th.e works of Yeats, Joyce and O'Casey.
(Also listed as Hist 457.) (3 scm. hr.)

MASTERPIECES
OF
EUROPEAN LITERATURE
Selected masterpieces in English translation from ancient, medieval and modern continental European literature. (J scm; hr.)

Eng 463, THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE
Readings in the Old and New Testaments with special attention to the dramatic,
narrative and lyric qualities, and with attention to influence of the Bible on English
Inerature. (3 sem. hr.)
Eng 464:

MODERN RUSSIAN
LITERATURE
1860-1960
Representative
works in translation
of
selected Russian writers, including the novel,
short story and drama, and with special attention to Tolstoy, Turgenev, Dostoevsky, Chekhov and Pasternak. (3 sem. hr.)
Eng 466:

COMEDY

Analysis of major impulses (satire, farce,
humor and irony) that have shaped the comic
spirit in literature from the plays of Ar istophanes to the novels of Evelyn Waugh. (,
sem. hr.)
Eng 467:

TRAGEDY

Nature
of tragedy in literature,
from
Greek drama to French existentialism.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of literature. (3 sem. hr.)
Eng 470:

MODERN

POETRY

Studies in poetry since J 890 written in
America, England and Ireland. (, scm. hr.)
Eng 471, MODERN FICTION
Studies of important
novels and
stories since 1890 written in America,
land and Ireland. (3 sem. hr.)

short
Eng-
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Eng 472: MODERN DRAMA
Studies of important
plays since
written in America, England, Ireland

Eng 576:
1875
and

Europe. (; sem. hr.)
Eng 473:

MODERN EUROPEAN
FICTION
Representative
works of fiction, in translation, of selected modern continental
European authors. (3 sem. hr.)
Eng 477:

STUDIES IN CONTEMPORARY
LITERATURE
Intensive study of two or three writers of
the twentieth
century.
Prerequisite:
Three
hours of literature
beyond introductory
sequence. (; sem; IIr.)
PRINCIPLES
OF LITERARY
CRITICISM
Introduction
to influential
theories
literary criticism. (3 sem. hr.)

of

Eng 500: MEDIEVAL ENGLISH
Introduction
to the phonemic and grammatical structures of Old English and Middle
English. Readings and analyses of excerpts
from West-Saxon and Midland texts. (3 sem.
hr.)
Eng 530: CHAUCER
Poetry of Chaucer
in Middle English,
with special
emphasis
upon
the literary
rather than the linguistic aspect of his work.
(; sem. hr.)
Eng 539: MILTON
Milton's important
sem. hr.)

poetry

and prose.

(;

Eng 575: ENGLISH SEMINAR
Introduction
to bibliographic
study for
English and American literature. Independent
study of a major literary problem. Prerequisite: Six hours of literature
beyond introductory sequence in literature. (; sem. hr)
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IN
_

Study of a significant literary idea or one
or two major figures, as announced
in advance by subtitle of the course. Problem and
prerequisite
to be designated
by instructor.
May be selected more than once under different subtitles. (3 sere. hr.)

NOTE; Successful completion of fifteen hours
in English (composition,
literature
or language study) is prerequisite
to enrollment
in
all 600 courses in English. Prerequisite
study
should include one course in area of advanced
study. Exceptions
only with consent of de-

partmeru.
Eng 600:

Eng 479:

SPECIAL PROBLEM
LITERATURE:

ADVANCED

GRAMMAR

AND

USAGE
Historical
and social elements
behind
conflicting usages of current American English; problems on language learning and application of modern linguistic principles with
attention
to structural
and generative
language models. (; sem. hr.)

Eng 601:

HISTORY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Prehistory of English: reconstructed IndoEuropean and Germanic. Historical survey of
sound and structural
changes from 900 to
present time with some attention
to lexical
borrowings. (; sem. hr.)

Eng 610:

AMERICAN FOLK
LITERATURE
Advanced study in one or two special
areas, such as New York Erie Canal lore,
types of folk tales, work songs, American versions of British ballads, use of folk material
by American writers. (; sem. hr.)

Eng 615:

HAWTHORNE,
MELVILLE
AND TWAIN
Intensive
study of selected writings
these authors. (; sem. hr.)

of

Eng 620,

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN
LITERARY
NATURALISM
Major writers in the Naturalistic
Movement in America, with special attention
to
Norris, Crane and Dreiser. (3 sem. hr.)

Eng 621:

AMERICAN
WRITERS
OF
THE TWENTIES
Literature
of the J9205 in America in
context
of the cultural
revolution
of the
period. Includes such writers as Fitzgerald,
O'Neill, Sherwood
Anderson,
T. S. Eliot,
H. L. Mencken and Hemingway. (; sem. 111".)

Eng 645:

STUDIES IN THE
ROMANTIC
ERA
Intensive
study of two or three
poets, essayists or novelists in English
ture, 1780-1830. (3 sem. hr.)

Eng 646:

STUDIES

major
litera-

IN THE

VICTORIAN
ERA
Intensive
study of two or three major
writers of England and Ireland in the Victorian Age. (3 scm, hr.)

Eng 655:

Eng 625:

THE LITERATURE
OF THE
NEW SOUTH
Image of the South as reflected in the
selected works of southern writers since 1920.
() sem. hr.)

Eng 627: HEMINGWAY
AND FAULKNER
Intensive study of William Faulkner and
Ernest Hemingway and of the important critical work dealing with these writers. (; sem.
hr.)

Eng 635,

STUDIES IN THE ENGLISH
RENAISSANCE
Intensive study of a few important writings of two or three authors
between 1550
and ]660. (3 sem. hr.)

Eng 636: SEMINAR IN SHAKESPEARE
Representative
problems
in critical and
scholarly examination
of Shakespeare's
plays.
Prerequisite:
Semester course in Shakespeare
or consent of instructor. (3 sem. hr.)
Eng 640:

STUDIES

ENGLISH RENAISSANCE
DRAMA EXCLUDING
SHAKESPEARE
Study of such dramatists
as Marlowe.
Jonson, Webster and Ford. (3 sem. hr.)

Eng 670: MODERN EUROPEAN
DRAMA
Advanced
study
of major
continental
playwrights from Ibsen to the present. (3 sem.
hr.)

Eng 672,

SEMINAR IN THEORIES
OF CRITICISM
Study of important
ideas of literary criticism, both historical and contemporary.
Prerequisite:
Six hours of advanced courses in
literature
or consent of department.
(3 scm,
hr.)

Eng 674:

SEMINAR IN TECHNIQUES
OF POETRY
Advanced
studies in various
kinds of
poetry:
lyric. narrative,
epic; function
of
imagery and sound; serious wit and symbolism; modern experimentalists.
(; sem. hr.)

IN ENGLISH

LITERATURE,
1660-1800
Intensive
study
of a few important
writings
of two or three
authors
of the
Restoration
period
and of the eighteenth
century.
Consideration
of such writers
as
Dryden, Swift, Pope, Fielding, Johnson, Boswell and Goldsmith. (3 sem.. hr.)

Eng 680:

BIBLIOGRAPHY

AND

METHODS
OF LITERARY
RESEARCH
Various approaches
to study
of literature. Evaluation of evidence, nature of scholarly writing
and training
in bibliography.
(2 sem. hr.)
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Uschald, Chairman; Alcorn, Brown, lues, Johnson, Ketcham, Kovary, Kuster,
Manson, Zapletalova
NOTE: Students in the beginning Foreign Language courses obtain credit only if they complete
the full year of study. However, credit may be granted for one semester of a second language if
the general language requirements have been completed.

FRENCH
Requirements

for the Major in French

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of arts
degree. the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts degree in French.
French 301, 302, 303, 309, plus 21 hours in courses above 400 selected in consultation with an adviser (total of 33 hours in French).

Requirements

for the Minor in French

French 301, 302, 303, 309, plus six hours in courses above 400 selected in consultation with an adviser (total of 18 hours in French).
Fren

101: BEGINNING
FRENCH I
Intensive oral-aural drill. Study of grammatical structure and exercises. (4 sem. hr.)

102: BEGINNING
FRENCH II
Continuation
of Beginning
French
1.
Readings of simple prose. Prerequisite:
Fren
101 or one year of high school French or
equivalent. (3 san. hr.)
Fren

Fren

201: INTERMEDIATE
FRENCH I
Oral practice,
review of grammatical
structure,
reading and discussion of French
prose. Prerequisite:
Fren 102 or two years of
high school French or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

Fren 202: INTERMEDIATE
FRENCH II
Continuation
of Intermediate
French 1.
Prerequisite:
Fren 201 or three years of high
school French or equivalent. (; sem. hr.)
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Fren

301:

ADVANCED CONVERSATION
AND COMPOSITION
Conversation
and composition based on
French cultural readings. Prerequisite:
Fren
202 or consent of department.
Offered alternately with Fren 308. (3 scm, hr.)
Fren

302:

Fren

303:

INTRODUCTION
TO
FRENCH LITERATURE
I
Survey of literary genre and representative works from medieval period to 1700. May
be taken simultaneously
with Advanced Conversation and Composition. Prerequisite: Fren
202 or equivalent.
Offered fall semester. (3
,sem. hr.)
INTRODUCTION
TO
FRENCH LITERATURE
II
Survey of literary genre and representative works from 1700 to modern times. May
be taken simultaneously
with Advanced Conversation and Composition. Prerequisite: Fren
202 or equivalent.
Offered spring semester.
(3 scm, hr.)

Fren

308: FRENCH CIVILIZATION
Social and historical background of modern French institutions
and life. Readings in
French. Prerequisite:
Freu 202 or equivalent.
Offered alternately with Fren 301. (3 scm. hr.)

Fren 309:

THE GRAMMATICAL
STRUCTURE
OF FRENCH
Analysis of phonology,
morphology
syntax of present day standard
French.
requisite: Fren 301. (; sem. hr.)

Fren

405:

FRENCH LITERATURE
OF
THE 17TH CENTURY
Study of classical spirit as exemplified in
such writers as Descartes, Corneille, Moliere,
Racine. Prerequisite:
Fren 202 or equivalent.
ts sem, hr.)
Fren 501:

and
Pre-

Fren 401:

FRENCH LITERATURE
OF
THE 20TH CENTURY
Study of such major writers as Gide,
Proust, Claudel, Camus, Sar-tre. Prerequisite:
Fren 202 or equivalent. (3 seni. hr.)

FRENCH LITERATURE
OF
THE 16TH CENTURY
Humanism,
Reformation,
Rabelais, the
Pleiade. Montaigne. Prerequisite:
Fren 302 or
Fren 303 or consent of department.
(3 scm. hr.)

Fren 502:

FRENCH LITERA TUR E OF
THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD
Epic, lyric and didactic literature
and
early drama. Prerequisite:
Senior standing or
permission of instructor. (3 sem. hr.)

Fren 508:
Fren

402:

FRENCH LITERATURE
OF
THE 19TH CENTURY
1
Realism, Naturalism,
Pamasse, Symbolism. Prerequisite:
Fren 202 or equivalent.

SEMINAR IN FRENCH
LiTERATURE
Study of one or two major writers or
works. Prerequisite:
Consent of department.
(3 scm. hT.)

(3 sem. hr.J
Fren

Fren 403:

FRENCH LITERATURE
OF
THE 19TH CENTURY
II
Romantic Movement.
Prerequisite:
Fren
202 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

Fren 404:

FRENCH LITERATURE
OF
THE 18TH CENTURY
Major writers of 18th century with emphasis on Voltaire, Diderot.
Rousseau. Prerequisite: Fren 202 or equivalent. () sem. 111'.)

509:

HISTORY OF THE
FRENCH LANGUAGE
Study of the phonology,
morphology
of
the French language from its origins to the
present.
Prerequisite:
Fren 309 and senior
standing. (3 sem. hr.)
Educ 447:

METHODS
OF TEACHING
FOREIGN
LANGUAGES IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
(See Education section for course description.) (3 sem. hr.)

GERMAN
Requirements

for the Major in German

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of
arts degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts degree in
German.
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German 311, 312, 313, 319, plus 21 hours in courses above 400 selected in
consultation with an adviser (total of 33 hours in German).

Requirements

for the Minor in German

German 311, 312, 313, 319, plus six hours in courses above 400 selected in
consultation with an adviser (total of 18 hours in German).
Germ

Ill:
BEGINNING
GERl\'IAN 1
Intensive
oral-aural
drill. Study of grammatical structure and exercises. (I sem. IIr.)

Germ

112: BEGINNING
GERMAN
11
Continuation
of Beginning
German
1.
Readings of simple prose. Prerequisite:
Germ
III or one year of high school German
or
equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)
Germ 211:
INTERME.DIATE
GER:rvIAN I
Oral practice,
review of grammatical
structure, reading and discussion of German
prose. Prerequisite:
Germ 112 or two years of
high school German or equivalent. (j S£1I1. hr.)

Survey of literary genre and representative works from romanticism to modern times.
Prerequisite: Germ 212 or equivalent. May be
taken simultaneously
with Germ 311. Offered
spring semester. (J sem. hT.)

Germ 318: GERMAN CIVILIZATION
Development of social, cultural and historical institutions
of Germany
from the
earliest times to the present. Readings
in
German. Prerequisite:
Germ 212 or consent
of instructor. Offered alternately
with Germ
311. () SCIn. hr]

Germ 319:
212:
INTERMEDIATE
GERMAN
II
Continuation
of Intermediate
German 1.
Prerequisite: Oerm 211 or three years of high
school German or equivalent. (3 scm. hr.)

THE GRAl\1I\fATICAL
STRUCTURE
OF GERMAN
An analysis of the phonology, morphology
and syntax of present day standard German.
Prerequisite:
Germ 311. (3 sem. hI·.)

Germ 311:

Germ 411:

Germ

ADVANCED GERMAN
CONVERSATION
AND
CO"MPOSITION
Readings in German civilization and culture designed to stimulate conversation. Discussion and reports. Prerequisite:
Germ 212
or equivalent. (; sem.. hL)
Germ 312:

INTRODUCTION
TO
GERMAN LITERATURE
I
Survey of literary' genre and representative works from medieval period to period of
romanticism.
Prerequisite:
Germ
212 or
equivalent. May be taken simultaneously
with
Germ 311. Offered fall semester. (3 scm, hr.)

Germ 313:
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INTRODUCTION
TO
GERMAN LITERATURE

II

GERMAN LITERATURE
OF
THE 20TH CENTURY I
Study of such authors as Mann, Kafka,
Hesse, Hauptmann
and Brecht. Readings,
discussions, reports. Prerequisite: Germ 212 or
equivalent. (3 sem. IIrs.)

Germ 412:

GERMAN LITERATURE
OF
THE 20TH CENTURY II
Continuation
of Germ 411. (J se1l1. Itf')

Germ 415:

GERMAN LITERATURE
OF
THE 18TH CENTURY
German literature of the classical period.
Emphasis
on works of Lessing, Schiller,
Goethe. Prerequisite:
Germ 212 or equivalent.

(J san. Ill'')

Germ 518:
Germ 511: "FAUST"
Part I of Goethe's "Faust" and selected
pass<'lges from Part II. Prerequisite:
Germ 312
and Germ 313. (3 scm. hr.)

SEMINAR IN GERMAN
LITERATURE
Study of one or two major writers or
works. Prerequisite:
Germ 312 and Germ 313
or equivalent. (3 sent, hr.)

RUSSIAN
Requirements

for the Minor in Russian

Russian 321, 322, 323, 329, plus six hours in courses above 400 selected
consultation with an adviser (total of 18 hours in Russian).
Russ 121: BEGINNING RUSSIAN I
Intensive oral-aural
drill. Study of grammatical structure and exercises. (4 sem. hr.)

Russ 122: BEGINNING
RUSSIAN II
Continuation
of Russ 121 (Beginning
Russian I). Readings of simple prose. Prerequisite: Russ 121 or one year of high school
Russian or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)
Russ 221: INTERMEDIATE
RUSSIAN I
Oral practice, review of grammatical structure, reading and discussion of Russian prose.
Prerequisite:
Russ 122 or two years of high
school Russian or equivalent. (3 sun. hr.)

Russ 222: INTERMEDIATE
RUSSIAN II
Continuation
of Intermediate
Russian I.
Prerequisite: Russ 221 or three years of high
school Russian or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

Russ 321:

ADVANCED RUSSIAN
CONVERSATION
AND
COMPOSITION
Readings in Russian literature
with emphasis on classroom conversation.
Prerequisites: Russ 221 and 222 or four years of high
school Russian. (3 scm.. hr.)

In

Russ 322:

INTRODUCTION
TO RUSSIAN
LITERATURE
I
Survey of literary genre and representative works from medieval period through l Sth
century. Prerequisite:
Russ 222 or equivalent.

C3

sern. hr.)

Russ 323:

INTRODUCTION
TO RUSSIAN
LITERATURE
II
Survey of literary genre and representaLive works from l Bth cenLury to modern times.
Prerequisite:
Russ 222 or equivalent. (3 scm.

hr.)
Russ 329:

THE GRAM:MATICAL
STRUCTURE
OF RUSSIAN
Analysis of phonology, morphology
syntax of present day standard Russian.
requisite: Russ 321. (3 sem. hr.)

and
Pre-

Russ 421:

RUSSIAN LITERATURE
OF
THE 20TH CENTURY I
Study of representative
works of Symbolism, Acmeism, Futurism. Prerequisite: Russ
222 or equivalent. (3 scm: lIT.)
Russ 422:

RUSSIAN LITERATURE
OF
THE 20TH CENTURY II
Conunuauon of Russ 421. (3 scm. hr.)
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SPANISH
Requirements

for the Major in Spanish

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor
arts degree. the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major
Spanish.

of
In

Spanish 331, 332, 333, 339, plus 21 hours in courses above 400 selected in
consultation with an adviser (total of 33 hours in Spanish).

Requirements

for the Minor in Spanish

Spanish 331, 332, 333, 339, plus six hours in courses above 400 selected
consultation with an adviser (total of ]8 hours in Spanish).
Span

131: BEGINNING SPANISH I
Intensive oral-aural drill. Study of grammatical structure and exercises. (4 sem. hr.)

Span

132: BEGINNING
SPANISH II
Continuation
of Span lSI (Beginning
Spanish I). Readings of simple prose. Prerequisite: Span 131 or one year of high school
Spanish or equivalent. (3 sem: hr.)

In

Span 332:

INTRODUCTION
TO
SPANISH LITERATURE
I
Survey of literary genre and representative works from medieval
period through
Golden Age. Readings,
discussions, reports.
Prerequisite:
Span 232 or equivalent.
Offered
fall semester. (3 scm. hr.)

Span 231: INTERMEDIATE
SPANISH I
Oral practice,
review of grammatical
structure, reading and discussion of Spanish
prose. Prerequisite:
Span 131 or two years of
high school Spanish or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

INTRODUCTION
TO
SPANISH LITERATURE
II
Survey of literary genre and representative works from Golden Age to modern times.
Prerequisite:
Span 232 or equivalent. May be
taken simultaneously
with Span 331. Offered
spring semester. (3 sem. hr.)

Span 232, INTERMEDIATE
SPANISH II
Continuation
of Span 231 (Intermediate
Spanish I). Prerequisite:
Span 231 or three
years of high school Spanish or equivalent.
sem. hr.)

ts

Span 337: CIVILIZATION
OF SPAIN
Development
of social, cultural and historical institutions
of Spain. Conducted
in
Spanish. Prerequisite:
Span 232 or equivalent.
and consent of the department.
(3 sem. hr.)

Span 331:

Span 338:

ADVANCED SPANISH
CONVERSATION
AND
COMPOSITION
Review of phonology
and structure
of
Spanish. Readings, discussions, reports. Prerequisite: Span 232 or equivalent. Offered fall
semester. (3 sem. hr.)
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Span 333:

LATIN AMERICAN
CIVILIZATION
Study of development
of social, cultural
and historical institutions
of Latin America.
Conducted in Spanish. Prerequisite:
Span 232
or equivalent and consent of the department.
is sem, hr.)

Span 339:

THE GRAMMATICAL
STRUCTURE
OF SPANISH
Analysis of phonology, morphology
and
syntax of present day standard Spanish. Prerequisite: Span 331 or consent of department.
(J scm. hr.)

Span 431:

SPANISH LITERATURE
OF
THE 20TH CENTURY
I
Novel, drama and poetry from generation
of '98 to present. Study of such authors as
Unamuno, A. Machado, Baroja, Garcia Lorca.
Prerequisite:
Span 232 or consent of departmemo (3 scm. hr.)

Span 432:

SPANISH LITERATURE
OF
THE 20TH CENTURY
II
Continuation
of Span
431 (Spanish
Literature
of the 20th Century I). Prerequisite: Span 431. (J sem. hr.)

Span 433:

SPANISH LITERATURE
OF
THE 19TH CENTURY
Study of literary movements from 1800 to
"Genera cion del '98." Readings from works of
Romantic poets and dramatists,
such as the
Duque de Rivas and Zorilla, and realistic
novelists, such as Galdos and Valera. Prerequisite: Span 232 or consent of department.
(3
scm. hr.)

Span 436:

THE GOLDEN AGE OF
SPANISH LITERATURE
I
The Humanists,
the Mystics and the
Renaissance
in Spanish literature.
Readings
from selected works of early Golden Age, including La Celestina,
and poetic works of
Oarcilaso, San Juan de la Cruz and Fray Luis
de ,Leon. Prerequisite:
Span 332 or Span 333
or consent of department.
(3 scm. hr.)
Span 437:

THE GOLDEN AGE OF
SPANISH LITERATURE
II
Literary movements of Golden Age, decline of poetry and popularity
of drama.
Readings in poetry, drama and prose including
selections from Cervantes' Don Quixote. Prerequisite: Span 332 or Span 333 or consent of
department.
(3 sem. hr.)
Span 438:

SPANISH AMERICAN
LITERATURE
Survey of Spanish American
Literature
from its beginning to the present, with emphasis on the Romantic
and Modernista
movements,
and the novel since 1865. Prerequisite: Span 232 or consent of department.
(3 scm. hr.)
Span 538:

SEMINAR IN SPANISH
LITERATURE
Study of one or two major writers or
works. Prerequisite:
Consent of department.
(3 sem; hr.)

GEOGRAPHY
McDermott, Chairman; Brownell, Heppell, Stanley

Requirements

for the Major in Geography

In addition 10 the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of arts
degree. the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major in
Geography:
Geography 301,302,324,520,521,
plus eighteen hours of geography electives
selected in consultation with an adviser (total of thirty-three hours in geography) .
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Requirements

for the Minor in Geography

Geography 301, 302, plus twelve hours of geography electives selected in
consultation with an adviser (total of eighteen hours in geography) .
NOTE: Some advanced geography courses are noted below as requiring
introductory
geography.
This requirement
may be satisfied by one of the following: Geog 300 (General Geography), Geog
301 and Geog 302 (Introduction to Geography: Physical, Cultural), Geog 529 (Global Geography),
or equivalent. Lower division courses marked with a "g" are open to graduate students.

Geog 300,

GENERAL

GEOGRAPHY

Basic geographic principles through study
of interplay of human activities and natural
environment
as it affects cultural and economic patterns. Offered each semester. (; sem.

hr.)
Geog 301:

INTRODUCTION
TO
GEOGRAPHY,
PHYSICAL
Patterns of physical elements of the landscape, their interrelationships
and how they
differ from place to place. Two lectures and
one two-hour practicurn. ODe1'ed each semester. (3 sem, hr.)

Geog 302:

INTRODUCTION
TO
GEOGRAPHY,
CULTURAL
Patterns of cultural elements of the landscape, their interrelationships
with one another and with the physical elements
and
how they differ from place to place. Not open
to students who have had Gcog 300. Prerequisite: Geog 301. (3 sem. hr.)

Geog 311:
Factors
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URBAN GEOGRAPHY
in establishment
and growth

of

urban places; analysis of function,
internal
patterns, hinterland
interrelationships;
urban
land use and problems
of clustered
senlemenu. Offered second semester. (3 sem. hr.)
Geog 320: CLIMATOLOGY
Physical and regional
climatology;
climate control
and systematized
schemes for
distinguishing
climate types; brief studies of
typical climates. Prerequisite:
Oeog 301. Offered second semester. (J scm. hr.)
Geog 324:

CARTOGRAPHY

Maps and map reading with field and
laboratory mapping by the student. Problems
in cartographic
expression
of distributions.
Preparation
of maps for reproducuon.
Two
lectures and one two-hour laboratory. Offered
first semester. (3 sem; hr.)
Geog 445g: AIR PHOTO
INTERPRETATION
Theory and procedures
in usc of aerial
photographs
as tool of geographic
analysis.
Two two-haul' classes. Prerequisite:
Introductory geography or introductory
geology. Offered second semester. (J scm. hr.)

Geog 460g: GEOGRAPHY
OF NEW
YORK STATE
Human
and natural
resources of New
York State. Prerequisite:
Introductory
geography or permission of department.
(; sem.

hT.)
Geog 500:

CEOGRAPHY
OF
ANGLO-AMERICA
Regional
study of United
States and
Canada
focusing
on interrelationships
of
physical, economic and cult mal patterns and
problems.
Prerequisite:
Introductory
geography. See geography headnote.
Offered first
semester. (; sem, hr.)
Geog 50l;

GEOGRAPHY
OF SOUTH
AMERICA
Regional study of South America focusing
on Imerrclatlonships
of physical, economic
and cultural patterns and problems. Prerequisite: Introductory
geography.
O!Je1'ed first
semester. (; sem. hr.)
Geog 502: GEOGRAPHY
OF EUROPE
Regional
study of major problems
of
physical and cultural
landscape
of Europe;
emphasis on industry, commerce and agriculture. Prerequisite:
Introductory
geography.
Offered second semester oi even years. (; sem.
he.)
Geog 503: GEOGRAPHY
OF ASIA
Areal analysis of physical and cultural
environments
and their interaction;
emphasis
on political, agricultural
and industrial
patterns of occupance in Asia exclusive of the
Soviet Union. Prerequisite:
Introductory
geography. Offered second semester. (; sem. hr.)
GEOGRAPHY
OF
SUB-SAHARAN
AFRICA
Areal analysis of factors affecting emerging society in developing
nation
states of
Sub-Saharan
Africa. Prerequisite:
Introduc-

Gcog 505:

GEOGRAPHY
OF THE
SOVIET UNION
Human
and physical
resources of the
most powerful
Communist
state and the
peculiar
approaches
to their
development
made necessary by the political and economic
philosophy
of communism.
Prerequisite:
Introductory geography. Offered second semester
of odd years. (3 sem. h1'.)

Geog 506:

MIDDLE AMERICAN
TRIANGLE
Regional
study of triangular
area between Ttajuana,
the Gulf of Darien and the
Lesser Anultes: geographic [actors underlying
the social, economic and political problems.
Prerequisite:
Introductory
geography. Offered
second semester. (J sem. IJ1·.)

Ceog 516: POLITICAL
GEOGRAPHY
Geographical foundations of international
political
phenomena;
geographic
factors in
development
and orientation
of states and
power blocs. Prerequisite:
Introductory
geography. Offered first semester. (3 sem. hr.)

Geog 520: SEMINAR IN GEOGRAPHY
Geographic
thought from Strabo to the
present;
analysis
of literature
in major
branches of geography.
Prerequisite:
Twelve
hours of geography.
Offered
first semester.
(3 scm. hr.)
Geog 521:

INDEPENDENT
STUDY IN
GEOGRAPHY
I
Independent
research
in selected
geographic problems. Prerequisites:
Geog 520 and
consent of department.
Offered
on request.
(; sem. hr.)

Geog 504:

tory geography.
sem. hr.)

Offered

second

semester.

(3

Geog 522: INDEPENDENT
STUDY IN
GEOGRAPHY
II
Independent
research
in selected geographic
problems.
Prerequisites:
Geog 521
and consent of department.
Offered
on reo
quest. (; scm .. hr.)
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Geog 529: GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY
Basic principles and concepts of geography focusing on world patterns of physical
and cultural phenomena
and their interrelationships. Not open to students who have had
Geog 300, Geog 302 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

SEMINAR IN GEOGRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES
Intensive work in geographic techniques.
Prerequisite:
Nine hours of geography. May
be repeated for credit with departmental
approval. (3 scm. hr.)

Geog 610:

Geog 660:

SEMINAR IN SYSTEMATIC
GEOGRAPHY
Intensive work in systematic geography.
Prerequisite:
Nine hours in geography. May
be repeated for credit with departmental
ap"
proval. (3 scm. hr.)

Geog 640:

SEMINAR IN REGIONAL
GEOGRAPHY
Intensive
work in regional
geography.
Prerequisite:
Nine hours of geography. May
be repeated for credit with departmental
approval. () sem. hr.)

GEOLOGY
Hawkins, Chairman; Bllgh, Fallth, Hay, Heaslip

Requirements

for the Major in Geology

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of
arts degree or bachelor of science degree. the following courses are required for
the Liberal Arts major in Geology:
(A) Study within the major area:
Geol 261, 262, 363, 461,462, 466, 567, 569, 571 (total of twenty-seven
hours in Geology) .
(B) Courses in related areas:
Math 225, 226; Phys 251, 252; Foreign language required for B.A. only.

Requirements

for the Minor in Geology

Geol 261, 262 plus four Geology electives selected In consultation
adviser (total of eighteen hours in Geology) .
Geal 161:

ELEMENTARY
EARTH
SCIENCE
Materials
of Earth, surface and nearsurface processes and products. Elements of
meteorology, astronomy and consideration
of
Earth as planet. Two lectures and one twohour laboratory.
Not open to Science, Geography or Mathematics
majors. (3 sem. hr.)
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Geol 162:

with an

ELEMENTARY
HISTORICAL
GEOLOGY
Evolution of continent of North America
and of life through geologic time. Laboratory
study of sedimentary processes, physiographic
provinces of North America and invertebrate
fossils. Two lectures and one two-hour laboratory; field trips. Prerequisite:
Geol 161 or consent of department. (3 sent. 1'11'.)

Ceol 261: GENERAL GEOLOGY I
Principles
of physical
geology, Earth
materials,
Intracrustal
forces and products,
agents of gradation and their physiographic
expression. Laboratory
study includes minerals, rocks, topographic
and geologic maps
and simple geologic structures.
Field trips.
Two lectures and one three-hour laboratory.
For Science majors. (; sem. Iir.)

Geol 262: GENERAL GEOLOGY II
Historical geology; evolution
of North
America as interpreted
from stratigraphie
record and evolution of life. Laboratory study
of sedimentary facies, invertebrate fossils and
evolution of tectonic provinces. Two lectures
and one three-hour
laboratory;
field trips.
Prerequisite:
Ceol 261. (; sem. hr.)

Ceol 363:

INVERTEBRATE
PALEONTOLOGY
Important
invertebrates
in fossil record.
Laboratory study of morphology, identification and preparation
procedures. Two lectures, one three-hour
laboratory;
required
weekend field trip. Prerequisite: Approval of
instructor. (; sem, hr.)

Geol 371: METEOROLOGY
Atmosphere
and its phenomena;
elements of weather and their application
to
weather forecasting. Two lectures and one
three-hour laboratory. Prerequisite: Geol 161
or Geol 261 or approval of instructor. (; sem.
hr.)

Geol 462:

OPTICAL
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
Principles of optical and X-ray crystallography; examination
of crystalline
state of
mauer using polarizing microscope. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Science major and approval of instructor. (; sem. hr.)
Geol 466: PETROLOGY
Principles
of formation
of common
groups of igneous and metamorphic
rocks;
laboratory study of these rocks in hand specimen and under petrographic microscope. Two
lectures and one three-hour
laboratory. Prerequisite: GeoI 462. (; scm, Iir.)
GeoI 473: DESCRIPTIVE
ASTRONOMY
Now offered as Phys 401. (J urn. hr.)
Geol 475: READINGS IN GEOLOGY
Individual
study in selected areas of
geology. Prerequisite: Consent of department.
(; sem. hr.)
Ceol 490:

PROBLEMS IN
REGIONAL GEOLOGY
Critical examination
of geologic principles deduced
from detailed
studies
of
selected geologic provinces. Two lectures and
two-hour laboratory; required weekend field
trip. Prerequisite:
Twelve hours of geology
or permission of department. (; sem. lir.)

Ceol 461:

Geol 567: GEOMORPHOLOGY
Origin of land forms. Analysis of nature
and evolution of surface features of the Earth.
Two lectures and one three-hour laboratory.
Prerequisite:
GeoI l61 or Geol 261. (; scm,
hr.)

and one three-hour laboratory.
Ceol 261. (; sem. hr.)

Geol 569: STRUCTURAL
GEOLOGY
Principles,
methods and techniques
of
studying architecture
of the Earth. Several
extended field (rips by prearrangement.
Two
lectures and one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisite: Geol 261. (J sem. hr.)

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
MINERALOGY
Principles
of physical
crystallography,
identification of common ore and rock-forming minerals by physical and chemical methods; minerals in world affairs. Two lectures
Prerequisite:
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GeoI571:

STRATIGRAPHY

Principles of correlation,
nomenclature,
facies interpretacion
and classification of sedimentary rock units. Laboratory
methods of
facies and correlation analysis. Two lectures.
and one three-hour
laboratory;
required
weekend field trip. Prerequisites:
Geol 363
and Ceol 461. (; scm. hr.]

and compass, aerial photographic
and other
surveying methods. Two lectures and one
three-hour laboratory. Prerequisite: Ceol 461.
(J se1n. ltr.)

Geol 661:

SEMINAR IN EARTH
SCIENCE
Directed discussions and investigations
by graduate students on selected topics. Oral
presentation
of reports. Prerequisite:
Graduate status. (; sem. hr.)

Geol 573: HISTORY OF GEOLOGY
History of progress of geology outlining
development and evolution of major concepts
involved in geological sciences from Aristotle's
time to present. Two lectures, selected readings, report writing. Prerequisite:
Oeol 262.
(2 sem. hr.)

Geol 664:

Ceol 574: SEDIMENTARY
PETROLOGY
Principles and processes of modern sediments and their application
of facies interpretation
in sedimentary
rocks. Laboratory
analysis of sediments, primary and secondary
structures. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory; required weekend field trip. Prerequisite: Geol 462. (; setn. hr.)

Ceol 665:

Geol 575: ECONOMIC GEOLOGY
Principles of formation of ore minerals
and of diverse are deposits. Laboratory study
of are minerals and their paragenesis, using
the metallurgical
microscope. Three lectures
and one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisite:
Oeot 462 and Geol 466 (may be concurrent).
(4 se m, hr.)

Geol 576: GLACIAL GEOLOGY
Glacial processes, features, deposits, Pleistocene chronology and correlations. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory;
field
trips. Prerequisite: Oeol 262. (; sem. hr.)

Ceol 577: FIELD GEOLOGY
Principles of topographic
and geologic
mapping using alidade and plane table, pace
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STRATIGRAPHIC

PALEONTOLOGY
Invertebrate
fossil groups and their distribution in time and space with emphasis on
stratigraphic zonation. Two lectures and one
three-hour
laboratory. Field trips. Prerequisites: Ceol 363, Geol 569 and Ceol 571. (Will
not be offered in 1967-1968.) (J sem. ilr.)

GEOCHEMISTRY

Geochemistry of the lithosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere
and biosphere; application of chemical principles to geologic problems. Two lectures and one three-hour laboratory. Prerequisites:
Geol 466 and Geol 575.
(Will not M' of/erNI ill 1967-1968.) (3 sem. 111".)

Geol 666: GENESIS OF J\flNERALS
Formation of minerals with emphasis all
those normally concentrated in deposits. Two
lectures and one three-hour
laboratory. Prerequisites: Ceol 462, Ceo! 575 and Oeol 665.
(Will not be offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem. hr.)

Ceol 668:

REGIONAL GEOLOGY OF
NORTH AMERICA
Evolution of major geological provinces
of North America. Tectonic framework of
sedimentation, orogenesis and epelrogenesis of
mountain systems, basins and plateaus. Two
lectures and one three-hour laboratory; field
trips. Prerequisites:
Geol 363, Geol 569 and
Ceol 571. (Will not be ofJe1'ed in 1967-1968.)
(J .sem. hr.)

HISTORY
Ralston, Chairman,· Beadle, Braum, Bulkley, Burdick,
Cahill,
Gebhard, Johnson, Nachod, Ray, Sipher, Stewart, Vanaria

Requirements

Clark,

Ellefson,

for the Major in History

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of arts
degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major in History:
Hist 100, 101, 110, Ill, 448, 449, plus eighteen hours of history electives
selected in consultation with an adviser (total of thirty-six hours in history).

Requirements

for Minor in History

Hist lOO, lOl or 110, Ill, plus twelve hours of history electives selected in
consultation with an adviser (total of eighteen hours in history) .
NOTE: Students in the Secondary and Liberal Arts curricula will consider Hist 100 and Hist JOI
prerequisites for advanced courses in American history, and Hist 110 and Htst 111 prerequisites
in European history. Students in other curricula normally are expected to observe these prereqisites: bur with permission of the History Department
they may be allowed to take advanced
courses.

Hist 100: AMERICAN HISTORY I
Origin and development
of American
institutions and ideals from discovery of the
new world to close of the Reconstruction
period. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 101: AMERICAN
Continuation
of Hist
cant cultural, economic,
forces and problems in
Civil 'Val' to the present.

HISTORY II
100, stressing signifipolitical and social
America from the
(3 sem. hr.)

Hist

110: EUROPEAN HISTORY I
Ancient times to 1815. Deals with major
political, social, economic, religious and intellectual developments from the Middle Ages
to close of the Napoleonic period. (3 scm, hr.)

Hist I LI:
EUROPEAN HISTORY TJ
From 1815 to present. Analyzes major
political, social, economic and intellectual developments from Age of Meuernich
to the
atomic age. (3 scm. 111".)

Hist 157:

HISTORY OF
NEW YORK STATE
New York's colonial background,
transition of the colony into statehood and its final
membership
in the federal union. Emphasis
upon leaders and the economic, social and
political events of the Empire State to the
present time. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 158:

PRE-SEMINAR
IN
A~fERICAN HISTORY
Designed to prepare student for advanced
work in American history, including graduate
seminars. Emphasis upon research techniques
and experience. (2 sem. hL)
I-list 400:

HISTORY OF EARLY
GERMANY
Germany from the fifth century to 1815;
geographic
backgrounds,
migrations,
the
Medieval empire, feudalism, the Reformation
and the rise of Prussia. (3 sem.. hr.)
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Hist 401:

HISTORY OF MODERN
GERMANY
Germany from 1815 to the present. The
unification
problem;
domestic affairs under
the monarchy, Weimar Republic, Third Reich
and the post-war
Germanies.
Prerequisite:
Hist 400 or consent of instructor. (3 scm .. hr.)
Hist 402:

ENGLISH HISTORY I
(1485-1763)
England from the period of Henry
to 1763. (3 sem. hr.)

VII

Hist 403:

ENGLISH HISTORY II.
1763 TO THE PRESENT
Continuation
of Hist 402. (3 scm. hr.)

Hist 405:

FRENCH CIVILIZATION
SINCE 1815
Study of France from collapse of the
First Empire to the present. Significance of
the French revolutions;
evaluation of governments, Franco-Prussian
and World Wars and
colonialism. Role of France under the Fifth
Republic in NATO, the Common Market and
world affairs. (3 scm. hr.)
Hist 407:

THE

Examination
nomic conditions
I to the present;
Arab League; the
and international
Hist 408:

MIDDLE

HisL 412: CONTEMPORARY
AFRICA
African reaction to colonialism south of
the Sahara, the emergence of a native political
elite and the growth of African nationalist
movements. Problems of economic, political,
cultural
and
institutional
change;
PanAfricanism and the search for the "African
personality." (3 scm. hr.)
Hist 415:

OF ASIA

Study of selected national cultures of Asia
with emphasis
upon history, literature,
religion, geography and sociology, and art, music
and drama. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 409:

IMPERIAL
RUSSIA TO THE
TWENTIETH
CENTURY
Development of Russia with emphasis on
period from beginning of the 19th century to
end of Romanov rule. (3 sem. !lr.)

Hist 421:

lapse
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FAR

EAST

AMERICAN

CONSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY I
Development
of American constitutional
thought and practice from its English origins
to the close of the Civil War. (Not offered in
1967-1968.) (2 sem. hr.)
Hist 422:

HISTORY
OF THE
SOVIET UNION

Development
of modern Russia from colof the monarchy and the provisional

AMERICAN

CONSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY II
Development
of American constitutional
thought
and practice from the end of the
Civil War to the present. (Not offered
in
1967-1968.) (2 sem. hr.)
Hist 423:

AMERICAN
ECONOMIC
HISTORY I
Analysis of the American economy and
the effect of its development
upon our civilization through the Civil War. Expansion of
agriculture,
business and labor and their reo
lations with state and national governments.
(2 sem. !Ir.)
Hist 424:

Hist 410:

THE

Impact of the West on Oriental culture,
politics and international
relations during the
last one hundred
years. Emphasis on colonialism, westernization,
aggression, revolution.
ideologies and present conditions. (3 sem. hr.)

EAST

of political. social and ecofrom close of world War
growth of nationalism,
the
Middle East in revolution
crises. (3 scm: hr.)

CULTURES

government
to the Soviet system and its role
in current world history. (3 sem. hr.)

AMERICAN
ECONOMIC
HISTORY II
Economic
development
of the United
States from the Civil 'war to the present. A
continuation
of Hist 423. (3 sem. hr.)

Hist 425:

AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL
HISTORY I
History of ideas and systems of thought
in the United States from the colonial period
to 1880. (3 sem. hr.)

Hist 426:

AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL
HISTORY II
History of ideas and systems of thought
in the United States from 1880 to the present.

(3 sem. hr.)

Hist 427:

AMERICAN CULTURAL
HISTORY I
Selected areas of historical and literary
inquiry and their relationship
to American
cultural development
from 1700 to 1900. (3

sem. hr.)

Hist 428:

AMERICAN CULTURAL
HISTORY II
Twentieth
century American culture as
evidenced in historical
thought,
literature,
jazz and classical music. (3 sem. hr.)

Hist 430: AMERICAN DIPL01\·[ACY I
Formative years of American foreign relations, emphasizing origins and modifications
of isolationism, the Monroe Doctrine and related policies. (Not offered in 1967-1968.) (2

sem. hr.)

Hist 431: AJ\fERICAN DIPLOMACY II
Continuation
of Hist 430, detailing
the
growing American
involvement
in modern
world politics. (Not offered in 1967·1968.) (3

sem.. hr.)

Hist 440:
THE AMERICAN WEST
Different types of frontiers and the manner
in which each has reacted upon the nation.
An evaluation of the current social, economic
and political forces at work particularly
in the
regions of the Trans-Mississippi
West, with
emphasis on their relations to national and
international
problems. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 441: AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY
Our national development
through
the
media of biographical
materials.
Discussion
of certain representative American figures and
of our important
biographical
literature.
(3
scm. hr.)
Hist 442: THE EMPIRE STATE
New York State history - materials and
problems. Summer workshop in the cultural,
political and industrial development
of New
York State. Guest speakers and guided (Ours.
(3 sem. hr.)
Hist 443: TEACHING
LOCAL HISTORY
Open only to teachers of experience. Entirely on individual basis, each student working with problems or materials applicable to
own needs. Designed for teachers interested
in correlation of local materials with required
subject matter. as well as those who teach local
history or history of New York State. (Not
offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 445:

LATIN AMERICAN
HISTORY I
Political, social, economic and cultural
life of Latin America; pre-Columbian
backgrounds; influence of the Hispanic conquest;
independence
movements.
(Not
offered
in
1967-1968.) (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 446:

Hist 4-33: THE CIVIL WAR
Designed to give detailed attention to the
coming of civil conflict, the military importance of the war between the States and the
constitutional
consequences of preserving the
American nation. (2 sem. hr.)

LATIN AMERICAN
HISTORY II
Continuation
of Hist 445; problems of
the newly independent
nations; the Monroe
Doctrine, Pan-Americanism;
Latin America's
role in world affairs.
1968.) (3 sem. hr.)

(Not

offered

in 1967-
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Hlst 447:

ISSUES IN AMERICAN
HISTORY
Study of a series of selected historical
issues, both domestic and foreign, with particular emphasis upon the changing nature of
historical interpretation.
(3 sem. hr.)
Hist 448: HISTORIOGRAPHY
Study of history of history;
trends in
historical writing; reading of selected historical classics; consideration
of major schools of
historical thought. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 449:

SEMINAR

IN HISTORY

Methods of historical investigation
and
their application
to topics in selected historical periods. (3 scm, hr.)

Jeffersonians and jacksonians.
1967-1968.) (3 scm. hr.)

(Not offered in

Hisr 463;

THE AMERICAN MIDDLE
PERIOD II
United
States development,
1840-1877;
Manifest Destiny; sectional development
and
conflict; Civil War and Reconstruction.
(Not
offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 464:

RECENT AMERICAN
HISTORY I

United
States development,
1877-1916;
rise of industrialism;
growth of urban society;
agricultural
conflict: progressive reform movement. (3 scm, hr.)
Hist 465:

Hist 450:

READINGS

Individual
study
h istorv. (3 sem, hr.)
Hist 457:

IRISH

IN HISTORY
in

selected

areas

NATIONALISM

of

AND

LITERATURE
SINCE 1829
Dimensions of (he Irish question as revealed in the nationalist
movement
and its
literary expression in the works of Yeats, Joyce
and O'Casey. (3 scm.. hr.)
Hist 460:

A~,rERICAN COLONIAL
HISTORY I

American development,
1450-1754; age of
exploration
and discovery; establishment
of
the colonies:
colonial
development
along
political, economic and social lines. (3 scm, hr.)
Hist 461:

AMERICAN
COLONIAL
HISTORY II
A merican development,
1754-1783; growth
0/ the British imperial system; American reaction; movement toward independence;
the
Revolution and the Articles of Confederation.
(3 St:III. hv.]
Hist 462:

THE AMERICAN
PERIOD 1

MIDDLE

United
Slates development,
critical period; the Constitution;

[lOOJ

1783-1840;
Federalists,

RECENT
AMERICAN
HISTORY II
United States development,
1916 to the
present; world 'war I; the Twenties; the New
Deal; World War II; Cold War. (3 sem. hr.)

Rist 466:

HISTORY

OF CANADA

Age of discovery to the present. Evohulon
of responsible government under British rule,
development of national feeling and relations
with the United States. (J scm. hr.)
Hist 470;

ANCIENT

HISTORY

Growth of civilization from its origins to
the conquest of the Near East. (Not oiiered:
in 1967-1968.) (3 sem. hr.J
Hist 471:

GREEK AND ROMAN
HISTORY

Greek civilization from its beginnings to
the Roman conquest. Roman history from its
beginnings
until the decline of the Empire
in the fifth century A.D. (Not offered in 19671968.) (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 472: MEDIEVAL HISTORY
Europe from the decline of the Roman
Empire to the fourteenth
century. (3 sem. hr.)
I-Jist 473:
RENAISSANCE
HISTORY
Fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in Italy
und Northern
Europe. (3 sem. hr.)

Hist 474;

EARLY ~o[ODERN EUROPE:
REFORMATION
TO THE
PEACE OF WESTPHALIA
Development
of European
civilization
from the Renaissance to 1648. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 475:

EARLY MODERN EUROPE;
WESTPHALIA
TO THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION
Development
of European
civilization
from the Peace of Westphalia to the outbreak
of the French Revolution. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 476:

MODERN
FRENCH
WORLD
Major political,
forces from 1789 to

EUROPE: THE
REVOLUTION
TO
WAR I
social and intellectual
the first World War. (3

sem, hr.)
Hist 477:

MODERN EUROPE: WORLD
WAR 1 TO THE PRESENT
Domestic, political and economic history
of the major European
countries from the
beginning of the World War. (3 scm.. hr.)
I·list 480:

CURRENT
WORLD
PROBLEMS
Study of a series of selected world problems, with emphasis upon the causes of war,
population,
economic
conditions,
types of
nationalism,
regionalism,
diplomacy and international
organization.
(3 sem. hr.)
Hist 481:

HISTORY OF EUROPEAN
DIPLOMACY
Examination
of diplomatic
policy of
European
states from 1870 to the present.
Emphasis will be placed on the Bismarckian
system, 'World War 1, world War II and the
Cold War. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 483:

MAIN CURRENTS
OF
WESTERN THOUGHT
Movement of ideas and intellectual
currents which have been significant in the molding of the intellectual
classes in Western
Europe. (3 scm. hr.)

Hist 484:

EUROPEAN
ECONo~nc
HISTORY
Economic
and social developments
in
Europe from the eighteenth
century to the
present. (3 sent. hr.)
Hist 598:

SEMINAR IN ASIAN
CULTURES
Examination
of particular
topics related
to the culture of selected Asian nations. Prerequisite: Hist 408 or equivalent. (3 se m, hr.)
Hist 604:

THE UNITED STATES
SINCE 1932
Recent American history; the New Deal;
World War II; the Cold War; social, economic
and intellectual trends. (3 sent. h.r.]

Hist 605:

LEADERS IN AMERICAN
HISTORY
Role of [he individual in the shaping of
the American past. A study of personality,
leadership and influence; an attempt to det.ermine how individuals
shape history and
vice versa. (3 Jem. hL)

Hist 606: THE FRONTIER
Frontier as a determining
factor in modern Western civilization. Focus on expansion
of Europe,
American
frontier
experience,
World Wars I and 11 and the technological
revolution covering the period 1415-present.
The roles of eminent explorers from Columbus to von Braun,
contributions
of such
leaders in historiography
as Morison, Turner,
Webb, Spengler. and Toynbee. (3 sent. hr.)
Hist 607: AMERICAN SECTIONALISM
From the days of the New England Confederation
and the Albany Congress, down
to the great trial of arms in the 1860s,
Americans were faced with the conflict between sectionalism and nationalism. Designed
to enable the student to follow the course of
American thinking
and experiences relative
to the nature of the American Union. (3 sent.
h'-)
Hist 608: HISTORY OF THE SOUTH
Analysis of the major changes in the
social, economic and political order of the
South since 1877. Industrial
developments,
agricultural
changes, education, race relations
and political trends will be emphasized.
(3
sent. hr.)
Hist 609:

NEW YORK STATE AND
ITS PEOPLE
Selected historical and geographical topics
in New York's development.
Not open to
students who have had Hist 157. (3 sem. hr.)
Hist 610:

NATIONALISM
IN
MODERN TIMES
Dynamic movements
of the nineteenth
and twentieth
centuries
in the struggle of
various peoples for freedom, liberation
and
independence. (3 sem. hr.)
ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY
Evolution
of the English Constitution
and its contributions
to our own political
system. Readings in English history from primary sources whenever possible. (3 sem. hr.)

Hist 612:

TWENTIETH

CENTURY

PROBLEMS
Study of the major problems of recent
times both domestic and foreign. Selected
topics, according to individual interest, from
areas of immigration, labor, social justice. defense, resources,
international
conferences,
peace and war efforts, economic assistance,
international
alliances
and
international
organization.
Prerequisite:
Two semesters of
European History. (3 sent. hr.)

Hist 614:

THE DOMINION
GOVERNMENTS
Evolution of the Dominion
conmbuuon
to free government.
phasis on Canada. (3 sent. hr.)

System as a
Special em-

Hist 615: RESEARCH IN HISTORY
Guided
research
in selected topics in
European and American history. (3 sem. hr.)

Hist 617:

METHODOLOGY
AND
TECHNIQUES
OF SOGIAL
SCIENGE RESEARCH
Designed to provide a general introduction to research in the social sciences. Analysis
of the tools, materials and approaches available to researchers with emphasis on bibliographical guides, evaluation of source materials and methodology, and opportunities
for
individual research problems. Open ONLY to
matriculated
graduate
students in the Secondary Social Studies Program and offered
ONLY during summer session. (3 sem. hr.)

Hist 649: SEMINAR IN HISTORY
Guided research in selected topics. Prerequisite: Consent of department.
(J scm. hr.)

Hist 611:
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Hist 650: READINGS IN HIS TOR Y
Individual study in selected areas of history at the graduate level. Prerequisite: Graduate standing and consent of department.
(3
scm. hr.)

MATHEMATICS
Hoffman, Chairman; Aman, Benedick, Bierlmaier, Bryan, Depue, Driscoll,
Johnson, Joiner, Kinney, Lerner, O'Loughlin, Pugh, Rubaii, Slaugh, Smith,
Tapper, Van Dam, Wooster

Requirements
In addition

for the Major in Mathematics
to the College's basic studies requirement

for the bachelor of

arts degree or bachelor of science degree, the following courses are required

for

the Liberal Arts major in Mathematics:
(A) Study within the major area:
Math 223, 225, 226, 260, 325, 326, 370, 580, plus four mathematics

elec-

tives for the B.A., six mathematics electives for the B.S. selected in consultation

with

an adviser

(B.A. - total of thirty-six hours in mathe-

matics; B.S. - total of forty-two hours in mathematics) .
(B) Courses in related areas:
Six hours of physical science selected in consultation

with an adviser

(B.S.) . Foreign language is required for B.A. only.

Requirements

for the Minor in Mathematics

Math 223, 225, 226, 260, plus four mathematics electives selected in consultation with an adviser (total of twenty-four hours in mathematics) .
Math

101:

INTRODUCTION
MATHEMATICS

Fundamental
mathematics

concepts

as developmental

as system of thought.
majoring

TO
emphasizing
structure

Not open

in mathematics

IHath 143;

I
and

to students

or physical sciences.

(3 sem, hr.)

INTRODUCTION
TO
STATISTICS
Basic concepts of probability and descriplive and inductive statistics; includes measures of central tendency and dispersion. frequency distributions.
sampling, tests of hypotheses. correlation.
Not open to students
majoring in mathematics. (3 sem. hr.)
Math

Math

102:

lNTRODUCTION
MATHEMATICS

Continuation

TO

n

of Math 101. (3 sun. hr.)

185;

PROGRAMMING
UNIVAC 1004

Language. programming
computer. (1 scm, hr.)

and operation

of
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Math

189:

MATHEMATICS
OF
FINANCE
Topics in mathematics
applied to business and commerce, including
interest and
discount, annuities,
insurance and depreciation. (3 sem. hr.)

Math 223:

INTRODUCTION
TO
ANALYSIS
Modem
treatment
of topics of special
significance for further study of analysis. Prepares students for calculus sequence. Not open
to students who have completed
Math 101
and Math 102. (3 scm, hr.)

Math 225: CALCULUS I
Study of elementary
algebraic
emphasizing limits and derivatives.
tion to integration. (3 sem. hr.)

functions,
Introduc-

Math 226: CALCULUS II
Further
study of algebraic
functions,
their derivatives and integrals; derivatives and
integrals
of transcendental
functions.
Prerequisite: Math 225. (3 sem. IIr.)

Math

326:

CALCULUS

IV

Study of elementary vecror analysis, partial differentiation
and multiple integration.
Prerequisite:
Math 325. (3 sem. hr.)
Malh 370: ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES
I
Study of groups, rings and integral domains. Prerequisite:
Math 260 or equivalent.
(3 scm, h1·.)
Math

375:

ADVANCED SYNTHETIC
GEOMETRY
I
Euclidean geometry and its foundations;
axiomatic systems; topics of modern geometry; projective geometry. Prerequisite:
Math
260 or consent of department.
(J .'iem. hr.)
i\'rath 401:

BACKGROUNDS
OF
MATHEMATICS
Concepts of mathematics
basic to arithmetic and informal geometry. Principally for
elementary
teachers in-service. Not open to
students majoring in mathematics. (3 sem. hr.)
Math

402:

ELEMENTS
OF MODERN
MATHEMATICS
Introductory
topics of symbolic logic and
set theory with applications
from mathematical probability. (3 scm, hr.)

ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICAL
CONCEPTS
Concepts of mathematics basic to elementary school mathematics.
Companion
course
to Math 401, which is, however, not prerequisite. Principally for elementary teachers
in-service. Not open to students majoring in
mathematics. (J sem. hrl)

Math 284:

Math

443:

Math

446:

Math 260:

MATHEMATICAL
INSTRUMENTS
AND
MODELS
Study of models and instruments
applying concepts of mathematics;
includes applications of higher degree curves, field instruments, the slide rule and calculator. Prerequisite: Math 226. (J sem. hr.)

Math 325: CALCULUS III
Study of infinite series; conic sections in
rectangular and polar form; hyperbolic functions, with applications.
Prerequisite:
Math
226. (3 sem. hr.)
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STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS
AND INVESTIGATION
Elements of probability,
inductive and
descriptive statistics. Designed to enable student to carry out simple statistical studies in
his own field. Not open to students majoring
in mathematics
or to those who have taken
Introduction
to Statistics or equivalent.
(3
scm, hr.)
PROBABILITY
AND
STATISTICS
I
Theory of probability
for finite sample
spaces; independent
trials. Random variables

and their
estimation

probability
functions,
and hypothesis testing.

sampling,
Prerequl-

site: Math 325. (3 scm. hr.)
Math 447:

PROBABILITY
AND
STA TlSTlCS II
Theory
of probability
for continuous
sample spaces. Central Limit Theorem,
hypothesis testing, correlation
and regression.
Prerequisite:
Math 446. (3 scm. !lr.)
Math 470: ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES
II
Study of fields, vector spaces, matrices and
linear
transformations.
Prerequisite:
Math
370. C3 scm. hr.)
Math

475:

ADVANCED SYNTHETIC
GEOMETRY
II
Foundations
of geometry, non-Euclidean
systems, hyperbolic
and elliptic geometries.
Prerequisite:
Math 375. (J sem. hr.)
Math 485:

INTRODUCTION
TO
DIGITAL COMPUTING
Language, algorithms, programming
and
operation of computer, including experience
with available
data processing
equipment.
Prerequisite:
Six semester hours of college
mathematics. (3 sem. hr.)
Math 525: ADVANCED CALCULUS I
Rigorous study of sequences, functions,
limits, continuity, differentiation,
integration
and convergence. Prerequisite:
Math 326. (3
sem. hr.)
Math 526:
ADVANCED CALCULUS II
Rigorous study of power series, functions
of several variables,
partial
differentiation,
multiple
integrals.
Prerequisite:
Math 525.
(3 scm. hr.)
Math 530: DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS
Linear differential equations of first and
second order; total and partial differential
equations. Prerequisite:
Math 325. (3 scm. hr.)

Math

543:

STATISTICAL
DESIGNS FOR
EXPERIMENTATION
Advanced statistical methods and expertmental designs appropriate
to univariate and
multivariate
problems.
Prerequisite:
One
semester of probability or statistics. Also listed
as Psychology 507. (; sem. hr.)
Math 550: THEORY OF NUMBERS
Elementary
number
theory,
Including
divisibility
theory,
congruences,
residues,
Diophantine
equations.
Prerequisite:
Math
226. (3 scm. hr.)
Math

553: NUMERICAL
ANALYSIS
Classical and contemporary
techniques of
solving equations; iteration methods and root
squaring, Lagrange formulas, numerical
differentiation
and
integration.
Prerequisite:
Math 325. (3 sem. hr.)
Math

567:

INTRODUCTION
TO
TOPOLOGY
Basic concepts
of point-set
topology,
metric spaces, topological spaces, connectedness and compactness. Prerequisite:
Math 225,
Math 226 and one semester abstract algebra.
(3 sem. hr.)
Math 572:
LINEAR ALGEBRA
Further study of vector spaces and linear
transformations,
orthogonal
transformations,
the characteristic equation of a matrix, bilinear and quadratic forms. Prerequisite:
Math
470. (3 sem. hr.)
Math 574;
THEORY OF EQUATIONS
Advanced study of eq uanons and their
solutions; numerical solutions of higher order
polynominal equations and applications.
Prerequisite: Math 370. (3 scm, hr.)
Math

580;

HISTORY OF
MATHEMATICS
Backgrounds in origins and development
of mathematics in various cultures of western
civilization. Prerequisite: Math 225 or consent
of department.
(3 scm: hr.)
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Math 595:

READINGS IN
MATHEMATICAL
LITERATURE
Semi-independent
study
course
under
direction
of member of mathematics
staff.
Registration
by special permission
only. (3
scm, hr.)
Math

FUNCTIONS
OF A REAL
VARIABLE
Study of real numbers
by Dedekind's
method;
subsequent
development
of continuity, differentiation
and Riemann-Srieltjes
integraL
Operations
on series,
functions,
sequences and series, set functions, measure
spaces; introduction
to Lebesque
integral.
Prerequisite:
Math 326. (3 sem. hr.)
Math

635:

FUNCTIONS
OF A COMPLEX
VARIABLE
Study of the complex number
system,
stereographic
projections,
linear
functions.
Single-valued
complex
functions
developed
from the Cauchy-Riemann
theorem through
Cauchy's Integral Theorem. Power series, expansions of analytic functions,
the Identity
Theorem. Prerequisite: Math 326. (Not offered
in J967-J968.) (3 scm. hr.)
Math

637,

PROBABILITY
AND
STATISTICS
III
Statistical decision theory; experimental
design; analysis of variance. Other sampling
methods; distribution-free
methods. Prerequisite: Math 447. (Not offered in 1967-1968.)
U sem, hr.)
Math

647:

CONCEPTS OF MODERN
MATHEMATICS
Introduction
to set theory; mathematical
logic; probability,
vectors, matrices.
Principally for secondary teachers in-service. Ordinarily not open to students who have completed Math 260. (3 sem, hr.)
Math
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651:

660:

FOUNDATIONS
MATHEMATICS

OF

Critical
study of logical and analytic
assumptions
and structure
of mathematical
theory. Prerequisites:
Math 326 and either
Math 572 or Math 671. (Not offered it! 19671968.) (J sem. hr.)
Math

664:

INTRODUCTION
TO
SYMBOLIC LOGIC
Logic and its relation
to structure
of
mathematics.
Truth,
validity, statement and
restricted predicate calculus, and applications
in mathematics.
Prerequisites:
Math 326 and
either Math 572 or Math 671. (Not offered in
1967-1968.) (J sem. hr.)
Math

670:

FOUNDATIONS
OF
ALGEBRA
Introduction
to modern algebra. Groups,
rings, integral domains, fields; determinants
and matrices. Ordinarily not open to students
who have completed Math 370 or equivalent.
(Not offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem. hr.)
Math 671: HIGHER
ALGEBRA I
Study
of group
theory.
Permutation
groups, cyclic groups, sets of generators, subgroups, cosets. normal subgroups,
quotient
groups, commutator" groups, direct products,
cenrers, normalizers. Prerequisite:
Math 470.
(Not offered in 1967-1968.) (J sem. hr.)
Math

672: HIGHER ALGEBRA II
Ring and field theory. Modular arithmencs, division rings, integral domains, characteristic,
extensions,
ideals, Euclidean
domains, unique
factorization
domains.
Prerequisite:
Math 671. (Not offered in 19671968.) (3 sem. hr.)
Math

673:

CONCEPTS OF
MATHEMATICS
Underlying concepts from several branches
of mathematics.
Selected topics relating
to
algebraic
functions,
analytics, methods and
curve-tracing,
conic
sections,
limits
and
series. Prerequisite:
Math 225. (Not offered in
1967-1968.) (3 scm: hr.)

Math 675:

Math

685:

Math 677: DIFFERENTIAL
GEOMETRY
Differential geometry of curves and surfaces; geodesics. Prerequisites:
Math 325 and
Math 475. (Not offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem.

Math

695:

Math

696:

FOUNDATIONS
OF
GEOMETRY
Introduction
to modern geometry. Axiomatic systems, modern Euclidean
geometry,
projective geometry. Ordinarily
not open to
students who have completed
Math 375 or
equivalent. (Not offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem.
hr.)

hr.)
Math 681:

HISTORICAL
MATHEMATICAL PROBLEMS
Problems of historical interest in mathematics from Greek times. Comparison of classical and modern
techniques.
Prerequisite:
Math 326. (Not offered in 1967-1968.) (3 son.
hr.)

APPLICATIONS
OF
MATHEMATICS
Application
of mathematics
from several
fields. Construction
of models and devices illustrating
these concepts. Primarily
for enrichment of background of secondary school
mathematics teachers. Prerequisite:
Math 325,
Math 375, Math 370 or consent of department. (Not offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem; hr.)

DIRECTED
INDIVIDUAL
STUDY I
Independent
study under supervision of
a mathematics
staff member. Registration
by
permission only. (Not offered in 1967-1968.)
(J sem. hr.)

DIRECTED
INDIVIDUAL
STUDY II
Sec Math 695: Directed Individual Study
I. (Not offered in 1967-1968.) (3 sem. hr.)

MUSIC
Forcucci, Acting Chairman; Bieler, Evans, Guthrie, Ligon, Mayer, Nelson,
Picerno, Ross, Spiro, Webb

Requirements

for the Major in Music

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of arts
degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major in Music:
Theory: Music II I, 112, 211, 212, 311; Electives - six hours of theory, three
hours of literature, six hours of applied, six hours of free music electives.
History and Literature: Music I I I, 112,423,424,623;
Electives - six hours of
literature. three hours of theory, six hours of applied, six hours of free
music electives.
Applied: Piano: Music 111,112,211,212,333,423,623;
eight hours of piano,
two hours of organ, five hours of music electives.
Organ: Same as piano except eight hours of organ and two hours of piano.
Voice: Music II I, 112, 21 I, 212, 322, 323 or 324; eight hours of voice,
four hours of piano, six hours of music electives.
Instrumental: Music 111,112,211,212,321,412,423;
eight hours of applied,
seven hours of music electives (total of thirty-six hours in music).
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Requirements

for the Minor in Music

Theory: Music Ill, 112, 211, 212; Electives - three hours 01 theory, three
hours of literature, three hours of applied, three hours of free music
electives.
History and Literature: Music J J I, 112, 422, 623; Electives - three hours 01
literature, three hours of theory. three hours of applied, three hours of
music electives.
Applied: Piano: Music Ill, 112,211,333 or 423 or 623; six hours 01 piano,
two hours of organ, four hours of music electives.
Organ: Same as piano except six hours of organ and two hours of piano.
Voice: Music Ill, 112,211,322 or 323 or 324; six hours 01 voice, two hours
of piano, four hours of music electives.
Instrumental:
Music Ill, 112,211, 321 or 423, 412; six hours 01 instrumental, three hours of music electives (total of twenty-four hours in
music).
Electives are selected in consultation with an adviser.
NOTE:

Students

may register for courses which have specific prerequisites

staled prerequisites
or demonstrating
competence developed by equivalent
situation the student must obtain the consent of the Music Department.

Introductory

Courses

Mu HI:

FOUNDATIONS
OF
MUSICAL EXPRESSION
I
Basic theory of music; experiences
in
melodic, rhythmic and harmonic expression.
(J sem. hr.)
Mu 112:

FOUNDATIONS
OF
MlJSICAL EXPRESSION
11
Significant
historical
periods
of music
with attention
given to styles, forms, composers and important
representative
compositions. Prerequisite:
Mu HI. (; sem. hr.)

either

by meeting

training.

the

In the latter

Mu 321: SYMPHONIC
MUSIC
Understanding
and appreciation
of great
masterpieces of symphonic music. Studied in
relation
to general
historical
backgrounds,
development
of various forms and change in
style of composition
and musical expression.
Prerequisite:
Mu 112. (3 sem. hr.)
Mu 322: OPERA
A survey of significant operas with emphasis on historical background and evolution
of styles from 1597 to present. Prerequisite:
Mu 112. (J sem. hr.)
Mu 323:

Literature

and History

Mu 225: GREAT COMPOSERS
Detailed and intensive study of six representative
composers
and
their
significant
works, from the Baroque to the present - such
as: Bach, Mozart, Beethoven,
Brahms, Debussy, Stravinsky. Prerequisite:
Mu 112. (2
sem. hr.)
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VOCAL FORMS IN
MUSIC LITERATURE
Selected oratorios,
festival masses and
cantatas from Middle Ages to present, excluding operas and music of the church. Prerequisite: Mu 112. (3 sem, hr.)
Mu 324: MUSIC OF THE CHURCH
Music of early Hebrew, Greek and Latin
churches. Influence of these churches on Post-

Reformation
sects. Recorded
materials
and
visiting leaders of various sects will enhance
discussion on influence of such music in
present-day
worship. Prerequisite:
Mu 112.
(3 sem. hr.)
Ivfu 326:

AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC
AND JAZZ
Consideration of songs which describe the
great variety of experience in America's development, with emphasis upon their background, lyrics, and especially their musical
content. Jazz, with its unique treatment
of
the musical elements, is studied in terms of its
structure and several styles. Prerequisite:
Mu
Ill. (3 sem. hr.)
:Mu 333: PIANO LITERATURE
Detailed study of style, structure and perIcrmance of important
piano literature.
Prerequisites: Mu 112 and Mu 224 or equivalent.

1\1u 423:

MUSIC OF THE
CLASSICAL ERA
"Viennese
Classics":
Haydn,
Mozart,
Beethoven
and their contemporaries,
with
emphasis on growth of indigenous
instrumental and vocal forms. Prerequisite:
Mu 112.
(J sem. hr.)

Mu 424: CONTEMPORARY
MUSlC
Designed to provide awareness and understanding
of new styles common to contemporary expression. Prerequisite:
Mu 112.
(J sem. hL)

Mu 521: MUSIC IN HISTORY
Development
and place of music in historlcal perspective. Interpreted
in relation to
the fine arts as well as religious, philosophical,
economic, political and scientific factors. Prerequisite: Mu 112. (; sem. hr.)

(3 sem. hr.J
Mu 522:
Mu 350: HISTORY OF MUSIC I
Historical development of music in western civilization,
beginning
with Gregorian
Chant. Emphasis on essential trends of musical thought and style, formal structures, principles and composers. Prerequisite:
Mu l12.
(3 sem. In'.)

Mu 351: HISTORY OF MUSIC II
Continuation
of Mu 350. Prerequisite:
Mu 350. (J scm: hr.J
Mu 421:

MUSIC OF THE MIDDLE AGES
RENAISSANCE
Development, structure and style of music
of Middle Ages and Renaissance
with particular attention given to polyphonic
idiom.
Prerequisite:
Mu 1]2. (; sem. hr.)

Mu 422, MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE
ERA
Study of musical development
and style
from approximately
] 600-1750. Prerequisite:
Mu 112. (; scm, hr.)

MUSIC IN THE
UNITED STATES
Survey of music from time of Pilgrims to
present with emphasis on development of distinctive American cultural tradition in music.
Prerequisite:
Mu 112. (; sem, hr.)

Mu 523:

MUSIC LITERATURE
FOR CHILDREN
Designed to acquaint classroom teachers
with music particularly
suited to children at
various age levels. Includes study, appraisal
and development of music listening programs
for different grade levels. (3 sem. hr.)

Mll 611: THE MUSIC OF BACH
Selected compositions
in various forms
and media employed by Bach. (; sem; hr.)

Mu 612: THE OPERAS OF VERDI
Study of Verdi operas from "Macbeth"
through "Falstaff" tracing growth of Italian
opera through detailed examination of Verdi's
changes of style. (; sem. hL)
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Mu 623:

MUSIC OF THE
ROMANTIC
ERA
Study of highly
characteristic
style expressive of new Romantic spirit with innovations of the short form, program
music,
nationalistic
idiom and natural elements. (3
sem. hr.)

Theory
Mu 211: HARMONY
I
Music
theory
employing
fundamental
chords and progressions in harmonizing
given
melodies; keyboard
experience,
ear training
and analysis. Prerequisite:
Mu III or equivalent. (; sem. hr.J

Mu 212:

HARMONY

II

Continuation
of Harmony I introducing
advanced
chords
into harmonization
and
analysis. Prerequisite:
Mu 211 or equivalent.
(3 sem: hr.)

Mu 311: COUNTERPOINT
Study of two- and three-part
polyphony
in all species; writing of inventions on given
or original
themes. Prerequisite:
Mu 212.
(; sem. hr.)

Mu 312: FORM AND ANALYSIS
Analysis of music forms with study of
music scores; representative
examples
from
several periods. Prerequisite:
Mu 211. (3 sem.
h,.)

Mu 411: COMPOSITION
Creative writing beginning with works in
smaller forms and leading gradually to larger
choral and instrumental
works. Prerequisite:
Mu 212. (3 sem, hr.)
Mu 412: ORCHESTRATION
Emphasis on study of orchestral
instruments in regard to timbre, transposition
and
practical range. Scoring for various combinations, including at least one complete work for
orchestra. Prerequisite:
Mu 212. (3 sem, hr.)

[! 10]

Applied
Mu 241: VOICE CLASS I
Designed to give fundamental
voice training and to begin a standard
repertoire
of
songs. Class and individual performance.
Prerequisite:
Mu 111 or consent of instructor.
Not open to music majors or minors. (2 scm.
hr.)
Mll 242: VOICE CLASS II
Continuation
of Voice Class I. Open to
students
by recommendation
of instructor.
(2 scm. hr.)
Mu 243: PIANO CLASS I
Group piano instruction
intended to develop ability to play simple tunes and to pro·
vide chordal
accompaniments.
Includes
instruction
in fundamental
piano technique,
playing of solo pieces and duets. Only beginners are admitted.
Open to students by
consent of instructor.
Not open to music
majors or minors. Prerequisite:
Mu Ill. (2
sem, hr.)
Mu 244: PIANO CLASS II
Continuation
of Piano Class I. Open to
students by consent of instructor. (2 sem. hr.)
Mu 245: VARSITY CHOIR
Membership
both selective and elective.
Acceptable
performance
and satisfactory attendance
required
for gran ling of one-half
credit per semester. (y:! sem. hr.)
Mu 246: WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB
Requirements
same as for Mu 245.
scm, hr.)

(Y:i

Mu 247:

COLLEGE-COMMUNITY
ORCHESTRA
Requirements
same as for Mu 245. (~
sem. hr.)
Mll 248: SYMPHONIC
Requirements
same
sem. hr.)

WIND ENSEMBLE
as for Mu 245. (!f2

The following courses are for music majors and rumors with offerings in
Voice, Piano and Organ. Admission to major and minor programs is subject to a
qualifying exam and each student will fulfill requirements through advisement.
Four years of applied music are encouraged. Each major and minor is required to
participate in a performance group, with credit applying beyond basic hours.
Applied majors will be required to present a graduation recital.
Mu 250 A, B, C: APPLIED MUSIC
Noncredit
and preparatory
courses
meet minimum performance
levels.

Mu 460,461,462,563,664,

INDEPENDENT
STUDY
study in music, culminating
performance
or a substantial

to

Mu 251: APPLIED MUSIC
Beginning level for all other than applied
majors, with credit. Noncredit
preparatory
course for applied majors. (2 sem. hr.)

Individual
in advanced
project. (2-8 sem. hr.)

Music Education
Educ

Mu 252, APPLIED
Beginning
level

MUStC
for applied

majors.

(2

436: MUSIC FOR CHILDREN
(See Education
section for course
scrlption.) (2 sem. hr.)

de-

sem. hr.)
Educ

Mu 253, 254, 255: APPLIED
MUSIC
Advanced levels for applied majors
minors. (2-6 sem. hr.)

and

536:

ELEMENTARY
MUSIC
(See Education
section
scription.) () sem. hr.)

SCHOOL
for

course

de-

PHILOSOPHY
Schwager, Acting Chairman; Mayerofj, Perkins

Requirements

for the Major in Philosophy

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of
arts degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major in
Philosophy:
(A) Study within the major area:
Philosophy 200, 201, 210, 500; three hours Ancient; three hours Modern;
three hours Contemporary; electives including at least one seminar (total
of thirty hours in philosophy).
(B) Courses in related areas:
Nine hours selected in consultation with an adviser.
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Requirements

for the Minor in Philosophy

Philosophy 200, 201, or 210, 211, plus three electives selected in consultation
with an adviser (total of fifteen hours in philosophy) .
Phil 200:

INTRODUCTION
TO THE
PROBLEMS OF ]>HILOSOPHY I
Problems and methods of philosophical
inquiry through critical study of writings of
classical
and
contemporary
philosophers.
Typical problems: the grounds of moral obligation, the logic of religious belief, the nature
of freedom, the meaning of rational method,
the limits of knowledge, connections between
society, language,
the individual
and truth.

to philosophical problems connected with development and evaluation of concepts in behavioral and natural sciences. (3 sem, hr.)
Phil 220;

INTRODUCTION
TO
MORAL PHILOSOPHY
Moral philosophies of Aristotle. the stoics
and epicureans,
Hobbes, Butler. Kant, Mill
and one or two contemporary
philosophers.
(3 sem. hr.)

() sern. hr.)
Phil 201:

INTRODUCTION
TO THE
PROBLEMS OF
PHILOSOPHY
II
Continuation
of Phi! 200. Prerequisites:
Phil 200 or three hOUTS of philosophy
and
consent of instructor. (; sem. hr.)

Phil 210: INTRODUCTION
TO LOGIC I
Logical principles used in avoiding errors
in inductive and deductive reasoning and in
everyday discourse. Practice in applying these
principles. (3 sem. hr.)

Phi! 211: INTRODUCTION
TO LOGIC II
Continuation
of Phil 210 with attention

Phil 250:
PHILOSOPHY
OF RELIGION
Study of the nature of religion and various philosophical
problems associated with
religion: the existence and nature of God.
how God is known, religious language, prohlems of evil and immortality. (3 sem. hr.)
Phil 280: EXISTENTIALISM
Origins and development
of existentialism
and
of leading
comemporary
existentialists: Jaspers, Heldegger, Marcel, Sartre
and Merleau-Ponty.
(3 sem. hr.)
Phil 330:

PHILOSOPHY
AND THE
NOVEL
Investigation
of concepts central to the
philosophy of mind, for example, "emotion."

"behavior,"
"explanation,"
"appraisal,"
"motive," "private thoughts," by means of a comparative study of certain novelists' ways of
embodying these concepts in their accounts of
characters' lives. Prerequisite:
Three hours of
philosophy. (3 scm. hr.)
Phil

340: SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY
Inquiry into nature of society with auenlion to relationship
between individual
and
the state. Readings in Hobbes, Locke, Hume,
Burke. Mill and Marx. Prerequisite:
Three
hours of philosophy
or consent of department. (3 scm. hr.)
Phil 360:

ANCIENT
AND
MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY
Development of western philosophy from
its origins in Greece in the 6th Century, B.C.,
through
the stoics and epicureans,
to the
medieval religious philosophers. (3 scm, hr.)
Phil 361:

HISTORY OF
MODERN PHILOSOPHY
Development
of modern western philosophy {rom Descartes to Marx. Prerequisites:
Phil 360 or three hours of philosophy
and
consent of department.
(] sem. hr.)
Phil 380: PHILOSOPHY
OF MAN
Contemporary
and traditional
philosophical answers to question, "What is man and
by what method is he to be known?" Readings in Spinoza , Cassirer,
Marx,
Dewey,
Huber and Buchler. Topics: self-realization;
symbolical
activity; relatedness;
the nature
and forms of judgment;
man in relation to
Cod; work. Prerequisite:
Three hours of phil"
osophy. (3 sem. hr.)
Phil 420:

PROBLEMS IN
MORAL PHILOSOPHY
Examination of one or two problems: relauvism va. absolutism,
objectivity
of moral
judgments,
existence
of inalienable
rights.
Prerequisite:
Phil 220 or three hours of philosophy and consent of department.
(3 sem. hr.)

Phil 430: FORMAL LOGIC
Principles of deductive inference formalized through
modern
techniques
of symbolism, especially in the propositional
calculus
and quantification
theory. Properties
of deductive systems: the concepts of axiom, rule
of inference, theorem, definition, consistency,
independence,
entailment, decision procedure,
completeness. Prerequisite:
Phil 210 or mathematical training
and consent of instructor.
(3 sem: hr.)

Phil

435: PHILOSOPHY
OF SCIENCE
(For elementary
course in philosophy
of
science see Phil 211, Introduction
to Logic II.)
Analysis of logical patterns exhibited
by
scientific explanations:
methods employed in
constructing
scientific
concepts;
reality
of
scientific objects; validation
of scientific conclusions; comparison with nonscientlfic modes
of explanation.
Prerequisite:
Phil 210 or six
hours of philosophy or scientific training and
consent of instructor. (; sem. hr.)

Phil

460: GREEK PHILOSOPHY
Philosophy
of Plato and philosophy
of
Aristotle. Prerequisite:
Six hours of philosophy. (3 scm. hr.)

Phil

463:

RATIONALISM
AND
EMPIRICISM
Rationalism
vs. empiricism
in the 17th
and 18th centuries and the synthesis of Immanuel Kant. In addition to Kant, a study of
two or three of the following philosophers:
Descartes. Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley,
Hume. Prerequisite:
Six hours of philosophy
or consent of instructor. (3 sen)... hr.)

Phil 465:

NINETEENTH
CENTURY
PHILOSOPHY
Study of one or two of the following
groups
of 19th century
philosophers:
the
German idealists, Fichte, Schopenhauer
and
Hegel; the conflicting
ideologies of Hegel,
Marx and Mill; the irrationalists,
Nietzche
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and Kierkegaard; the empiricists and the positives, Comte, Spencer, Mill and Mach; the
Anglo-American
idealists,
Green,
Bradley,
Royce; the emergence of pragmatism,
Pierce,
James. Dewey. Prerequisite:
Six hours of
philosophy or consent of department.
(3 sem.
hY.)
Phil 467,

TOPICS IN CONTEMPORARY
PHILOSOPHY
Examination
of contemporary
philosophical problems or comparative
study of two
or three contemporary
philosophers
such as
Russell,
Moore, Dewey, Lewis, Santayana,
Whitehead, Camap, Ryle. Wittgenstein. Typical problems:
mind and body, perception,
free will, justification
in ethics, truth. Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or consent
of department. (3 sem. hr.)
Phil 469:

AMERICAN

PHILOSOPHY

Origins and development
of philosophy
in United States. Jonathan
Edwards, Emerson, Pierce, James, Royce, Santayana and John
Dewey. (3 sem. hr.)
Phil 470:

METAPHYSICS

Study of nature
of Reality.
Critical
examination
of works of leading metaphysl-

clans, ancient, modern and contemporary. Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy. (3 sem. hr.)
Phil 500, INDEPENDENT
STUDIES
Directed research
culminating
in substantial paper. Prerequisite:
consent of department. (3 sem. hr.)
Phil 560:

SEMINAR

IN A

MAJOR PHILOSOPHER
Detailed study of work of one philosopher. Prerequisite: Six hours of philosophy or
consent of department. (J scm. hr.)
Phil 580:

SEMINAR IN EXISTENTIAL·
ISM AND PHENOMENOLOGY
Practice in using the phenomenological
method through close study of one or two
important
books by existentialists
or phenomenologists.
Prerequisite:
Six hours
of
philosophy, including Phil 280 and consent of
instructor. (J sem. hr.)
Phil 590:

SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHICAL
ANALYSIS
Detailed
examination
of one selected
philosophical
problem.
Practice
in using
modern
techniques
of analytic philosophy.
Prerequisites:
Six hours of philosophy
and
consent of department. (3 sem. hr.)

PHYSICS
Leaf, Chairman; Bleeker, Chaturvedi, Smith, Pipher

Requirements

for the Major in Physics

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of
arts degree or bachelor of science degree, the following courses are required for
the Liberal Arts major in Physics:
(A) Study within the major area:
Phys 251, 252, 357, 358, 420, 430, 450, 460, 530, 575, plus two physics
electives selected in consultation with an adviser (total of thirty-nine
hours in physics).
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(B) Courses in related areas:
Math 225, 226, 325, 326, 525, 530; Chern 221, 222. Foreign

language

required for B.A. only.

Requirements

for the Minor in Physics

Phys 251, 252, 357, 420, 430, 450 (total of twenty-one hours in physics) .
Phys HI:
ELEMENTARY
PHYSICS I
Noncalculus
introduction
to physics including selected topics in mechanics, heat and
wave motion. Not open to majors in biology,
chemistry. geology. mathematics
or physics.
Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
(J sem. hr.)

Phys 142: ELEMENTARY
PHYSICS 11
Noncalculus
introduction
La physics
including selected topics in electricity and magnetism, light and modern physics. Two lectures and one three-hour
laboratory.
Prerequisite: Phys 141. (; sem. hr.)

Phys 251: PRINCtPLES
OF PHYSICS I
Introductory
study of selected fundamental
principles
and concepts of physics
utilizing methods of calculus. Three lectures
and one three-hour laboratory. Corequisi te:
Math 225. (4 sem. hr.)

Phys 252: PRINCIPLES
OF PHYSICS 11
Continuation
of Phys 251. Prerequisite:
Phys 251. (4 sem. hr.)

Phys 357:

INTERMEDIATE
PHYSICS
LABORATORY
I
Designed to acquaint students with techniques employed in precise physical measurement using instruments
of experimental
research. Work may be undertaken
in any
branch of physics. Prerequisite:
Consent of
department.
(3 scm, hr.)

Phys 358:

INTERMEDIATE
PHYSICS
LABORATORY
11
Continuation
of Phys 357, () scm. hr.)

Phys 401, DESCRIPTIVE
ASTRONOMY
General nature of, and relationships
between, celestial bodies within solar system as
well as constellations
and phenomena
in and
beyond our galaxy. Evening observation
by
prearrangement.
Two lectures and one twohour laboratory. (3 sem. hr,)
Phys 420:
MECHANICS
Statics and dynamics of a particle, systems of particles, rigid bodies, vibrating systems, and the application
of Lagrange's equations. Prerequisites:
Phys 251, Phys 252 and
Math 325. (3 sem. hr.)
Pbys 430, ATOMIC PHYSICS
Introduction
to modern theories of atom
and their experimental
basis, including
special theory of relativity, origins of quantum
theory, nuclear atom of Rutherford
and Bohr,
the electron as a fundamental
particle, quantum aspects of radiation, wave-particle duality,
atomic spectra, X-rays.
Prerequisites:
Phys
251 and Phys 252. (3 sem. hr.)
Phys 450:

ELECTRICITY
AND
MAGNETISM
Development
of Maxwell's equations
in
vector formulation
induding
the following
topics: static electric fields, fields of steady
currents,
dielectric
and magnetic
materials,
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electromagnetic
induction,
alternating
currents, radiation. Prerequisites:
Phys 251, Phys
252 and Math 325. (4 scm. hr.)

tional techniques and skills in special areas of
physics. Prerequisite:
Phys 358 or permission
of department.
(J sem. hr.)

Phys 460:
OPTICS
Geometrical
and physical
requisite: Phys 450. (J scm. hr.)

Phys 560:
optics.

Pre-

Phys 530:

STATISTICAL
AND
THERMAL
PHYSICS
Thermal properties of matter considered
from macroscopic
and molecular
points of
view; heat, temperature,
entropy;
laws of
thermodynamics;
kinetic
theory;
ensembles
and
distribution
functions;
classical
and
quantum
statistics.
Prerequisites:
Phys 420
and Math 530. (J sem. hr.)
Phys 545, ASTROPHYSICS
Stellar interiors and nuclear transformations; evolution of the stars; variable, peculiar
and binary stars; radiation
of stars; stellar
systems. Prerequisites:
Phys 251, Phys 252 and
Math 325. (J scm. hr.)
Phys 547: SOLID STATE PHYSICS
Introduction
to properties
of the solid
phase: crystal structure; lattices; elastic, thermal, dielectric and magnetic properties;
freeelectron model; band theory; metals, alloys
and semiconductors;
superconductivity.
Prerequisites: Phys 430 and Phys 450. (J sem. hr.)
Phys 549, ELECTRONICS
Study and utilization
of vacuum tubes
and semiconductors
and their application
in
electronic equipment.
Prerequisites:
Phys 430
and Phys 450. (J sem. hr.)
Phys 557, NUCLEAR PHYSICS
Elementary nuclear theory, properties of
nuclei, radioactivity, transmutation.
Prerequisites: Phys 430 and Phys 450. (3 sem. hr.)
Phys 559,

ADVANCED PHYSICS
LABORATORY
I
Continuation
of Intermediate
Physics
Laboratory with Objective of developing addi-
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ADVANCED PHYSICS
LABORATORY
II
Continuation
of Physics 559. (J sem. hr.)

Phys 575,

INTRODUCTORY
QUANTUM
MECHANICS
Wavelike properties of matter; solutions
of the Schrodinger
equation
for simple systems. Prerequisites:
Phys 460 and Math 525.
(3 sem. hr.)
Phys 601, MATHEMATICAL
PHYSICS
Topics selected from partial differential
equations, variational
methods, Green's functions, distributions,
complex
variables,
integral transforms,
linear vector spaces and
orthogonal
functions, as applied in physical
problems. Prerequisite:
Math 525. (J sem. hr.)
Phys 605: ADVA NCED DYNAMICS
Classical
mechanics,
including
Hamilton's equations,
canonical
transformations,
Hamilton-Jacobi
theory,
Lagrangian
and
Hamiltonian
formulations
for fields. Prerequisites: Phys 420 and Math 525. (3 sem. hr.)
Phys 641: SEMINAR
(2 scm, hr.)

IN PHYSICS

Phys 645:

ELECTROMAGNETIC
THEORY
Electrodynamics,
including
wave equation, vacuum electrodynamics,
Lienard-wiechert potentials,
radiation
from an accelerated charge,
relativistic
formulation.
Prerequisites: Phys 450 and Math 525. (J sem !lr.)
Phys 651: QUANTUM
MECHANICS
Formalism
and interpretation
of wave
mechanics,
classical (WKB) approximation,
general formalism using linear vector spaces,
angular
momentum,
perturbation
theory.
Prerequisite; Phys 575. (J sem, hr.)

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Rogers, Chairman,' Bahou, Bullard, Leon, Roberts) Steck

Requirements

for the Major in Political Science

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of
arts degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major In
Political Science:
(A) Six semester hours of Introduction to Government I, II, (PS 250 and
PS 251).
(B) Twelve semester hours of advanced courses to include three hours within
each of the following four areas: Politics, Comparative Politics and International Relations, Political Theory. American Government.
(C) Twelve semester hours of advanced courses.
(D) PS 590 or PS 591.
(E) Twelve semester hours of courses in related disciplines.
(F) A grade of passing or better on a comprehensive examination to be administered to the student during his last semester of study.
(Total of thirty-three hours in political science.)

Requirements

for the Minor in Political Science

(A) Introduction to Government I, II (PS 250 and PS 251) - six semester
hours.
(B) Twelve additional hours to be decided upon with the advice of the
student's adviser and with the consent of the Department of Political
Science.
(Total of eighteen hours in political science.)
NOTE: PS 250-251 or their equivalent are prerequisite
to all other. courses in political science
unless exemption is made by the department.
PS 250 is prerequisite
to courses in the area of
Politics and American Government; PS 251 is prerequisite
to courses in the area of Comparative
Politics and International Relations; PS 250 or 251 is prerequisite to courses in the area of Political
Theory. Exceptions will be made by the department or by the instructor of the course inv~lved.
PS 250,

I NTRODUCTION
TO
COVERNMENT
I
Study of framework and institutional elements of American government. Process and
patterns
of behavior
in formulation
and
execution of public policies, including role of
mass media and public opinion. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 251,

INTRODUCTION
TO
GOVERNMENT
II
Basic models of contemporary
political
systems and selected ideological systems such
as institutions
and values of democracies,

totalitarian
() sem. hr.)

systems and

developing

nations.
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PS 351,

AMERICAN

POLITICAL

PS 371,

PARTIES
Organization,
resources, tactics and roles
of American political parties. (3 sern. hr.)
PS 353:

PRESSURE

in formulation
public policy. () sern. hr.)

and execution

of

PS 361,

MODERN POLITICAL
MOVEMENTS
Analysis of ideological and structural patterns of capitalism,
socialism, fascism, communism and nationalism.
Stress placed on
dynamics of political change in developed and
underdeveloped
nations. (3 stirn. hr.)
PS 363, INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Basic factors
underlying
international
relations. policy formulation
and administra-

tion. Conduct of diplomacy and analysis of
problems

in world politics. (3 sern. hr.)

PS 364, INTERNATIONAL
LAW
Survey of principles governing relations
of states including
matters of jurisdiction
over land, water, airspace, outerspace
and
persons; adjudicatory
agencies; treaties and
executive
agreements;
pacific
settlements;
Jaws of war and neutrality. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 365,

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Study of Objectives, structure,
functions,
procedures
and problems
of international
organizations
such as the United
Nations,
Organization
of American
States and the
European Economic Community. (3 scm; hr.)
PS 370, POLITICAL
THEORY I
Consideration
of essential concepts and
leading theorists from Plato to Locke with
reference to their relation to development
of
political
thought
and to modern
political
theory. () sem. hr.)
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THEORY

n

GROUPS

Analysis of role and techniques of pressure groups

POLITICAL

Consideration
of essential
concepts of
leading theorists from Locke to present with
reference to development
of political thought
and to modern political theory. (3 sem. hr,)

PS 380,

STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT
Analysis of structure and functioning
of
state, county, municipal
and special governmental units. Consideration
of problems ef
administration,
finance, electoral control and
intergovernmental
relations. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 383,

INTRODUCTION
TO PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
Basic concepts of public administration
and its role in American system of government. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 384, THE AMERICAN
PRESIDENCY
Analysis of theory development
and contemporary role of the American presidency.
(3 sem. hr.)

PS 385,

THE CONSTITUTION
IN
THEORY AND PRACTICE
Study of principles
and functions
of
judiciary as forum where great public issues
are explored,
debated
and tentatively
resolved. Reflection of Supreme Court decisions
of social, political and economic conflicts in
society will be explored in the context of current controversies. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 387, THE LEGISLATIVE
PROCESS
Principles, organization
and problems of
the American legislative system. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 452,

POLITICS AND MODERN
SOCIETY
Study of role and impact of selected
groups
and phenomena
in contemporary

political
life. Concern
with policies
and
minorities, intellectuals, youth, elites, leadership, mass media and mass society. (3 sem. hr.)

Stress placed on collection and adaptation
of
ideas and materials
for effective classroom
teaching. (3 sem. h1'.)

PS 460, COMPARATIVE
POLITICS
Comparative analysis of patterns of politics of selected governments throughout world.
Includes study of political system in democratic and non-democratic
countries. (3 sem,

PS 486, CIVIL LIBERTIES
Analysis of selected problems in struggle
for protection of persons, opinions and property from arbitrary
governmental
and private interference. (3 sem. hr.)

hr.)
PS 466,

THE FOREIGN POLICIES OF
MODERN NATIONS
Study of foreign
policies of selected
nations including
analysis of national
interest and international
objectives of each;
their successes and failures and impact on
other members of the international
cernmunity. (J sem. hT.)

PS 554: READINGS IN POLITICS
Guided reading in selected problems
political science. (3 sem. h1'.)

of

PS 559, SEMINAR IN POLITICS
Selected problems of politics. (3 sem. hr.)
PS 566:

SEMINAR

POLITICS
Selected problems

IN COMPARATIVE
of comparative

poli-

tics. (3 sem. hr.)
PS 4n

AMERICAN POLITICAL
THOUGHT
American political
and social thought
from its European antecedent
to present. (3

PS 567,

READINGS IN COMPARATIVE
POLITICS AND
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Readings in depth of selected problems.

scm. hr.)

(J sem. hr.)
PS 481,

WORKSHOP
IN NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT
AND POLITICS
Analysis of critical areas of public policy
formulation at national level and public and
private agencies and activities involved. Lectures and individual
and group conferences
in Washington,
D. C. utilized. Stress placed
on collection and adaptation
of ideas and
materials
for effective classroom
teaching.

PS 569:

SEi\HNAR IN
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Analysis of selected problems in international relations. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 573,

READINGS I N POLiTICAL
THEORY
Readings in depth of selected problems.

(3 sem. hr.)

(3 sem. hr.)

PS 482,

PS 579,

WORKSHOP
IN STATE
GOVERNMENT
AND POLITICS
Analysis of critical areas of public policy
and how it is formed. Particular
emphasis
given to New York State government, political parties and interest group organization
and activities. Lectures, individual and group
conferences with public and private group
leaders and extensive
field trips utilized.

SEMINAR IN POLiTICAL
THEORY
Selected topics in political science. (3 sem.

h,.)
PS 588,

READINGS IN AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT
Readings in depth of selected problems.

(3 sem. hr.)
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PS 589:

SEMINAR IN AMERICAN
NATIONAl,
GOVERNMENT
Analysis of selected legislative, administrative and judicial aspects of public policy.
(; scm, hr.)
PS 590,

POLITICAL
SCIENCE SENIOR
SEMINAR
Studies and readings in depth in selected
topics. (; sem. hr.)

cial attention (Q currently discussed constitutional interpretations
and controversies arising (rom such discussion. (3 sem. hr.)
PS 683:

SEMINAR IN STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Examination
of selected topics and problems in state and local government. (3 sem.

h,.)

READINGS IN POLITICAL
SCIENCE
Individual
readings in selected topics of
political science. (; sem. hr.)

PS 684,

AMERICAN POLITICAL
PARTIES
Advanced study and resources, organization tactics and roles of American political
parties. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 680, THE JUDICIAL PROCESS
Analysis and evaluation of main institutions and procedures affecting administration
of justice under law. (3 sem. hr.)

PS 687, INTERNATIONAL
POLITICS
Analysis of basic factors of national
power, formulation
of foreign politics and
patterns of international
democracy. (3 sem.

PS 591:

h,.)
PS 68L

SEMINAR IN POLITICAL
SCIENCE
Analysis of selected problems in political
science. (; sem. hr.)
THE UNITED STATES
CONSTITUTION
AND ITS
INTERPRETATION
Study of structure and historical development of the United States Constitution.
Spe-

PS 688, POLITICAL
BEHAVIOR
Examination
of sociological and psychological foundations
underlying
political systems and movements. () scm, hr.)

PS 682,

PS 689,

PROBLEMS OF PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
Analysis of selected problems in public
administration.
(; sem. hr.)

PSYCHOLOGY
Corso) Chairman; Bull, Cox) Devane) Gold, McGinley,
Scarlata, Smith, Taylor

Requirements

Mulholland,

Reevy, Scales)

for the Major in Psychology

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of arts
or bachelor of science degree, the following courses are required for the liberal
arts major in Psychology:
(A) Study within the major area:
(B.A.) Psy 101, 102, 201, 401 and 482; six semester hours selected from
each of two of the following four groups of courses and three semester
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hours from each of the two remaining groups: Group I (Experimental
Psychology), Psy 311, 312, 411 and 412; Group 2 (Developmental Psychology), Psy 231, 232 and 331; Group 3 (Personality Psychology),
Psy 322, 421 and 422; Group 4, (Applied Psychology), Psy 341, 342
and 441.
(B.S.) Same requirements as for B.A. degree, except that six semester
hours in advanced psychology, three semester hours of mathematics and
three semester hours of study in related area must be substituted for the
two years of study of a foreign language in the basic studies.
(B) Courses in related areas:
(B.A.) Six semester hours in biological science or social science (other
than history); three semester hours in mathematics and three semester
hours in physical science, philosophy of foundations of education.
(B.S.) Same requirements as for B.A. degree.

Requirements

for the Minor in Psychology

Psy 101, 102 and 201 or 401; three semester hours selected from each of the
four groups of courses listed under the requirements for the psychology major
with a B.A. degree.

Honors Program in Psychology
The Department of Psychology has developed an honors program for superior
students who desire to study in a particular field of psychology or who elect to
pursue psychology beyond the normal requirements of the major. Included in
the program are specially designed courses and seminars plus opportunities for
independent study. Admission to the program normally occurs at the beginning
of the junior year but may be granted at the beginning of the senior year. Student
participation is voluntary but admission is based on a 3.0 cumulative average and
a 3.2 average in psychology courses. A departmental committee also will evaluate
candidates based on interest, intellectual capacity and maturity.

Psy 101, GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY I
Introduction
to scientific study of behavior with emphasis on motivation, emotion,
perception,
learning.
thinking,
personality
and individual differences. (; scm, hr.)

Psy 102, GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY II
Introductory
laboratory course in general
psychology;
experimental
work in selected

areas of psychology to illustrate basic research
techniques.
laboratory.

Two lectures and one two-hour
Prerequisite:
Psy 101. (3 sem. hr.)

Psy 201,

STATISTICAL
METHODS IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Descriptive
and
inferential
stansucs:
measures of central tendency, variability. COTrelation and selected parametric and nonpara-

metric tests of significance. (3 sem. hr.)

Psy 231, CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
Basic principles
of child behavior and
development.
Also listed as Educ 100. Pre-

requisite: Psy 101. () sem. hr.)

Psy 232,

PSYCHOLOGY
emotional and social aspects of adolescent development
and
adjustment. Prerequisite:
Psy 101. (; sem. hr.)

THEORIES

OF PERSONALITY

Theories
of organization
and development of personality.
Prerequisites:
Psy 101
and three additional
hours in psychology.
(J sem. hr.)

Psy 331:

PSYCHOLOGY OF
EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN
Etiology, diagnosis and facilitation of adjustment of physically handicapped,
emotionally disturbed.
gifted and mentally retarded
children.
Prerequisite:
Psy 231 or Psy 232.
(J scm, hr.)

Psv 332, EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Educational implications of psychological
facts. principles and theories; human development; learning, evaluation
and adjustment.
Also listed as Educ 118. Prerequisite:
Psy 101.
(3 sem. hr.)

Psy 34l,

PSYCHOLOGICAL
TESTS
AND MEASUREMENTS
Theory of test construction;
evaluation,
standardization
and interpretation
of psychological tests and measures. Prerequisite:
Psy
201 or equivalent. (; sem. hr.)

ADOLESCENT

Physical, intellectual,

Psy 31L
MOTIVATION
AND EMOTION
Factors controlling
initiation,
direction
and intensity
of goal-directed
activities
in
man and animals.
Evaluation
of selected
theories with coordinated
laboratory
work.
Prerequisites: Psy 102 and Psy 201. (; sem. hr.)

Psy 312, THEORIES
OF LEARNING
Conditions and principles of learning in
man and animals.
Evaluation
of learning
theories with coordinated
laboratory
work.
Prerequisites: Psy 102 and Psy 201. (; sem. hr.)
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Psy 322:

Psy 342,

PSYCHOLOGY IN BUSINESS
AND INDUSTRY
Psychological principles and methods applied to business and industrial
problems.
Prerequisite:
Psy 101 and three additional
hours in psycbology. (J sem. hr.)

Psy 401;

RESEARCH METHODS IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Research methodology
in contemporary
psychology; emphasis on planning and conducting
experiments.
Group or individual
projects may. be assigned. Prerequisite:
Psy
201 or equivalent. (3 scm. hr.)

Psy 411, PHYSIOLOGICAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Physiological bases of behavior including

human nervous and endocrine
systems with
coordinated
laboratory
work in perception,
motivation
and learning.
Prerequisite:
Psy

course work. Open only to seniors with major
or minor in psychology. (3 sem. hr.)

102. (3 sem. hr.)

Psv 486,
COUNSELING
PSYCHOLOCY
Contemporary
theories and principles of
counseling
and psychological
therapy;
professional issues and review of selected counseling and clinical procedures.
Also listed as
Educ 486. Prerequisite:
Student teaching, field
work experience
or consent of department.

Psy 412,

SENSORY AND
PERCEPTUAL
PROCESSES
Experimental
study of sensory mechanisms and perceptual
phenomena;
evaluation
of selected psychophysical
theories with coordinated laboratory work. Prerequisites:
Psy

(3 sem. hr.)

102 and Psy 201. (3 sem. Itr.)
Psy 491,

Psy 416,

PSYCHOLOGICAL
FOUNDA nONS
OF
SECONDARY EDUCATION
Theories, data and principles of psychology applied
to classroom at the secondary
level. Open only to graduate students in certification programs who have not had adolescent or educational
psychology. Also listed as
Educ 416. Prerequisite:
Six hours of psychol-

ogy. (3 sem. hr.)
P'y 421, ABNORMAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Contemporary
theories of behavior pathology; characteristics
and etiology of neurotic,
psychotic and other deviant
patterns.
Prerequisite:

Psy 322. (3 sem. hr.)

Psy 422, SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Individual
behavior as function of interaction with social groups and social institutions. Also listed as Educ 108. Prerequisite:
Psy 101. (3 scm, Itr.)
Psy 441:
ENGINEERING
PSYCHOLOGY
Experimental
psychology and human factors techniques applied to engineering designs
involving
man-machine
relationships.
Prerequisites:

SPECIAL STUDY IN
PSYCHOLOGY
I
Independent
study or research on selected
topic in psychology. May be taken for honors
credit. Prerequisite:
Consent of department.
(3 sem. hr.)
Psy 492:

SPECIAL STUDY IN
PSYCHOLOGY
II
Continuation
of Psy 491. May be taken
for honors credit. Prerequisite:
Consent of
department.
(3 scm, hr.)
Psy 493:

HONORS THESIS IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Investigation
and
written
report
of
selected problem in major field of psychological research under supervision
of a member
of department.
Completed
thesis to be presented at a colloquium.
May be taken for
honors credit. Prerequisite:
Psy 491 and COIlsent of department.
(3 sem. hr.)
P'y 500,

ADVANCED CHILD
PSYCHOLOGY
Advanced
principles
of child behavior
and development.
Also listed as Educ 500.
Prerequisite:
Psy 231 or equivalent.
(3 sern.
hr.)

Psy 102 or Psy 342. (3 sem. hr.)
Psy 501:

Psy 482:

SENIOR SEMINAR IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Individual
study or projects on selected
topics in contemporary
psychology. Intended
for integration
and elaboration
of previous

ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Advanced
study of psychological
principles and theories related to education. Also

listed as Educ 501. Prerequisite:
equivalent. (3 sern. hr.)

Psy 332 or
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Psy 505,

HISTORY
AND SYSTEMS
OF PSYCHOLOGY
Historical evaluation of theoretical concepts and jssues in systematic psychology from
about 1700 to 1950. Prerequisite;
Nine hours
of credit in psychology at the 300 and 400
level or consent of department. (J sem. hr.)

Psy 507:

STATISTICAL
DESIGNS FOR
EXPERIMENTATION
Advanced statistical methods and experimental designs appropriate
to univariate
and
multivariate
problems. Also listed as Math
543. Prerequisite:
For Psy 507, Psy 401 or
equivalent;
for Math 543, one semester of
probability or statistics. (3 sem. hr.)

lems, issues and theories related to sensory
and perceptual
processes. Prerequisite:
Psy
412 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)
Psy 522:

PERSONALITY
PSYCHODYNAMICS
Systematic
presentation
of personality
dynamics and psychoanalytic
principles.
Prerequisite: Psy 421. (3 sem. hr.)
Psy 532:

ADVANCED ADOLESCENT
PSYCHOLOGY
Advanced
principles
of adolescent
havior and development.
Prerequisite:
232 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

bePsy

Psy 542:

Psy 509,

ADVANCED LABORATORY
METHODS
Laboratory experience in conduct of research including
experimental
design, apparatus construction,
data analysis and reporting of results. Prerequisites:
Psy 102 and
Psy 401 or equivalent. (; sem. hr.)

Psy 511:

ADVANCED THEOR1ES
OF
MOTIVATION
Advanced study of systematic treatment
of motivation
as psychological
construct
in
contemporary
theories. Prerequisite:
Psy 311
or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

Psy 512,

ADVANCED

THEORIES

OF

LEARNINC
Advanced study of post·1950 theoretical
and methodological
approaches
to learning
with
emphasis
on operant
conditioning,
mathematical
models and hypothetico-deductive systems. Prerequisite:
Psy 312 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

Psy 513,

ADVANCED
THEORIES
OF
SENSORY AND PERCEPTUAL
PROCESSES

Advanced
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study

of contemporary

prob-

PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION
AND TESTING
Organizational
management
and
personnel
administration,
including
selection,
training,
classification
and human
relations.
Prerequisite:
Psy 342. (3 sem. hr.)
Psy 600; ADVANCED
CHILD STUDY
Review and critical analysis of psychological research literature
dealing with child
behavior. Also listed as Educ 600. Prerequisite: Psy 500 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)
Psy 605: THE EXCEPTIONAL
CHILD
Examination
of current
research literature and selected psychological
theories related to exceptional
children. Also listed as
Educ 605. Prerequisites:
Psy 331 and Psy 500
or Psy 532 or equivalent. (3 sem; hr.)
Psy 611:

ADVANCED PHYSIOLOGICAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Detailed
analysis of anatomical,
neurophysiological
and biochemical
correlates
of
selected behavior.
Prerequisite:
Psy 411. (3
scm. hr.)
Psy 615:

ADVANCED
STUDY
Studies in research
principles
of adolescent

ADOLESCENT
related to advanced
behavior. Also listed

as Educ 615. Prerequisite:
or equivalent.

Psy 232 and Psy 532

(; scm. hr.)

Psy 618:

PRINCIPLES
AND
APPLICATIONS
OF
EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Selected research literature
dealing with
learning theory and its educational
applications. Also listed as Educ 618. Prerequisites:
Psy 332 and Psy 501 or equivalent. (; sem. hr.)
Psy 621; BEHAVIOR
PATHOLOGY
Analysis of contemporary
theories, models
and experimental
data related
to psychopathology. Prerequisites:
Psy 312 and Psy 421.

(; scm. hr.)

Psy 681:

SEMINAR IN INDUSTRIAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Critical review of literature
on current
problems related to business and industrial
organizations,
human factors and motivation.
Prerequisite:
Psy 542 or Psy 641. (3 sem. hr.)

Psy 682:

SEMINAR IN
EXPERIMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Critical review of literature
on current
theoretical issues in experimental
psychology.
Prerequisites:
Psy 507 and Psy 511, Psy 512 or
Psy 513. (3 scm. hr.)

Psy 695:

Psy 641:

ADVANCED ENGINEERING
PSYCHOLOGY
Advanced study of theories, methods and
data applied to analysis, evaluation
and design of man-machine
systems. Prerequisite:
Psy 441. (; scm. hr.)

MASTER'S THESIS IN
PSYCHOLOGY
Investigation,
under
supervision
of a
member of department,
of significant problem
in contemporary
psychology. Final written report to be submitted to Division of Graduate
Studies and Research. Prerequisite:
Approval
of department.
(6 scm. hr.)

SCIENCE, GENERAL
Staffed by members of: Biology, Chemistry,
Sci 481: BACKGROUND
IN SCIENCE
Basic principles
of physical
and biological science
through
experiments
and
demonstrations.
Development of appreciation
and understanding
of scientific concepts and
principles
in modern society. For in-service
teachers except secondary science teachers.
Two one-hour
lectures and one two-hour
laboratory.

(3 s,em. hr.)

Sci 482: FUNDAMENTALS
IN SCIENCE
Basic principles of physical and biological
science through
experiments
and demonstrations. Development
of appreciation
and
understanding
of scientific concepts and principles in modern society. For all students,
except those in secondary science curriculum,

Geology and Physics departments.
who have completed student teaching. Two
one-hour lectures and one two-hour laboralOry. (3 scm. hr.)

Sci 485:

SCIENCE IN THE SOCIAL
WORLD
Modern scientific progress and its bearing upon human society. (3 sem. hr.)

Sci 695:

HISTORY AND LITERATURE
OF SCIENCE
Historical
development
of science, its
basic concepts;
traits
of scientists,
their
writings and philosophies.
Prerequisite:
Specialization
in science or by permission.
(3
scm, hr.)
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SOCIOLOGY
(INCLUDING
Brooks) Chairman;

Requirements

ANTHROPOLOGY)

Alom, Edwards, Gutenkaui,

Johnson) Palm

for the Major in Sociology

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement

for the bachelor of arts

degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major in Sociology:
Thirty hours of sociology and anthropology including Soc 250, 490, 492, Anth
200, and twelve hours in related areas selected in consultation with an adviser.

Requirements

for the Minor in Sociology

Fifteen hours of sociology, including
listed for the major.

three hours from the Level III courses

NOTE: All courses at the 400 level are open to graduate students.

Anthropology
Anth 200;

INTRODUCTION
TO
ANTHROPOWGY
Human and cultural evolution emphasizing culture, technology and artifacts of preliterate society. (; sem. hr.)

Amh

482:

FOLK SOCIETY

Ethnography
of selected aliterate
and
peasant societies. Folk culture contrasted with
urban civilization. Prerequisite:
Anth 200 or
Soc 250 (3 sem. hr.)

Anth 483:

OLD WORLD
ANTHROPOLOGY
Examination
of racial, cultural
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and lin-

guisuc areas of Asia, Africa, Australia
Oceania.
Anth

Prerequisite:

and
Anth 200. (3 sem. hr.)

NEW WORLD
ANTHROPOLOGY
Culture
areas of North,
South America. Prerequisite:
sem. hr.)
Anth

484:

499:

Central
and
Anth 200. ()

THEORY AND METHOD
IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Development
of theory and method in
anthropology
leading to contemporary
sociological and psychological interpretations.
Prerequisite: Nine hours of anthropology. (J sem.
hr.)

SOGIOLOGY
Soc 250,

INTRODUCTION
TO
SOCIOLOGY
Sodal structure and basic human institutions, including analysis of social processes

Generic
processes of criminal
and delinquent
behavior; nature, extent, treatment
and prevention.
Prerequisite:
Soc 250. () scm.
hr.)

and major social forces. (3 sem. hr.)
Soc 451: THE COMMUNITY
Structure
and
functioning
of human
community in defined areal units; neighborhood, town, city, region and international
region. Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (J sem. hr.)
Soc 452: RACES AND MINORITIES
Social significance of differential
definition and treatment
of human groups known
as "races" and "minorities." Prerequisite: Soc
250 or Anth 200. (J sem. hr.)
Soc 453: SMALL GROUP ANALYSIS
Social interaction in primary and face-toface groups with attention to leadership, communication
and equilibrium;
consequences of
small group behavior for larger social systems.
Prerequisite:
Soc 250. () sem. hr.)
Soc 469:
POPULATION
AND ECOLOGY
Social significance of population
mass and
population
redistribution
through
births,
deaths and migration.
Prerequisite:
Soc 250.

ts sem,

hr.)

Soc 470: MARRIAGE
AND THE FAMILY
Study of courtship, marriage, parenthood
and the family within an institutional
framework. Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (; sem, hr.)
Soc 471: COLLECTIVE
BEHAVIOR
Elementary forms and mechanisms of collective dynamics;
crowd, public
and mass;
fads, fashions and social movements
in contemporary
society. Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (;
scm. hr.)
Soc

4n

CRIMINOLOGY
DELINQUENCY

AND JUVENILE

Soc 473:
DEVIANT
BEHAVIOR
Nature of and factors determining
deviant behavior;
its consequences
for social
systems; selected social problems. Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (; scm. hr.)
Soc 474: SOCIAL STRATIFICATION
Comparative
study of social class and
caste systems with emphasis on stratification
in America. Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (; sem, hr.)
Soc 475: SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
Comparative
religious systems and institutions; function and role of religion and the
church in society. Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (;
scm. hr.)
Soc 476: CULTURE
AND PERSONALITY
Comparative
study of personality
and
character structure
produced
in various cultures and epochs. Prerequisite:
Soc 250 or
Anth 200.
sem. hr.)

ts

Soc 485, COMPLEX
ORGANIZATIONS
Formal and functional analysis of bureaucratic organizations
and their relationship
to
society. Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (; scm. hr.)
Soc 486:
MASS SOCIETY
Development
of mass culture and mass
society; analysis of contemporary
literature
dealing with mass culture. Prerequisite:
Soc
250. (s sem. hr.)
Soc 487, SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
Examination
of ideas, approaches
and
research of sociologists in their study of public
schools and higher education.
Prerequisite:
Soc 250. (; sem. hr.)
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Soc 490:

METHODS
OF SOCIAL
RESEARCH
Methodology,
techniques
of observation
and analysis, sampling and statistical procedures and interpretation
of results. Prerequisite: Nine hours sociology and/or
anthropology plus Math 143. (3 sem. hr.)

Soc 498: SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY
Theoretical
and empirical analysis of a
general sociological problem and its implications for development of the discipline. Prerequisite:
Nine hours of sociology and/or
anthropology. (3 sem. hr.)

Soc 492: SOCIOLOGICAL
THEORY
Philosophical
and scientific foundations
of theory. Emphasis on historical-institutional,
ecological, symbolic-international,
conflict and
functional
approaches.
Prerequisite:
Nine

Soc 650:

ADVANCED STUDIES
IN COMMUNITY
Research
and supervised
independent
reading in literature of the community. Prerequisite: Twelve hours of sociology and/or
anthropology. (3 sem. hr.)

hours of sociology
scm, hr.)

Soc 651:

and/or

anthropology.

(3

Soc 496:

INDEPENDENT
READINGS
IN
SOCIOLOGY
Individual
study in selected areas of
sociology. Prerequisite:
Nine hours of sociology and/or anthropology. (3 sem. hr.)

Soc 497: SOCIAL THOUGHT
SEMINAR
Key concepts of social thought through
the ages as they appear in various social
studies disciplines.
Such problems
will be
considered as the nature of man, individualism versus collectivism,
nature
of power,
liberty versus authority
and causation. Prerequisite:
Nine hours of sociology and/or
anthropology. (3 sem, hr.)

ADVANCED STUDIES IN
THE FAMILY
Intensive investigation
of literature and
research on the family institution.
Prerequisite: Twelve hours of sociology and/or anthropology. (3 sem. hr.)
Soc 652: SOCIAL CHANGE
Investigation in depth of theory, methods
and problems of social change. Prerequisite:
Twelve hours of sociology and/or
anthropology. (] sem. hr.)
Soc 653: SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY
Guided research in selected topics. Prerequisite: Twelve hours of sociology and/or
anthropology. (3 sem. hr.)

SPEECH AND THEATRE ARTS
Bogard, Chairman; Adams, Beard, Blumberg,
McCaw, Pettit, Short, Sweet

Requirements

Copp, deLodzia,

Hill,

Hudson,

for the Major in Speech and Theatre Arts

In addition to the College's basic studies requirement for the bachelor of arts
degree, the following courses are required for the Liberal Arts major in Speech
and Theatre Arts:
ST 195, 380, 386, 388, 395 or 396-397, 480 plus:

rI28l

For the major in Public Address: ST 396-397 or 395 or 520, 494, 495, 497,
498,499
For the major in Theatre: ST 391,392,488,491,492
and one course from ST
385,387,485,487,520
For the General Speech major: ST 498, 499, 391, 392 and six hours from any of
the other speech offerings (total of thirty-six hOUTS in Speech and Theatre
Arts) .

Requirements

for the Minor in Speech and Theatre Arts

ST 388 plus:
For the minor in Public Address: ST 195, 395, 396-397, 494, 495
For the minor in Theatre: ST 195, 385, 389 and six hours from ST 387,485,
487,488,520
For the minor in General Speech: ST 195,380,386,389,395 or 396-397
ST 195:

FUNDAMENTALS
OF
SPEAKING
Research,
synthesis,
organization
and
oral presentation
of ideas. Special help on
voice and articulation,
if needed, by assignment to Speech Clinic. (; sem. hr.)

ST 380: VOICE AND AR nCULA nON
Practice in varied range of experience
in speech communication;
special attention
to social and professional needs of student. In-

cludes intensive practice in analysis of recorded voice for improvement
in phrasing,
vigor, quality
of diction
and variety. (;
sem. hr.)

ST 385: ACTING
Fundamental
techniques of acting; actor
as playmaker, building stage image, dramatic
pantomime, dramatic speech, playing the part,
dramatic style; the actor as artist and showman. Projects include performance
of solo
scenes (Including detailed written reports on
all steps involved in preparation
of scenes),
performance of group scenes, written critical
reviews of laboratory theatre production.
sent. hr.)

ts

"The Little Foxes"

ST 386: ORAL INTERPRET AnON
Application
of principles
of communication to oral interpretation
of literary prose
and verse. Individual
performances with criucal evaluations by class and instructor. (3
scm. hr.)
ST 387: ELEMENTS OF STAGECRAFT
Integration of visual elements of theatrical performance. (; sem. hr.)

ST 388:

PRINCIPLES
OF
THEATRE
ARTS I
Form, media and content of theatre arts;
interrelationships
of architecture, dance, dramatic art, music, literature
and
art. (3
scm. hr.)
ST 389:

PRINCIPLES
OF
THEATRE
ARTS II
Continuation of ST 388. (3 sem. hr.)

construction
of constitutions
and by-laws;
variations from standard practice. (1 sem. hr.)
ST 399: PARTICIPATION
IN DEBATE
Enrollment
both selective and elecuve.
Performance,
growth, achievement
and attendance
included in criteria for credit as
cultural elective in graduation
requirements.
(~sem.
hr.)
ST 471:

LITERATURE
OF
THE THEATRE I
Masterpieces of dramatic literature
the Greeks to Ibsen. (J sem. hr.)

from

CREATIVE DRAMATICS
IN THE CLASSROOM
Techniques
of creative dramatics
use in classroom. (2 sem. hr.)

from

ST 472: CHILDREN'S
THEATRE
Organization of children's theatre groups,
administration,
programming,
production.
(2
sem. hr.)

ST 391:

ST 392:

LITERATURE
OF
THE THEATRE
II
Masterpieces of dramatic literature
Ibsen to present. (; sem. hr.)
ST 394:

PARTICIPATION
IN
DRAMATICS
Enrollment
both selective and elective.
Performance,
growth, achievement
and attendance included in criteria for credit as
cultural elective in graduation requirements.
(~sem. hr.)
ST 395:

ARGUMENTATION
AND DEBATE
Principles of argumentation
and debate
including criticism of techniques of research,
analysis, organization
and delivery. Opportunity for off-campus speaking engagements.
Prerequisite: ST 195. (3 scm, hr.)
ST 396

DISCUSSION

Development
of discussion
procedures
used in classrooms, committee meetings and
public
forums.
Prerequisite:
ST
195. (2
sem. hr.)
PARLIAMENTARY
PROCEDURE
Standard form for conduct of meetings;
committee procedure; presentation of reports;

and

ST 480: SPEECH SCIENCE
Introduction
to study of speech through
analysis of communicative,
physical, physiological and linguistic bases of speech. Prerequisite:
ST 195, junior standing
or consent of department. (3 sem. hr,)
ST 48\:
SPEECH DISORDERS
Nature, causes and correction of speech
anomalies such as mlsarticulation,
stuttering.
cleft palate and those resulting from hearing
loss, cerebral palsy and aphasia. (3 sem. hr.)
ST 482:

SPEECH PROBLEMS OF
THE CHILD
Orientation of classroom teacher to special
needs of pupils; study of major speech problems encountered
in class and extracurricular
activities; recognition
of articulatory,
vocal
and rhythmical
disorders; observation of rehabilitation
procedures. Two hours of theory,
one hour practice
in children's
clinic. (3
sem. hr.)

ST 397:
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ST 485: PLAY PRODUCTION
Theory
and practice
in staging
mounting
plays; directing,
designing

and
and

constructing
sets, planning of lighting, costuming and make-up, organization of technical, house and business staffs. Two lecture
periods, one period of laboratory
practice.
Opportunity
to participate
in College dramatic organization. (; sem. hr.)
ST 487: SCENE DESIGN
History and development, styles and techniques and aesthetics
of design of stage
scenery from Renaissance
to present. Prerequisite: ST 387 or consent of department.
(; sem. hr.)
ST 488: PLAY DIRECTING
Director's duties, play selection, production, casting, coaching actors, planning
and
conducting rehearsals and performances.
Prerequisite: acting, play production
or consent
of department. (; sem. hr.)
ST 489:

ORAL AND DRAMATIC
INTERPRETATION
Analysis and oral presentation
of selections from prose, literature, verse and dramatic dialogue;
study
of intellectual
and
emotional values of selections and their interpretation
by means of voice and action;
individual and group performances;
student
critical evaluations of performances.
(; scm;
h.r.)
ST 491: HISTORY OF THEATRE
I
Theatre and theatre arts of ancient and
medieval Europe and Renaissance. (; sem. hr.)

ST 495: PERSUASION
Nature of attention, suggestion and motivation and methods used for securing them
as applied in speech-making
for influencing
of group opinion and action. Preparation and
presentation of short persuasive speeches. Prerequisite: ST 195. (; sem. hr.)
ST 497:

GREAT SPEECHES ON
HISTORICAL
ISSUES
Selected speeches on important
issues;
their cultural background and influence upon
society. Prerequisite: ST 195. (; sem. hr.)
ST 498: RHETORICAL
THEORY I
Development
of rhetorical
theory from
ancient to modem times. Attention
to Aristotle, Cicero, Quintilian.
Blair, Campbell,
Whately.
Prerequisite:
ST 195 and junior
standing or consent of department. (; sem. hr.)
ST 499: RHETORICAL
THEORY II
Application
of principles of rhetoric to
critical evaluation
of public speaking. Prerequisite: ST 195 and junior standing or consent of department.
(3 sem. hr.)
ST 520:

INDEPENDENT
STUDY IN
SPEECH AND THEATRE
Two or three semester hours with maximum of six. Prerequisite:
Permission of department. (2-; scm, hr.)

ST 492: HIS TOR Y OF THEATRE
II
Theatre and theatre arts of Europe from
Renaissance to present. (; sem. hr.)

SEMINAR IN TECHNIQUES
OF DRAMA
Study of various kinds of plays, techniques of dramatic structure, narrative, characterization,
modern experiment
in realism,
symbolism; modern experimentalists.
(J sem.
hr.)

ST 494:

ST 680:

ADVANCED PUBLIC
SPEAKING
Advanced course in oral communication
dealing with problems of place, occasion and
content of speech itself; higher level of competence expected than for ST 195. Prerequisite: ST 195. (; sem. hr.)

ST 673:

PROBLEMS IN SPEECH
REHABILITATION
Firsthand
observation
of hospital.

uni-

versity and camp programs for speech handicapped child. Techniques
in fields of speech
improvement
and speech correction. (; sem.
hr.)
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Secondary School Programs

Certification

in Academic Subjects

At the State University College at Cortland students may combine studies in
the arts and sciences with professional education and obtain provisional certification to teach secondary English. French, mathematics, social studies or science.
On the satisfactory completion of their undergraduate programs, students specializing in English, French and social studies receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
Those who specialize in mathematics or the sciences may also pursue programs
leading to this degree. or they may substitute advanced work in or related to their
fields of specialization for the requirement in foreign language and receive the
degree of Bachelor of Science. This certification can be made permanent by a fifth
year of study.
All of these curricula include the following requirements:

ENGLISH
Distribution

of Courses

by Departments
SEMESTER

STUDIES
(Depending
ENGLISH
_.

HOURS

BASIC

(Including
Eng 100

on exemptions)

~

.__._.

~""
.

nine hours of English in Basic Studies)
Composition (exemption

Eng 21O-21I
£ng270-271

~
~________

40-56
33

possible) __
.____________
3

American Literature I, II, or
Introduction
to Literature I, II

6

NOTE: Students electing the latter sequence must take an advanced
course in American Literature in addition to the elective in American
Literature
prior to ]914, preferably in a different period or genre.
Eng 355-356
Major English Writers I, II .________________________
6
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Eng 400
Eng 435

The Grammar
Shakespeare

of American
._.___

Eng 477

Studies in Contemporary

English _

3
3

Literature____________ 3

English Electives to IncI ude:
A course in American Literature
prior to 1914
A course in English Literature
prior to 1900
A course in European or world Literature
SPEECH

AND THEAT
ST 195
ST 386

~_~.......'..

_
_
_

3
3
3

_
_

3
3
3

9

RE ----------------------------------~------------------Fundamentals
of Speaking
Oral Interpretation

ST 395

Argumentation

and Debate

~

_

(or ST 396-97 Discussion and Parliamentary
Procedure)
_

EDUCATION

20

Psy 232
Psy 332

Adolescent Psychology, or
Educational
Psychology

Educ 391
Educ 441

Introduction
to Secondary Education
Methods of Teaching English in
Secondary Schools

_

Educ 449

Reading

School

_

Education

_
_
_

Educ 471
Educ 491
ELECTIVES

~

__

in the Secondary

Foundations
of Modern
Student Teaching
~
~

(Depending on language proficiency,
and choice in psychology)

_

~

possible exemption

3
3
3
2
3
6
\2-3\

in composition,

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

124

MATHEMATICS
Distribution

of Courses by Departments
SEMESTER
B_A.

BASIC

STUDIES

(13 s.h. Foreign
MA T H ElVIA TICS

_

_.

.

Language
._.

requirement

_

in B.A. program

in Basic Studies)
Introduction
to Analysis

"Math 260
Math 225, 226, 325, 326

Elements of Modern
Calculus I-IV

56

43

36

42

only)
_

(Including 6 s.h. of mathematics
"Math 223

HOURS
B.S.

3

Mathematics_________

3
12

Math 370, 470
Algebraic Structures 1, IL_______________________
6
Math 375
Advanced Synthetic Geometry 1______________
3
Math 446
Probability
and Statistics L__
3
Mathematics Electives
B.A. Program
6
B.S. Program .___________________________
12
(Electives must include
and Statistics)
"Credit for these courses
Studies Program.

a second course in either

is applied

to Mathematics

Geometry

or Probability

requirement

in Basic
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EDUCATION

18

Psy 232 or
Psy 332
Educ 391
Educ 442
Educ 471
Educ 492
ADDITIONAL
A Physical

Adolescent Psychology
Educational
Psychology

3
3

Introduction
[0 Secondary
Education.cc..,
Teaching of Secondary Mathematics __
Foundations of Modern Education
Student Teaching

3
3
3
6

REQUIREMENTS
FOR B.S. PROGRAM
Science
.________________________________________________________

ELEC T I JI ES _.

~

(Depending
on language proficiency, possible exemption
and choices in psychology and physical science.)

18

6-8

18·36

19-37

124

124

in composition,

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

_

BIOLOGY AND GENERAL SCIENCE; CHEMISTRY AND
GENERAL SCIENCE; EARTH SCIENCE AND GENERAL
SCIENCE; PHYSICS AND GENERAL SCIENCE
These programs lead to provisional certification in both the field of specialization and General Science.
Requirements

Common to the Curricula in the Sciences
SEMESTER
B.A_

BASIC

STUDIES
(13 semester

EDUCATION

Foreign

Language

requirement

in B.A. program
.

Educ
Educ
Educ
Educ

Teaching of Secondary Sciences
Seminar in Secondary Education
Foundations
of Modern Education
Student Teaching

3
1
3
6

Adolescent
Educational

3
3

Certification
MATHEMA
Math
Math
Math

in Biology

Education.c,

.

Introduction
Laboratory

443
465
471
493

to Secondary
Practicum

31

20

20

9

9

3
I

Psychology
Psychology

and General Science

TICS
223
225
226

44
only)

.

Educ 391
Educ 423

Psy 232 or
Psy 332
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hours

and PSYCHOLOGY

HOURS
B.S_

_
Introduction
Calculus I
Calculus II

to Analysis
.

3
3
3

BIOLOGY

_

(Two
Bioi
Bioi
Bioi

full-year
110
III

sequences.

20 I

Exemption possible for C.E.E.B. Biology)
Principles of Biology I
.
.
Principles of Biology II or
General Zoology I

BioI 202
BioI 203

General
General

BioI 204
BioI 311

General Botany II
Human
Physiology
program only)

BioI 501

Genetics

Elective in Biology

(Required

CHEMISTRY

Zoology II or
Botany I

in B.A. program

Chern 222

in B.S.
_

only)

ELECTIV

_

4

_
_

4
4

_

3
3

_

PHYSICS

_

SCI ENC.E

of Physics I
of Physics II

.

6

·8

8

_ 4
_4

ELEC T IV ES
ES

6

4

_

Organic Chemistry)
General Chemistry

Principles
Principles

12

3

._ 3
_ 3·4

GEOLOGY --.--------------------------------------------------Geol 261
General Geology I
Geol 262
General Geology II

Phys 251
Phys 252

12

3
3

3
(Required

General Chemistry and Qualitative
Analysis
Organic Chemistry
1.._. .__.

Chern 401

19

3
._______ 3

.

.__.

(One full year, including
Chern 221

18·19

.

(Number
varies according
to language
proficiency
required
B.A. program, possible exemption
in composition
and choice
psychology)

_

0

7

_

8·9

12

in
in

TOTAL SEMESTERHOURS FOR GRADUATION._............... 124

Certification

in Earth Science and General Science
SEMESTER
B.A.

TICS
101
223
225
226

MA THEiHA

Math
Math
Math
Math

124

12
Introduction to Mathematics
1_ ....__
Introduction
to Analysis .__.__. .
.
Calculus I .
._..__
.__
.__.
.
.__.___
Calculus II
.._. __.__.
._. __.______

HOURS
B.S.

12

3

3
3

3

(Note: Students exempted (rom Math 101 and/or Math 223 are
required to take mathematics
courses beyond Calculus I and II
to complete the lZ-hours requirement
and to select them with
the approval of their major adviser.)
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BlOLOGY
(1 full year sequence)
Bioi 110
Bioi III
BioI 201
Bioi 202
Bioi 203
Bioi 204

Principles
of Biology
General Zoology 1

CHEMISTRY
Chern 221
Chern 222

Genera I Chemistry

4

General Chemistry
Analysis

and Qualitative
,,________
4

GEOLOGY
CeDI
CeDI
CeDI
CeDI
CeDI

Principles

of Biology

General Zoology, 11,
General Botany I
General Botany 11

I

.

..

3
3
3
3

Descriptive

3

Astronomy

_

13-14

..__.
General
General

_.

.

_

Physics L_____
Physics II
....

(Number varies according to language proficiency
program,
possible
exemption
in composition,
psychology.)

A T H EMA TICS
Math
Math
Math
Math

__.

._.

101

223
225
226

_._
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6

8-6

12-13

_. 3

..._..__._..... _

_

required for B.A.
and
choice
in

_ 124

124

and Generaf Science

_

.__._._._
.._ _.._.._.

B.A.
12

..__.._._._ _ .

Introduction
to Mathematics L
Introduction
to Analysis .
Calculus J
_._ _ __
Calculus IT _
_.__.
._.

Principles

of Biology

L

Principles of Biology
General Zoology 1_.

II,

6

.__._ 3
OT-_

ns.
12

3
3
3
3

(Note: Students exempted from Math 101 and/or Math 223 are
required
to take math
courses beyond Calculus
I and II to
complete the 12-hour requirement
and to select them with the
approval of their major adviser.)
Bl 0LOG Y
_
(I full year seq LIenee)
BioI 110
Bioi III
Bioi 201

6

3

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

in Chemistry

27-28

________________
5-7

_
_

..

_

Phys 241
Phys 242

j\1

8

3
3
.________3

OL___________

20-22

PHYSlCS

Certification

8

3

General Geology 1 _.
.__ ._._
General Geology II __.. ..._._..._..__._...._.
Invertebrate
Paleontology .__.__.__
Meteorology
_._..._
... _._... ._._._.

ELECTIVES
IN EARTH
SCIENCE
For B.A. progralll
.
.
For B.S. program __..
. .

_... _._.__

6

II, OL_________ 3
.___________ 3

_
261
262
363
371
373

ELECTIVES

6

3
3

6

BioI 202
BioI 203
Bioi 204
CHEJ'JISTRY

.

General

Chemistry

_ 3
_ 3
_ 3

~
.__..~
_

28-30

30-31

4

General Chemistry and Qualitative
Analysis
.__________ _

Chern 310
Chern 401
Chem 402
Chern 431
(Electives in Chemistry)
Y

Geol 261
Geol262
PHYSICS

Zoology II, or
Botany I
~
Botany II
.

.__

Chern 221
Chern 222

GEOLOG

General
General
General

.•

.

_

.

.

Geology I
Geology II
_
.

General

Physics I, II, or

Principles
.

0

6-7

6

6

6-8

6-8

6-4

6

124

124

_

General
General
._____

Phys 241-242
Phys 251-252
ELEC T TV ES __.

..__ 4
_ 4
~_.. _ 4
. 4
..
_. _ 4
~
_

Quantitative
Analysis L
Organic Chemistry I ~ .
Organic Chemistry 11
.
Physical Chemistry I
.__
_

_

3
. 3

_

_

of Physics

_

6
8

I, II

.

_

(Number varies according to language proficiency for B.A. program,
possible exemption in composition, and choice in psychology.)

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

Certification

in Physics and General Science
SEMESTER
B.A.

MATHEMATICS
Math 225
Math 226
Math 325
Math 530
BIOLOG}'

12
Ca Iculus I
Calculus II
Calculus III __.
.

Differential
_

~

(I full year sequence)
BioI 110
iliol 111
Bioi 201
BioI 202
BioI 203
Bioi 204
CN EM I ST R Y
Chern 221
Chern 222

Principles

.

.________
..

3
6

of Biology

I .______________________
3

Principles of Biology II, or
3
General Zoology I .
. ._______ 3
General Zoology IT, or ..
.__. .
3
General Botany I
. .______ 3
General Botany II
.
.
3
.

.
Gene",

Chemistry

General Chemistry
_'naly,i,

_

General
General

Geology
Geology

8

8

6

6

4
and Qualitative
4

GEOLOGY
Geol261
Geol262

12

3
3
3

.

Equations

HOURS
B.S.

1
II

3
3
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22

29

6

12

124

124

PH YSI C S _~~_~ ~_~_~~~~~_~~~_~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~_~~~~~~
~~~~~~~_~~~~~ ~~~_~~~_~~~~_~~_~~_~_~_
Pbys 251
Principles
of Physics L______________ 4
Phys 252
Principles
of Physics II
4
Additional physics courses in the 300-500 range to be chosen with
the major adviser to meet the minimum
requirements
I4-21
ELECTIVES
(Number varies according
to language
proficiency
program,
possible exemption
in composition,
psychology.)

required
in B.A.
and choice in

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

_

SOCIAL STUDIES
Distribution

of Courses by Departments
SEMESTER

BASIC

ST UDI ES ~~_~~~~_~
__~_~
__~__~~_~~~_~~~_~~_~~_~~_~_~_~~~_~~_~
__~_~~~~

(Depending
on exemptions.)
SOCIAL
ST U DI ES ~
~_~_.

.__.... _"

.

_

HOURS
40-56
45

(Including 12 hours of Social Studies in Basic Studies.)
Hist 100, 101
Hist llD, III

American
European

History I, II [Exemption
History I, 1L

possible)
~_

Hist 157or
History of New York State
_
Geog 460
Geography of New York State.
_
Soc 250
Introduction to Sociology
"
_
Sociology Elective or Introduction to Anthropology
_
Geog 301, 302
Geography; Physical, Cultural
_
Econ 331, 332
Introductory Economic Analysis I, 1I
_
PS 250, 251
Introduction to Government 1, II
_
Social Studies Electives from one of the following:
_
United States History, European History, History other than
European or United States, Economics, Sociology-Anthropology,
Geography, Political Science.
SP E E C H

_~~~~~_~~~~_~~~_~~_~~_~
__~~~~~ ~_~

ST 195
ED U CA T ION
Psy 232

~~_~~_~_~~_~
__ ~_~~_~~_~_~~_~~~~_~
__

Fundamentals of Speaking .__.
__~~ ~~_~~
__~_~_~_~~~~~~
__~~_~_~~~~_
~~~_
~~_~~_~~_~

~__~__~~_~_~~

_

Educ 391

Educ 471
Educ 494
~ ~~~_~_~_~~~~~~~~
__~_~~

3

3

~__~_~

Adolescent Psychology
Introduction to Secondary Education
Methods of Teaching Social Studies in
Secondary Schools "
.
Foundations of Modern Education
Student Teaching
~~

Educ 444

ELEC TI VES

~__ ~_~_~~~.

6
6
3
3
3
3
6
6
6
6

18

~__
_

3
3

_
. _
_

3
3
6

~~~~~~_~_~_~~~~~~~~_~_~
~~~_~_~~~~~~~~~
_

11-30

(Depending on language proficiency, possible exemption in composition,
and choice in psychology.)

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION
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_

124

124

REQUIREMENTS

FOR THE MAJOR IN SPEECH EDUCATION
SEMESTER

BASTC

STUDTES

(Depending on exemptions)
SPEECH
ST 195
Fundamentals of Speaking
.
ST 380
Voice and Articulation
ST 386
Oral Interpretation
ST 489
Oral and Dramatic Interpretation
_.
Four to ten hours from the following:
ST 395
Argumentation
and Debate
ST 396
Discussion
ST 397
Parliamentary
Procedure .
ST 494
Advanced Public Speaking
ST 495
Persuasion
Six to twelve hours from the following:
ST 385
Acting
ST 387
Elements of Stagecraft
ST 388-389
Principles of Theatre Arts (May be taken
Group III elective)
.
ST 391-392
Literature of the Theatre
ST 471
Creative Dramatics
.
ST 472
Children's Theatre
ST 485
Play Production
.__ .
.
ST 488
Play Directing
Six to ten hours from the following:
ST 480
Speech Science
._. .
ST 481
Speech Disorders
ST 482
Speech Problems of the Child
ENGLTSH
English
English

210-211
270-271

English 355-356
English 400
English 435
EDUCATTON
Educ
Educ
Educ
Educ
Educ
ELEC TTV

200
391
438
471
498
ES

---- -----------------------------------------------------American Literature or
Introduction
to Literature
Group III elective)
Major English Writers
The Grammar of American
Shakespeare

36
3
3
3
3

. 3
_
2
_ I

~

_
_
_
as
_
_
_
_
_
_

3
3
3
3
6
6
2
2

3
3
3

.__ 3
_ 3
18

(May be taken
.
English

as
_ 6

_

Learning and Adolescent Development
Introduction
to Secondary Education
Methods of Teaching Speech
Foundations of Modern Education
Student Teaching __.
._.____
_ .
_

(Depending on language proficiency, possible exemption
choice in psychology, and choice in Group III.)

_
_
.__
_
_

HOURS
40-56

_
.

6
3

_
3
_
_
_
_
_
_

18

3
3
3
3
6
8-27

in composition.

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

124
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DIVISION OF EDUCATION

EDUCATION
Weiss~ Chairman,' Abernethy,
Adams, Bagley, Carlson, Cortright, Cummings,
Del Popolo, Eastman, Garrison, Griffen, Halliwell, Helmer, Kreh, Mack,
McKown, Moe, Musella, Nania, Olcott, Pace, Parker, Petrie, Plumer, Potts,
Pratt, Roehm, Shaffer, Shea, Simmons, Smith, Steinberg
Educ 100: CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
Basic principles of child behavior and
development. Also listed as Psy 231. Prerequisite: Psy 101. (3 sem. hr.)
108: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
Individual
behavior
as a function
of
interaction
with social groups and social institutions. Also listed as Psy 422. Prerequisite:
Psy 101. (J sem. hr.)

velopmenr of play and recreation.
Needs of
individuals
and groups
in a democratic
society. Required of all Recreation Education
majors. (2 scm. hr.)

Edue

Educ

118: EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Educational implications of psychological
facts, principles and theories; human development; learning,
evaluation
and adjustment.
Also listed as Psy 332. Prerequisite:
Psy 101.
(3 sem. liT.)
Educ 171:

PHILOSOPHY
OF PLAY
AND RECREATION
History. philosophy,
principles
and

de-

Educ 227:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
METHODS
Methods and materials
in the instructional program of physical education.
Emphasis on understanding
children
and the
principles of learning. (4 sem. hr.)

Educ 228: GROUP WORK METHODS
Principles and practices of social group
work as a method in social work, education
and recreation. Additional
methods used in
recreation
and outdoor education
presented
with adaptation
for different age groups including adults. Required
of all Recreation
Education majors. (2 scm. hr.)
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Educ 291:

INTRODUCTION
TO
TEACHING
Orientation
to major
aspects of the
teaching-learning
process and curriculum
organization of the elementary school. Laboratory experiences required. Prerequisite:
Educ
100 or equivalent. (3 sem, hr.)

Educ 391:

INTRODUCTION
TO
SECONDARY EDUCATION
Orientation
to 'major
aspects of the
teaching-learning
process and curricular
organization of the secondary school. Laboratory
experiences
including
observation
of secondary schools. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 420: AUDIOVISUAL
MATERIALS
The selection,
use and production
of
audiovisual instructional
materials. Prerequisite: student teaching. (2 sem.. hr.)

Educ 426:

METHODS AND MATERIALS
OF HEALTH
INSTRUCTION
Study of various methods of teaching in
schools; evaluation
and use of text books,
audiovisual devices and other supplementary
health education materials. Curriculum
construction and evaluation procedures in school
health education
also considered.
Observation and participation
in the Campus School
health instructional
program included. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. For nonhealth majors. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 429: PRIMARY READING
Teaching
of reading
in the primary
grades for upperclassmen
who wish to concentrate
upon this phase of the reading
process. Prerequisite:
student
teaching.
(2
sem. hr.)

Educ 430:
Educ 421:

LANGUAGE
ARTS INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN
Objectives, current trends, activities, research and evaluation
of oral and written
communication
in the elementary school. Prerequisite:
student
teaching
or equivalent.
(2 sew. hr.)

METHODS AND MATERIALS
IN THE ELEIHENTARY

SCHOOL
Overview
of elementary
school
CUTrir ul um: methods and materials of teaching
common branch subjects. Prerequisite:
Educ
291. (4 scm, hr.)

Educ 431:
Educ 423: LABORATORY
PRACTICUM
Laboratory
teaching experiences
in an
introductory
science course.
Prerequisites:
junior status, one full year in the subject area
to be taught.
Open to secondary
science
majors only. (1 sem.. h1·.)

METHODS OF TEACHING
ENGLISH IN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
Materials and methods for teaching English in junior high school. Prerequisite:
Educ
291 or equivalent. (3 sem. Itr.)

Educ 432:
Educ 424:

TEACHING
SOCIAL STUDIES
IN THE ELEMENTARY

SCHOOLS
Philosophy,
principles
and procedures
which underlie
sound instruction
in social
studies.
Prerequisite:
student
teaching.
(2
scm. hr.)
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TEACHING
ARITHi\·fETIC
FUNDAMENTALS
Understanding
and teaching of fundamental concepts in elementary school. Attention given to research, current trends and
evaluation
and use of various materials
in
developing a meaningful
program. Prerequisite: student teaching. (2 sem. hr.)

Educ 433:

METHODS

OF TEACHING

SCIENCE IN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
Materials and methods for teaching science in junior high school. Prerequisite:
Educ
291 or equivalent. (J sem. hr.)
Educ 434:

METHODS OF TEACHING
SOCIAL STUDIES IN
JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
Materials and methods for teaching social studies in junior high school. Prerequisite: Educ 291 or equivalent. (.1 sem. hr.)

Educ 435:

METHODS FOR TEACHING
MATHEMATICS
IN
JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
Materials
and
methods
for teaching
mathematics in junior high school. Prerequisite: Educ 291 or equivalent. (.1 sem. hr.)

Educ 436: MUSIC AND THE CHILD
Understanding
role of music in development of child through use of singing, rhythm,
listening,
instrumental,
creative and music
reading experiences. Prerequisite: Mu III and
112. (2 sern. hr.)

Educ 437:

:METHODS OF TEACHING
FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN
JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL
Materials and methods for teaching foreign language in junior high school. (.1 sem.
hr.)

Educ 440:

INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS
Intensive analysis of instructional
materials available
to the classroom
teacher.
Emphasis on curriculum
publications,
textbooks, encyclopedias,
supplementary
trade
books, guides to instructional
aids. Non-book
materials discussed as indicated through student interests. Prerequisite:
student teaching.
(2 scm, hr.)
Educ 441:

METHODS
OF TEACHING
ENGLISH IN SECONDARY
SCHOOLS
Materials and methods for teaching English in secondary schools. (3 sem. /n.)

Educ 442:

TEACHING
OF SECONDARY
MATHEMATICS
Materials
and
methods
for teaching
mathematics in secondary schools. (3 sern. hr.)

Educ 443:

METHODS OF TEACHING
THE SCIENCES IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOL
Materials and methods for teaching the
several sciences in secondary school. Two lectures and one two-hour laboratory. (; sem. hr.)

Educ 444:

METHODS
OF TEACHING
SOCIAL STUDIES IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Materials and methods for teaching social studies in secondary school. (.1 sem. hr.)

Educ 445:
Educ 438:

METHODS OF TEACHING
SPEECH
Materials
and
methods
for teaching
speech. (3 sem. hr.)
Educ 439: DEVELOPMENTAL
READING
Study of developmental
aspects of reading from the readiness period to reading in
the specialized subject matter areas of junior
high school. Prerequisite:
student
teaching.
(2 scm, hr.)

CREATIVITY
EDUCATIVE
Analysis of significant
area of creativity and its
teaching-learning
process.
dent teaching. (2 sem. hr.)

IN THE
PROCESS
research in the
application
to the
Prerequisite:
stu-

Educ 446:

INDIVIDUAL
OR
INDEPENDENT
STUDY
Individual study for student with special
interest or problem in the area of curriculum
or some other aspect of elementary education.
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Purpose and design of study to be determined
by the instructor-adviser.
Weekly conferences.
Prerequisite:
student teaching. (2 sem. hr.)
METHODS OF TEACHING
FOREIGN LANGUAGES IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Materials and methods for teaching foreign languages in secondary school. (3 sern. hT.)

Educ 471:

FOUNDATIONS

OF

MODERN EDUCATION
Social, historical and philosophical foundations of modern education. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 447:

Educ 448:

TEACHER-PUPIL
CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR
Causes of classroom behavior problems
and techniques
for preventing,
alleviating
and correcting
them. Prerequisite:
student
teaching. (2 scm; hr.)
Educ 449:

READING IN THE
SECONDARY SCHOOL
Methods, materials and testing programs
to improve reading skills and develop high
school students' literary appreciation.
(2 sem,
hr.)
Educ 450, CLASSROOM RESEARCH
Study of commonly used research methods and their application
to the solution
of
problems of learning and teaching. (2 sem. hr.)
Educ 463:

METHODS AND
MATERIALS
I
Teaching
of language
arts, Including
reading, in elementary
school. Prerequisite:
Educ 291 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)
Educ 464:

METHODS AND
MATERIALS II
Teaching
of social studies, science and
mathematics
in elementary school. Prerequisite: Educ 291 or equivalent. (; scm; hr.)
Educ 465:

SEMINAR IN SECONDARY
SCIENCE EDUCATION
Interpretation
of current
problems
in
secondary
science education.
Prerequisite:
Educ 443. Taken concurrently with Educ 493.
Offered each quarter. (1 sem. hr.)
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Educ 472:

CRITICAL
ISSUES IN
EDUCATION
Analysis of selected educational
issues
such as religion and education, integration in
education, federal support of education, politics and education. Each issue developed historically
and its implications
for today's
schools
considered.
Prerequisite:
student
leaching. (2 sem, hr.)
Educ 475:

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF EDUCATION
Major educational
concepts from primitive times to present, emphasizing contributions of each period. Discussion of philosophy
of education congruent with modern aims of
education in modern society. Includes special
application to areas of physical education and
health. (2 sem. hr.)
Educ 476:

HISTORY AND
PHILOSOPHIES
OF HEALTH
EDUCATION
Development,
basic principles and inclusions of a comprehensive
school health program. Includes observation and actual study
of local school health problems. (3 sem, hr.)
Educ 485:

ORGANIZATION
AND
ADMINISTRATION
OF
SCHOOLS
Organization,
supervision
and administration of public elementary
and secondary
schools. (2 sem. hr.)
Educ 486: COUNSELING
Personality development
followed by beginning
study
of counseling
techniques.
Emphasis on philosophies
and attitudes of
counseling
with opportunities
to practice
techniques. Prerequisite:
student teaching or
field work experience. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 490:

STUDENT
TEACHING.
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
Early Childhood, Upper Elementary
(N, K-6). (14 sem; hr.)
Early Childhood,
Early Secondary
(N, K-9). (13 sem. In'.)
Full-time
teaching
in public
schools
under College supervision. Two quarters.

Educ 491:

STUDENT
TEACHING.
SECONDARY EDUCATIONENGUSH
Full-time
teaching
in public
schools
under College supervision. One-half semester.
(6 scm. hr.)
Educ 492:

STUDENT
TEACHING.
SECONDARY EDUCATIONMATHEMATICS
Full-time
teaching
in public
schools
under College supervision. One-half semester.
(6 sem. hr.)
Educ 493:

STUDENT
TEACHING.
SECONDARY EDUCATIONSCIENCE
Full-time
teaching
in public
schools
under College supervision. One-half semester.
(6 scm. hr.)
Educ 494:

STUDENT
TEACHING.
SECONDARY EDUCATIONSOCIAL STUDIES
Full-time
teaching
in public
schools
under College supervision. One-half semester.
(6 sem. hr.)
Educ 495:

STUDENT
TEACHING
IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
One quarter
full-time
off-campus
observation, participation
and practice in the
guidance of learning
activities
in physical
education, grades one through twelve. (8 scm.
hr.)

apprentice teaching for one school quarter in
school system designated by the College. Adequate supervision
by master teacher makes
this experience part of continuing
education
of student.
Observation,
participation
and
practice for the student teacher in the campus
and in cooperating schools. (8 sem. hr.]

Educ 497:

PRACTICUM - RECREATION
EDUCATION
Sixteen to eighteen weeks of supervised
off-campus field work experience
in one or
more of the following
types of recreation
leadership experience: municipal, school and!
or community,
industrial,
youth
serving
agency, park and forest, hospital, school camp
etc. Work done in communities
and agencies
designated by the College. (16 sem. IIr.)

Educ 500:

ADVANCED CHILD
PSYCHOLOGY
Advanced principles of human behavior
and development.
Also listed as Psy 500.
Prerequisite: Psy 231 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 501:

ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Advanced
study of psychological
principles and theories related to education. Also
listed as Psy 501. Prerequisite:
Psy 332 or
equivalent. (3 sern. hr.)

Educ 520: AUDIOVISUAL
EDUCATION
Acquaintance
with nature and value of
audiovisual
aids; preparation
of materials
and use of machines in classroom instruction.
Laboratory
period required.
Not opened to
students credited with Educ 420. Prerequisite: student teaching or equivalent.
(; sem.
hr.)

Educ 52]:
Educ 496:

STUDENT
TEACHING
IN
HEALTH
EDUCATION
Opportunity
for experiences and experimentation in a total school situation through

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
LANGUAGE ARTS
Guiding child's language development
in
written and oral communication.
Prerequisite:
student teaching or equivalent.
(3 sem. hr.)
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Educ 522:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS
The objectives and content of the arithmetic program of the elementary school with
emphasis on methods and materials for developing basic mathematical
concepts, processes and evaluation techniques. Prerequisite:
student leaching or equivalent. () scm, hr.)

Educ

523:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
SCIENCE
Objectives and content of science program. Planning of pupil activities for effective learning; locating and utilizing teaching
aids and
materials.
Prerequisite:
student
teaching or equivalent. (J sem, hr.)

Educ 531:

WORKSHOP

IN KINDER-

GARTEN EDUCATION
Developmental
approach to learning with
emphasis on intellectual activities and creative
experiences appropriate
for five-year-olds. Prerequisite:
student
teaching
or equivalent.

(; sem. hr.)
Educ 535: TELEVISION
TEACHING
Study of ETV as instructional
medium
and its use in classroom. Production and programming of ETV; role of classroom teacher.
Observation of TV installations:
CCTV, commercial and telecast ETV. Prerequisite:
student teaching or equivalent. (J sem, hr.)

Educ 536:
Educ 524:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES
Objectives, methods, materials, evaluation
and relationship
of social studies to other
curricular
areas. Prerequisite:
student teaching or equivalent. (J scm. hr.)

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
MUSIC
Curriculum
and administration,
methods
and materials and performance techniq ues for
music learning
and activities. Prerequisite:
student teaching or equivalent. (; sem. hr.)

EdllC 541:

Educ 526:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
METHODS
AND MATERIALS
For teachers with little or no experience
in regular
program
of elementary
school.
Daily work with children: observation,
participation and teaching followed by critical
evaluation.
sem. hr.)

WORKSHOPS
FOR PRIMARY
TEACHERS
Developmental approach to teaching children age five through eight. Includes language arts, arithmetic,
social and physical
sciences and creative expression. Prerequisite:
student reaching or equivalent. (; sem. hr.)

ts

Educ 562:

Educ 529:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
READING
Concepts of developmental
reading emphasized. Current trends and research studies
analyzed. Prerequisite:
student
teaching
or
equivalent. (; sem, hr.)

Educ 530: ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ART
Designed to provide philosophy and competencies needed by teacher to conduct art
program. Emphasis placed on developmental
stages of children's aesthetic growth. (J scm,

hr.)
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INSTITUTE
IN
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
Study of predetermined
timely topic on a
lecture, group-work and forum basis. (; sem,

h,.)
Educ 584:

SUPERVISION
OF
STUDENT
TEACHING
Identification
of needs and problems of
prospective
teachers. Ways of guidance and
evaluation
during student
teaching experience. Designed especially for teachers who
are or wil l be supervising student teachers.
Sectioning provided for those with elementary or secondary emphasis. (J sem. hr.)

Educ 586:

THE

NONGRADE

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Analysis of current trends in grade reorganization.
Historical development,
organization and teaching procedures of nongraded
school. (3 sem. hr.)

in analyzing difficulties. For teachers, reading
consultants
and supervisors.
May be taken
concurrently
with Laboratory
in Corrective
Reading.
Prerequisite:
Educ 529 or equivalent. (; sem, hr .]
Educ 641:

Educ 600: ADVANCED CHILD STUDY
Review and critical analysis of psychological research literature
dealing with child
behavior. Also listed as Psy 600. Prerequisite:
Psy 500 or equivalent. (J sem. hr.]
Educ 605: THE EXCEPTIONAL
CHILD
Examination
of current research literature and selecred psychological
theories related to exceptional
children. Also listed as
Psy 605. Prerequisite:
Psy 331 and Psy 500 or
Psy 532 or equivalent. () sem; hr.)
Educ 6IS:

ADVANCED ADOLESCENT
PSYCHOLOGY
Studies in research related to advanced
principles of adolescent behavior. Also listed
as Psy 615. Prerequisite:
Psy 232 and Psy 532
or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)
Educ 618:

PRINCIPLES

AND

APPLICATIONS
OF
EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Selected research literature
dealing with
learning theory and its educational
appllcations. Also listed as Psy 618. Prerequisite:
Psy
332 and Psy 501 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)
Educ 638:

SEMINAR IN THE
TEACHING
OF SPEECH
Study of significant curriculum
patterns,
practices and research in speech with Dpportunities for investigations
based upon individual needs and interests. () sem: hr.)
Educ 639:

ANALYSIS

SEMINAR IN TEACHING
OF
SECONDARY ENGLISH
Study of significant curriculum
patterns,
practices and research in secondary English
with opportunities
for investigations
based
upon
individual
needs and interests.
NDt
credited as basic methods course for certification. (3 sem; hr.)
Educ 642:

SEMINAR IN TEACHING
OF
SECONDARY MATHEMATICS
Study of significant
mathematics
cur.
riculum
patterns,
practices and research in
mathematics education with opportunities
for
projects and research. Not credited as basic
methods course for certification. (3 sem. h1·.)
Educ 643:

SEMINAR IN THE
TEACHING
OF
SECONDARY SCIENCE
Significant
curriculum
patterns,
practices and research in teaching of secondary
science. Opportunity
for investigations
based
on individual
needs and interests. Prerequisite: Educ 443 or equivalent. (3 scm: hr.)
Educ 644:

SEMINAR IN TEACHING
OF
SECONDARY SOCIAL STUDIES
Study of selected problems in secondary
school social studies curriculum
and methodology with opportunities
for research based
upon individual
needs and interests.
NDt
credited as basic methods course for certification. Prerequisite:
teaching
experience
Dr
methods course in secondary social studies.
(; scm: hr.)

AND

CORRECTION
OF
READING DIFFICULTIES
Comprehensive
survey of methods, materials and research. Preparation
of kit for use

Educ 647:

SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
Phases of education of concern to group.
Student works in small group or on ind i-
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vidual project in addition lO participating
large group activities. (3 sem. hr.)

in

Educ 649:

IMPROVING
READING
SKILLS OF SECONDARY
SCHOOL STUDENTS
Methods and materials of teaching reading at secondary leveL Designed for teachers,
reading
consultants,
supervisors
and principals. Prerequisite:
previous work in reading.
(6 scm, hr.)

EVALUATION
IN THE
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Measurement
and evaluation
of
and curriculum. (3 sem, hr.)

Educ 666:

CURRICULUM
CONSTRUCTION
Principles, practices and issues underlying
construction
of curriculum
for elementary
school. Examination
and analysis of selected
programs.

(3 sem. hr.)

Educ 671:

PHILOSOPHY
OF
EDUCATION
Analysis of major philosophical
positions
which underlie contemporary
American education.

is

sem. hr.]

THE HISTORY OF
EDUCATION
Development
of education
from primitive times to present with emphasis on education in American culture. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 672:

Educ 650:

pupils

Educ 651: EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
Understanding
and appreciation
of types
and techniques of research and their contribution to education and teaching. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 673:

Educ 652:

Educ 678:

INDIVIDUAL
RESEARCH
PROJECT
For experienced
teachers who wish to
work independently
on in-service problems.
Arrangements
for time and credit made with
students' advisers and by advanced registration. (1 to 6 sem. hr.)

Educ 653:

MEASUREMENT
AND
EVALUATION
IN
SECONDA R Y EDUCATION
Techniques.
instruments
and processes
for appraising
scholastic
and psychological
status and growth of secondary school pupils.

(3 sem. hr.)

SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS
OF EDUCATION
Analysis of role and basic issues of education in contemporary
American
society. (J
sem. hr.)
SUPERVISION
OF
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION
I
Objectives and concepts of supervision,
organization
of supervisory
programs
and
techniques of supervision. Prerequisite:
three
years of public elementary
school leaching.
(3 scm; hr.)
Educ 679:

SUPERVISION
OF
ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION II
Evaluation
of teaching, personnel problems, curriculum
change as a social process.
May precede or follow Educ 678. Prerequisite:
three years of public elementary school teaching.

ts sem.

Educ 680:

Educ 660:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
CURRICULUM
Critical examination
of elementary school
curricula
including design, organization,
implementation,
evaluation
and ways of effecting curriculum change. () scm. hr.)
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hr.)

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
PRINCIPALSHIP
I
School organization, role of administrator,
school management, legal and financial aspects
of public education. Prerequisite:
three years
of public elementary school teaching. (3 sem,
hr.)

Educ 68L

ELE:MENTARY
SCHOOL
PRINCIPALSHIP
II
Role of principal in supervision, organization, evaluation
and improvement
of curriculum,
personnel
problems,
professional
ethics and school-community
relationships.
May precede or follow Educ 680. Prereq uisite: three years of public elementary school
teaching. (3 sem. hr.)
THE JUNIOR
HIGH
SCHOOL PROGRAM
Objectives, organizational
patterns
and
curricula of junior high school. Improvement
of teaching and guidance services to youth.
(3 sem. hr.)

Jic education. Legal rights
ties of teachers. (2 sem. hr.)

and

responsibili-

Educ 688: COMPARATIVE
EDUCATION
Comparative study of selected educational
systems: France, Germany, Britain, Denmark,
the Soviet Union and the United States with
an analysis of social and political philosophies
of these countries. Prerequisite: Educ 671 or
Educ 673 or consent of instructor. (3 sem. hr.)

Educ 682:

Educ 685:

ORGANIZATION
AND
ADMINISTRATION
FOR
TEACHERS
Organization and administration of pub-

Educ 694:

LABORATORY
IN
CORRECTIVE
READING
Student to analyze needs of a pupil and
work with him daily under supervision of
laboratory
director. Emphasis on development and evaluation of techniques for classroom situations. For teachers, reading consultants and supervisors. Prerequisite:
Educ
639 - which may be taken concurrently - or
consent of department. (J sem. hr.)

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND EARLY SECONDARY
SPECIALIZATION CURRICULA
The curriculum in Elementary Education is designed to prepare teachers for
elementary and junior high schools. The programs provide for the issuance of
New York State provisional certificates at the completion of a four-year baccalaureate program in: I) Early childhood grades and upper elementary grades
(nursery, kindergarten through 6th grade); and 2) Early childhood grades, upper
elementary grades and an academic subject in the early secondary grades (nursery,
kindergarten through 9th grade). Permanent certification is issued to a candidate
who has completed a five-year program of collegiate preparation which shall
include the baccalaureate degree, and, in addition, thirty semester hours of
approved advanced courses.
This 128-semester-hour curriculum
I. All Elementary

Education

includes several important

students,

including

both

features.

Early

Childhood
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Education and Early Secondary
liberal-cultural
work.

students.

take ninety

semester

hours

of

2. Of these ninety semester hours of liberal-cultural
work. a fifty-foursemester-hour
basic required COre is specified for all students. Some of
the work in this required core can be applied to the academic depth area.
3. Using part of the thirty-six hours remaining
from the ninety semester
hours of Iiberal-cultural
work, Elementary Education and Early Childhood
Education
students complete twenty-three
semester hours on a single
academic area for study in depth; and Early Secondary students, similarly,
concentrate on an academic area for Early Secondary certification.
4. All students may elect to include a foreign language sequence. which leads
to the B.A. rather than the B.S. degree. Some hours for the foreign language
sequence may come from the unused portion of the ninety semester hours
of liberal-cultural
work.
5. The professional education sequence of thirty-four hours includes two
quarters of student leaching along with professional study to strengthen
the relationship of theory to practice.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD AND UPPER ELEMENTARY
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM:
NURSERY, KINDERGARTEN TO 6TH GRADE
Distribution

of Courses by Departments

BASIC REQUIRED CORE:
COURSE

NO.

COURSE

ART

.

...._._

...

Art 21 I
BIOLOGY

TiTLE

..__
Backgrounds

_. __ ._ ..... __

.... _.
Zoology

OR PHYSICS

.~

Chemistry

..... __

.

.

.._. __

._ ..... __ .__ ._
__~.

.._.

.

..__

__ ._ _

_._

Eng 210, 211 or
Eng 270, 271

American Literature or
Introduction
to Literature
__ .._._.

.__

Geog 300

HE 310

It II
..... _

General Geography

GEOLOGY
Geol161
HEALTH

.... _ ..

.

.__

~
Personal

..

9

_

3"

..

6

....

._.

Earth Science
_._.

3 or 4

.._.._._ .._....

Fundamentals of Composition _~

_~~

3

_ 3 or 4

._ .._ .._ ..__ ._ ..__

Eng 100

GEOGRAPHY

3

.

or Physics

..

3

.._._.
_

..__

.

3
3
3

_

3

._ .._..... _.._ .... _.._.... _._ ..... _
and

Community

HOURS
3

._

or Botany

_._.~.

Chern 121 or
Phys 141.251
ENGLISH

in Art __ ~.~

... _.._..__ ..

BiotIOl or 201
103 or 203
CHEMISTRY

SEMESTER

._. __ .... _ ... _..... _..

Health

3
_

3

HISTORY
Hist 100
Hist no

6
American

History

I

~

European

History

I _.__..

.

3
3

_

6

~

MATH EM A TI CS ~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~_
~~~~~~_~~~~_~~~~~_~~
~_~~_~~~~
__ ~~
__ ~~~~~_~~~~
Math 101, 102
Introduction
to Math I, II _...
~_.
M U SI C ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~~
~~~_~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~_~~~~~~~~~~~
~__
Mu 111,112
Foundations of Musical Expression I, II
POLITI CA L SCIEN CE
PS 250

_

6
6
_

6

~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~~_~~_~~~~~~~~
~~~~_~~_~~~~~~~~~_~~_~~~_~~_~~_~~~_~~~~~3
American Government
._.
_
3

PSYCHO LOG Y _~~_~__ ~~~_~~~~~~_~~
__ ~~~~~~~~~_~~
~_~_~~
~_~~~~_~~~~~~
__ ~_~~~_~~_~~~~~~_~~_~~
Psy 101
General Psychology
__..
_
3
SPEECH AND THEATRE
_
.. _
ST 195
ELEC T IV ES

Fundamentals

of Speaking

_

._.

Electives to be used for Foreign

and depth

3

3'

_
Languages"

3

36 or 37

area concentration

in

academicareas···
Academic

TOTAL
PH YSICAL

electives may not be taken in education

LIBERAL-CUL TURAL
EDU CA T ION

PE 191-194 or
PE 29I~294
EDUCATION
Educ 100
Educ 291
Educ 463,464
Educ lIB
Educ 471
Educ 490

TOTAL

~~~~~~~~
__
~__
~~~~~_~
~~_~~~~
__~~~_~ ~~~~~~~_~

.

._.

....

.._._._.

Physical Education Activities
P.E. Activities Electives
.

_

.._.....

._.....~
_

4

2
2
34

Child Psychology _.__~
._._.
__._~
__
Introduction
to Teaching
. ..
_
Methods and Materials I, II "
_
Educational

Psychology

._. _

Foundations of Modern Education _
Student Teaching
_..
._ .....
Education Electives
...
.

3
3
6
3

3
._...
.. _

SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUA TION ~~~ ~~_~~
_

"Exemption

90

14
2

128

possible.

··Students
electing to graduate with a bachelor of arts degree must demonstrate
intermediate
proficiency in a modern foreign language (through second year of college study) .
•• "Credits to develop depth area concentrations
in academic areas to be taken from elective
group with the provisions that at least nine credits of election be taken in fields other than
areas of academic concentration
for students seeking the ECE-Upper Elementary certificate
and who do not elect the foreign language option. The selection of appropriate
courses for
the development of depth area concentrations
in academic SUbjects is by advisement.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD, UPPER ELEMENTARY AND
EARLY SECONDARY PROGRAM:
NURSERY, KINDERGARTEN TO 9TH GRADE
BASIC REQUIRED

CORE:

COURSE NO.
Same basic core as required
cation group
~

COURSE TITLE
for early childhood and upper
~
.__._...

SEMESTER HOURS
certifi54

elementary
.___

SEMESTER
ELECT IV ES

~

~___

HOURS
36

Electives to be used for Foreign Language" and study in academic areas for early secondary
certification. The selection of appropriate
courses for the development
of Early Secondary
Specialization in academic SUbjects is by advisement.

TOTAL
PH YSI CAL

LIBERAL-CULTURAL
EDU CA TIO N

Same as required
PROFESSIONAL
Educ 100
Educ 291

~

for early childhood
EDUCATION

Educ 430
Educ 431,433,434,435,437

TOTAL

electives

certification

90

_

4

group.

_
_._._...
._.._ _.
Child Psychology
,._.__._ ....__
~ _
Introduction
to Teaching _...__..__~
..._._
Methods and Materials in Elementary School
Methods of Teaching in Junior High School
Subject
._._.__
....
.
.__.._....._

Educ 200
Educ 490
Education
Educ 471

and upper elementary

_

.._

Learning and Adolescent Development ..__._
Student Teaching (one qtr. in elementary
grades and one qtr. at junior high level) __
_.
.,,_ _ _
__.
Foundations

of Modern

Education

SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

_

34
3
3
4
3
3
13
2
3

128

"Students enrolled in the Elementary Education Curriculum leading to Early Secondary certification in an academic subject also are permitted to select the foreign language option provided
for the bachelor of arts degree, although they may have to add some part of this work to their
total graduation requirement.
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DIVISION OF HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND RECREATION

The State University College at Cortland awards the degree of bachelor of
science upon the satisfactory completion of the requirements and conditions
prescribed in each of the Health Education, Physical Education and Recreation
Education curricula. The details of each of these curricula will be found on the
pages immediately following.

General Physical

Education

Program

for Non-Majors

(For College students not majoring in physical education or recreation
education.)
This is a planned program of instruction in physical education activities with
courses offered in the areas of aquatics, rhythms and dance, individual and dual
sports and team sports.
Four semester hours are required for graduation. A course for women in
"Foundations of Physical Education" is required during the first semester of the
freshman year. Proficiency in swimming is required of all students. All other
courses are elective upon advisement. It is reccommended that the physical education requirement be completed by the end of the sophomore year.
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BASIC STUDIES
Included

in All Curricula -

56 Semester Hours

English Composition
~___________
Modern Foreign Language and/or electives
Physical Education
T otal

3 semester hours
13
4"

._____________ _

~___________________
20 semester hours

Two one-year sequences in each of these groups:
GROUP

1

GROUP

(Mathematics and Science)
l. Mathematics
2. Physical Science
3. Biological Science

11

GROUP III

(Social Sciences)
I. History
2. Social Sciences other
than History
3. Psychology

(Humanities)
I. Literature
2. Fine Arts. 6 hours in Music or Art or
Theatre
or an integrated
course in
the Fine Arts.
3. Philosophy

Total

HEALTH

3G semester hours

EDUCATION

CURRICULUM

The purpose of the curriculum in Health Education is to prepare persons
for the school health education and public health education fields. The four-year
undergraduate
program presented here prepares teachers to teach health in the
elementary and secondary public schools of the state and to act as health education
coordinators. It further prepares teachers to enter an approved graduate school
of public health.
Upon satisfactory completion of the four-year program, graduates are granted
a degree of Bachelor of Science in Education with state certification in the special
field of health education.
SEMESTER
BASIC

STUDIES

EDUCATION:
Adolescent

HOURS
56

Psychology

(Psy 232)

.

Foundations
of Education (Educ 471)
Health :Methods (Educ 426)
Student Teaching
Health Education

.

._._._...

..
.__...

in School Health (Educ 496)
Seminar (HE 497)

.._.

..

3
3
3

.________
.

_ 7
.._. 2
18

*These hOUTS are included
Education
majors.
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in the activity

requirements

for Physical

Education

and

Recreation

HEALTH EDUCATION:
Safety and First Aid
~
Public Health Practices
N urrition
._.
~
Global Health
. .
Mental Health
Epidemiology IEcology

.__.

~ __ ~"
.____ 3
._____
3
.
"_____________
3
~_____________________________ 3

.

.
.

~____________

Individual
Health and Counseling
Family and Social Health
Introduction
Public
Health

to Health

~______

~

Economics

Health Field Work
~
Science Elective
~_~

.
..
~

..
3
~_______________________________
3

~
.

3
3

.

._.__...

.__..,.--~-"--------_-----------------.__~_~
.

3

..----__ 7
.
._ 2

36
ELECTIVES

TOTAL

..

_

14

SEMESTER

HOURS

FOR GRADUATION

_

124

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJOR CURRICULUM
The purpose of the curriculum in Physical Education is to prepare teachers
in this special area for the elementary and secondary grade levels in the school
programs of various communities of New York State.
Major students in the curriculum are prepared to organize, administer, supervise and promote a sound program of physical education, including extraclass,
intramural and interscholastic athletic activities.
Upon satisfactory completion of the four-year program, graduates are granted
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education with New York State certification
in the special field of physical education,

SEMESTER
BA 51C 5T U DI ES
EDUCATION:
Educational

.

Psychology

..

.

"_____

(Educ 118)

Physical Education Methods (Educ 227)
Foundations
of Education
(Educ 475-485)
Student

Teaching

in Physical

Education

HOURS

56
3

.__~
"
.__.
(Educ 495)

.__._ 4
._ 4
~

~__________
8
19
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HEALTH
EDUCATION:
Personal and Community
First Aid (HE 320)
Safety and Health

Health

Observation

(HE 310)

3
I

(HE 321-442)

._______________
3

7
PHYSICAL EDUCA nON:
Applied Anatomy (PE 340)
Tests and Measurements
(PE 420)
Physiology of Exercise (PE 445)

~

2
3
2

~__

Physical Education for the Atypical (PE 460)
Physical Education Curriculum
(PE 470) .__
.
Sports (women) (PE 438, 439)
~.

~________________________
3
.
3
.__________
4

Activity Program Clinics (men) (PE 525-540)
Administration
I and II (PE 490+491)
Physical Education Actlviuese

4
._______ 4
16

.
.

37
RECREATION
EDUCATION:
Camping (RE 370)
.

_

ELECTIVES

.

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS FOR GRADUATION

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EDUCATION MAJORS

3
_

_

3
9

131

AND RECREATION

Activity courses are designed to develop attitudes, appreciation and personal
skill and applied techniques in all types of activities included in the broad
physical education and recreation education program. Minimum standards of
personal skill are required for satisfactory completion of each activity unit.
Requirement
for graduation:
Physical Education Major - 16 semester hours.
Recreation Education Major - 13 semester hours.
Within the 16 hours required for certification, courses in gymnastics, rhythms
and dance, aquatics, individual, dual and team sports and games of low organization are required of all Physical Education majors. Additional courses are selected
with advisement and others may be elected. Certain courses listed under recreation
education activities also are required of physical education majors.
Recreation education majors are required to take specific courses from both
the recreation and the physical education activities offerings. All major students
should consult with an adviser in the appropriate department for information on
specific activity requirements and elective opportunities.
"{See page 159 for specific areas required
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[or state certiiicaiion.y

The following lists show the grouping of activities according to type. For
Physical Education majors, certain freshman and sophomore activity courses
must be completed satisfactorily before assignment to student teaching in the
junior year.

Physical Education Activities -

Women

Requirements for certification include the following:
Gym n asti cs
~__~
Rhythms and Dances
Aquatics
_
Games - Low Organization
Individual and Dual Sports
_
Team Sports

Physical Education Activities -

hrs.
hrs,
hr.
hr.
hrs.
hrs.

Men

Requirements for certification include the following:
Gymnastics
_
Rhythms and Dances
Aquatics
_
~
Games - Low Organization
Individual and Dual Sports
_
Team Sports

Participation Credit -

_ 2
4
1
_
1
_ 3
_ 3

_
_

Physical Education -

_
_
_
_
_
_

3 hrs.
2 hrs.
1 hr.

2 hrs,
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

Men

It is the belief of the Men's Physical Education
Department
that participation
in afterclass athletic activities is essential in the professional preparation
of physical education majors.
With this in mind requirements
have been established which state that each physical education
major must earn a minimum of one participation
credit for each year of residence. Credits may be
earned through team participation
or through participation
as a manager, intramural
director
or student coach. Details of this program will be provided by the student's adviser.

Participation Credit-Dance-Men
Students may elect Dance Club participation
credit hours. (Formerly listed as FA 401-402.)

and Women
£01' ~

credit hour per semester for a total of two
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Physical Education Activities
(100 level courses are for men; 200 level courses are for women)
Credit
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE

100-:'::00
101-201
102-202
103-203
104-204
105-205
106-206
107

PE 109-209
PE III

Body Conditioning
Tactics & Cal. I
Stunts & Tumb. I
Apparatus
I
Body Mechanics
Stunts & Tumb. II
Apparatus II
Analysis of Sp. Skills
Fundamentals
Tactics & Cal. II
Dern. & Play Gymnas.
Dance I

PE2ll

Dance 1

PE 112

Dance II

PE212
PE 113-213

Dance II

PE 114-214
PE 115-215

Social Dance
Folk Dance

PE2l6

Dance 111

PE 118-218

Dance

PE ll9-219
PE 121-221

Dance Choreography
Swimming I

PE 125-225

SCUBA

P£207
PE 208

1

Yo
I

Sq. & Country

Swimming
Life Saving

PE 128-228

'Vater
Water

Jh
~
Y:?

Sch.

Diving

PE 226
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Dance

1

in Elem.

PE 127-227
I'E 129-229

Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
~
Yo
Y1
Yo
Yo
Yo
Jh

II

Safety Inst. Course
Sports & Pag.

Yo
Yo
1

Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo

Credit
1'£ 131-231
PE 132-232
PE 141-241
PE 142-242
PE 143
1>£ 144-244
PE 146-246
PE 151
PE 153-253
PE 159-259
PE 161-261
PE 162
PE 26~
PE 163-263
PE 164
PE 264
PE 165"265
PE 168-268
PE 171-271
PE 172
PE 173-273
PE 174
PE274
PE 175
PE 280
PE 281
PE 282

Sec. & Leadup Games
Elementary Activities
Track & Field I
Tennis I
Wrestling
Badminton
Golf
Track & Field 11
~quash I
Tennis II
Soccer I
Football I
Speed away
Basketball I

Baseball I
Field Hockey 1
Volleyball
Lacrosse
Soccer II
Football
II
Basketball
II
Baseball II
Field Hockey II
lee Hockey
Officiating - Soccer, Hockey
Officiating - Basketball
Officiating - Softball,
Volleyball

0?
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yo
Yf
Yo
~
Yo
~
Yo
~
Yo
~
Yo
~
Yo
1'2
Yo
Yo
,/,

Yo
Yo

RECREATION

EDUCATION

CURRICULUM

The purpose of the curriculum in Recreation Education is to prepare trained
recreation workers to give leadership on administrative,
levels to various kinds of recreation

programs.

supervisory and teaching

These include

school-community

projects in both urban and rural areas, and programs in youth-service agencies,
industries, parks and forests, resorts, hospitals, rehabilitation
(including

the expanding

centers and camps

area of school camping).

Upon satisfactory completion

of the four-year program graduates

the degree of Bachelor of Science in Education
in the special field of Recreation

Education.

BA SIC

._.

are granted

with New York State certification

SEMESTER
5T UDI ES _~._.__ .~

EDUCATION:
Philosophy

of Play and Recreation

Social Group
Counseling

~

Work Methods

.
_

Education

56

(Educ 171)

(Educ 228)

(Educ 486) __ __

Practicum-Recreation

HOURS

_

.

. ..

_

2

_

2

_

(Educ 497)

3
_

16
23

HEALTH

EDUCATION:

Personal and Community Health
First Aid (HE 320) _.
.

(HE 310)
.
_

(HE 321)

Safety Education

.

3
1

.

_

I

5
RECREATION
EDUCATION:
Outdoor Education and Camping (RE 360)
Camping (RE 370)
._'-____________________

....
_

._.

.

Community Recreation (RE 390)
Operation and Maintenance
(RE 391)
Recreation

for Atypical

(RE 493)

Recreation

Equipment

(RE 494)

Administration
Recreation

Physical Education
Recreation

Methods

.

3

_

3

.

3

Education

Electives

2

_
. _.

3
_

Activities

2
3

_
_

(RE 496)

and Recreation

Education

.__..

(RE 495)

of Recreation

Education

._. _..
_

_
_

2
_

_

JO
5
36

ELEG TIll ES
TOTAL

SEMESTER

.
HOURS

.

FOR GRADUATION

.

.

.__.

14
_

134
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Recreation Education Activities
Requirements

for certification

of Recreation

Education

majors include:

Gymnastics -------------------------------------------____________________ Y2
Rhythms and Dances
~_______________
2
Aquatics
I Y2
Games-Low Organization
~
1
Individual and Dual Sports _
4
Team Games
2
Recreational Activities
_
2:y2

hr.
hrs.
hrs.
hr.
hrs.
hrs,
hrs.

Recreation Education majors are required to take some physical education
activity courses. See page 158 for these requirements.

Credit

RE 117-217 Dance I
RE 140-240
RE 147-247
RE 148-248

Skiing I
Archery I
Bowling

RE 150-250 Riflery
RE 152-252
RE 154-254
RE 155-255
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Skiing II
Fencing
Bait and Fly Casting

y,
y,
y,
y,
,;,
~

y,

v,

Credit
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE

156-256
157-257
160-260
166·266
183-283
185-285
186-286

Horseback Riding I
Archery II
Softball
Horseback Riding II
Recreational
Music
Rhythms & Dance
Games & Game Leadership

!/z
y:!
~

'if!
y:!
I
I

HEALTH EDUCATION
Sinacore, Chairman,' Coughlin) Decker, Caih, Lewis, O'Reilly, Poskanxer, Scobell,
Timmel, Whitaker
HE 310:

PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY
HEALTH
Consideration of those health problems of
both an individual and community nature as
they relate to the scientific, social, economic
and political changes of our times. (3-4 sem.
hr.)
HE 313:

MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL
HEALTH
Mental hygiene of the normal individual
with a detailed analysis of factors underlying
maximum
effective personality
development
and adjustment.
Personality
aberrations
introduced only as essential to a more comprehensive understanding
of the normal. (J sem.
hr.)
HE 320:

FIRST

AID

American Red Cross standard course, together with use of first aid procedures in the
public school program. (1 scm, hr.)
HE 321,

SAFETY

EDUCATION

Presentation
of and practice in modern
methods of safety education, including safety
of the school child and formulation of school
safety education programs. (1 sem. hr.)
HE 322,

SAFETY

EDUCATION

Thorough
consideration
of, and practice
in, modern
methods
of safety education.
Emphasizes safety of the school child and comprehensive community
safety education
programs. (2 sem. hr.)
HE 324, ADVANCED FIRST AID
American Red Cross advanced first aid
course emphasizing latest techniques of artificial respiration,
both manual and with the

use of mechanical aids. All types of transportation of injured and various advanced first
aid procedures
examined.
Prerequisite:
HE
320. (1 scm, hr.)
HE 325: INSTRUCTOR'S
FIRST AID
American Red Cross instructor's
first aid
course emphasizing
methods
and materials
used in teaching of standard
and advanced
first
aid
courses.
Technical
background
strengthened.
Prerequisites:
HE 320 and HE
324: (1 sem. hr.)
HE 400, HEALTH ISSUES
Investigation and analysis of controversial
health issues of our times. Not open to Health
Education majors. (3 scm, hr.)
HE 416: HEALTH
COUNSELING
Application
of counseling techniques
to
public school health education.
Emphasizes
place and importance
of individual
counseling. Includes group guidance procedures. Describes work of the health counselor. (2 sem.
hr.)
HE 41i:
FAl\ULY AND CHILD CARE
Biological, hygienic and medical aspects
of problems and needs in care of the child and
the family, with analysis of current practices
and procedures. Not open to students caking
HE 451. (2 sem. hr.)
HE 423: FOODS AND NUTRITION
Basic course concerned with Iood selection
as nutritional
basis for healthful
living. Includes analysis of nutritional
needs at various
age levels as well as a study of recent research
findings.
nutrition

Application
of the principles
also is stressed. (3 sem; hr.)

of
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HE 440, FIELD WORK IN HEALTH
One-half
of one semester devoted to application
of knowledge gained in theory
courses to a practical community health program. Includes observation of, and participation in, functions of official and non-official
health agencies. May require residence in any
part of the state at student's expense. (7 scm.
hL)

HE 442:

HEALTH
OBSERVATION
OF
SCHOOL
CHILDREN
To familiarize student with methods of
physical
inspection,
commonly
occurring
school health problems and relationships
of
teaching staffs to health service personnel. (2
scm. hr.)

HE 443:

PREPARATION
FOR
MARRIACE
Human
relationships
in courtship.
engagement
and marriage.
Includes study of all
factors related
to marital
adjustment
and
wholesome family living. Not open to students
taking HE 451. (2 sern.. lir.)

HE 451: FAMILY AND SOCIAL HEALTH
Examination
of human relations during
premarital
period and marriage
that contribute to successful family life. Special emphasis on hygienic,
psychological,
medical
implications of family life. Not open to students who have had HE 417 and/or HE 443.
(J sem. hr.)

HE 454,

ECOLOGY
AND
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Study of etiology, occurrence,
distribution, development,
control and prevention of
diseases - both communicable
and non-cornmunicable. (3 scm. hr.)

HE 471: DRIVER EDUCATION
I
For instructors of driver education in the
high school covering organization and supervision, teaching methods, teaching aids, use of
psychophysical tests, skill tests. Driving expertence and New York State Operator's License
required.
Under present
State regulations
only teachers with secondary school certificates can be employed as teachers of driver
education. Course requires sixty clock hours
of work. (2 st!m. hr.)
HE 472:

DRIVER AND TRAFFIC
SAFETY EDUCATION
II
Designed as a second course required for
approval to teach driver education in the high
school. Will include practice and testing in
driving proficiency, methods and techniques
of laboratory and in-the-car teaching. Related
field trips and in-the-car
student
teaching.
Prerequisite: HE 471. (2 scm, hL)
HE 481,

CASE STUDIES-SCHOOL
HEALTH
SERVICE
Introduction
to social work dealing with
health
service personnel's
approach
to the
family, compiling data, histories and case reports; use of voluntary and official organizations in coordinating
the work of the school
in general health service. For dental hygiene
students

INDIVIDUAL
HEALTH
AND
COUNSELING
Consideration
of those health concerns
common
to the individual
with attention
shown those counseling techniques useful in
helping an individual
to better understand
and face health concerns of a physical and
emotional nature. Required for Health Education majors. May be elected by others with
consent of instructor. (] scm. !lr')

only. (2 sem. hr.)

HE 452:
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HE 497:

HEALTH
EDUCATION
SEMINAR
Individual
problems evolving from student's off-campus
experience
in school or
public health education.
Planned
to allow
ample opportunity
for individual conferences
with faculty members. Selection of major areas
of study by individual student with guidance
of the instructor. (3 scm. hL)

HE 499, PUBLIC HEALTH
PRACTICES
Modern public health programs including
epidemiological,
clinical
and
educational
phases. Includes observation in the work of a
county health department
and of voluntary
health agencies. (3 sun. hr.)

HE 510:

CURRENT
DEVELOPMENTS
IN HEALTH
intensive investigation into the most recent developments in hygiene, public health
and preventive medicine and their application
to the school health programs. (3 sem. hr.)

HE 511: GLOBAL HEALTH
PROBLEMS
Health conditions and problems in major
geographical areas of world. Thorough presentation of current programs of various international organizations. (3 sem, hr.)

HE 5J2: MENTAL HEAl.TH
Stress laid on application of basic mental
hygiene principles in the total school situation. Exploration
of factors which influence
mental health of pupils and personnel,
and
the school's potentialities
for improving mental health in the community.
Consideration
given to individual
interests of students enrolled in course. (3 sem. hr.)

HE 513:

HEALTH
EDUCATION
TOPICS
FOR SCIENCE TEACHERS
Selected topics in secondary school health
for teachers of general science and related
fields. Consent of instructor required. (2 sem,

hr.)

SUMMER WORKSHOP
IN THE
HEALTH
SCIENCES
Workshops
in specific health areas for
studies in depth. Consultants and lecturers
from varied community
organizations
will
serve as instructors. (2 sem. hr.)

HE 515:

SUl\.fMER WORKSHOPS
IN
MENTAL HEALTH·
Studies in mental health and related areas
a) MENTAL
HEALTH
To explore current problems in mental health,
especially
concerning
school age children. (2 scm; hr.)
h) FAMILY LlFE (SEX) EDUCATION
To familiarize
educators
with current research and bases of philosophy
in the area of family life (sex) education. To present varied possibilities
for curriculum
development
and
teaching methodology. (2 scm, hr.)

• A student may register
workshop for 2 semester

for more than
hours each.

One

HE 516:

SUMMER WORKSHOPS
IN
DRUG STUDIES·
Detailed study of a drug or drug group as
an ecologic factor and its public health implications in society.
a) DRUG ALCOHOL
Pharmacological,
physiological
and
psychological actions of alcohol. Investigation of alcoholism and attendant social, economic and medical
problems. (2 scm. hr.)
0) DRUGS IN OUR SOCIETY
Drugs, as a developing ecologic factor in society and their specific public health implications. (2 sem. hr.)

c) MAN'S USE OF TOBACCO
Thorough
study of man's use of tobacco, with emphasis on the psychosocial, economic and medical implications of smoking. (2 set». hr.)
'loA student may register for more than one
workshop for 2 semester hours each. Offered
primarily during summer session.

HE 514:

HE 520: HEALTH
Intensive study

ECONO"l\.HCS
of the organization,

dis-

tributicn,
costs, utilization
and financing
personal health services. (3 sem: IIr.)

of
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HE 522:

PROBLEMS

IN

SCHOOL SAFETY
Study of school accidents, their causes and
prevention. Opportunity
for planning specific
school safety curricula. Considers educational,
administrative
and legal aspects. (3 sem. hr.)

HE 541:

WORKSHOP
}'OLLUTION

Description

and

IN AIR

analysis of causative

agents of air pollution and their effects upon
man and society. Explores medical and economic effects of air pollution.
Consideration
given to meteorological
factors, measurement
and analysis of air pollutants
in community
atmospheres, and federal, state and community
approaches
to prevention
and control. (1·2
sem. hr.)

HE 565:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
HEALTH
Effective functions of the teacher in elementary
school health
programs.
Includes
daily observation of pupils, unit development,
coordination
and integration of teaching and
administrative
aspects of school health education at this academic level. (3 sem. hr.)
HE 580: SCHOOL NURSE TEACHING
I
Theory and principles
underlying
functions of the school-nurse-teacher
in health
teaching; materials, their sources, evaluation
and use. R.N. required. (3 sem; h,·.)
HE 581: SCHOOL NURSE TEACHING
II
Instructional
techniques and skills necessary to the various responsibilities
of the
nurse-teacher.
R.N. required.(3 sem. hr.)
HE 582:

HE 557:

SE.MINAR IN THE
HEALTH
SCIENCES

Seminars in specific health areas for
studies in depth. Varied resource people will
participate in these offerings. (3 sem. hr.)
HE 561:

THE ORGANIZATION
AND
ADMINISTRATION
OF THE
SCHOOL HEALTH
PROGRAM
Role of the classroom teacher, the school
nurse teacher, and others in the development
and implementation
of the total school health
curriculum.
Includes consideration
of problems in selection and use of methods and
materials for elementary and secondary levels.
(J sem. hr.)

HE 571:

ADVANCED DRIVER
EDUCATION
Designed for secondary school teachers
now engaged in teaching of driver education.
Includes an evaluation of present practices in
driver education. Research and study of current principles and policies in the field. Group
and individual
projects required. Course requires sixty clock hours of work. Prerequisites:
HE 471 and HE 472. (2 sem. hr.)
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SCHOOL

NURSING

I

Study of function and service of schoolnurse-teacher in family, school and community
health. Responsibilities
of school health service personnel, including supervision of illnessabsentees, handling of records and reports and
legal aspects of these functions. Various testing
techniq ues and instruments of the profession.
R.N. required. (3 sem. hr.)
HE 583:

SCHOOL

NURSING

II

Advanced course, having as a prerequisite
School Nursing I or Its equivalent.
Includes
new trends in school health services and deals
with special problems
in school nursing.
Special areas where school-nurse-teachers
can
make a contribution
are explored. For schoolnurse-teachers
only. R.N. required (3 sem.hr.)
HE 584:

FAMILY

CASE WORK

I

Study of health and related social problems of the family. Stresses exploration
of
activities of family-centered
programs in community agencies. R.N. required. (4 scm, hr.)
HE 585:

FAMILY

CASE WORK

II

- FIELD STUDIES
Observation
of activities in community
health agencies. Stresses importance
of skills
and techniques of professional personnel oper-

aung within framwork of these programs.

HE 620,

HE 586: CONSERVATION
OF VISION
Study of methods and resources for promotion of visual health, including eye structure and function as related to disease and its
prevention.
Emphasizes
early detection
of
visual disorders. R.N. required. (3 sem. hr.)

HE 625:

Indudes study of interrelationships
of various
community agencies. R.N. required. (2 sem, hr.)

HE 587, CONSERVATION
OF HEARING
Stresses early detection of hearing loss and
other diseases of the ear. Consideration
and
practice in use of audiometric
devices. Includes study of all ear structures and functions
in relation to diseases and their prevention.
R.N. required.

(3 sem. hr.)

HE 605:

INDIVIDUAL
HEALTH
EDUCATION
PROBLEMS
Teachers with unique in-service problems
consult and confer with specialists in their
field. Effective practical solutions sought in
terms of local situations and school-community needs, interests and resources. Hours and
credits to be arranged. (J -2 sem. hr.)

MEDICAL CARE PROBLEMS
AND PROGRAMS
Discussions
of major
developments,
achievements
and issues in fast-moving and
wide-ranging field of medical care. (3 sem. hr.)
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF HEALTH
EDUCATION
Analysis of historical and philosophical
development
of health
education
in the
United States with emphasis on contemporary
philosophical
issues in school health instruction. (3 sem. hr.)
HE 647:

SEMINAR IN THE
LITERATURE
AND RESEARCH
OF HEALTH
EDUCATION
Thorough investigation and evaluation of
basic and recent research and literature
in
health education. (J sem, hr.)

HE 652,

MASTER'S THESISRESEARCH IN HEALTH
EDUCATION
(2-6 sem. hr.)

HE 610, SOCIAL HYGIENE
Advanced study concerned with matters
relating to sexual problems of society. Special
attention given to prevention and control of
diseases which result from failure to solve
these problems. (2 sem. hr.)

HE 679,

CURRICULUM
CONSTRUCTION
IN
HEALTH
Modern methods of curriculum construetion based upon current theories of education
applied to school health education.
Opportunities given LO work lipan individual curriculum problems at any school level. (3 sem.

HE 611:

hr.)

HEALTH
PROBLEMS
OF THE AGING
Intensive study of problems which may
accompany growth in the later years. Nature
of the aging process is considered and means
of promoting physical and emotional health
during this period of life are explored. (2 sem.
hr.)
HE 615: ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH
Study of those public health activities
gcuemlly included under the scope of "environmental health." (3 sem. hr.)

HE 699,

SUPERVISION

AND

ADMINISTRATION
HEALTH

OF

Emphasis upon study of significant problems in organization,
administration
and
supervision
of local school health program.
Through
individual
study, group participation and use of consultants,
suggested techniques
of applications
and
solutions
of
problems are presented
for evaluation
and
criticism. (2 sem. hr.)
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Educ 426:

METHODS

AND MATERIALS

OF HEALTH
INSTRUCTION
(See Education section for course descripticn.) (3 sem. hr.)
Educ 496:

STUDENT
TEACHING
IN
HEALTH
EDUCATION
Opportunity
for experience and experimentation in a total school situation through

apprentice

teaching

a school

system

Adequate

supervision

make this experience
education

[or one school quarter

designated

by the

by a master

in

College.

teacher

to

a part of the continuing

of the student.

Observation,

pation and practice for the student
the campus and in cooperating

partici-

teacher in

schools. (7 sem.

hc.)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Corey) Chairman; Boehm, Eckard, Flewelling, Gonino, Grieve, Holloway,
Martin, Miller) O'Connor ..Pierson) Pisano, Robinson, Sciera) Tomik, Wallace)
Weber, Williams) Woods.

MEN'S:

Ley) Chairman; Allen, ArnsdorfJ, Greenlee) Hibbard) Holsten, Jones,
Khouri, Koval, Lambert, Leyman .. Martin, McGinley, Moseley) Peck, Robb,
Wallace.

WOMEN'S:

Physical Education Theory
PE 340: APPLIED ANATOMY
Analysis of muscular interrelationships
in
basic body movements; analysis and application of principles of mechanics as they relate
to fundamental
and complex motor skills in
physical
education
activities.
Prerequisite:
BioI 301, Bioi 302 or equivalent. (; sem. hrs.)
PE 350:

SPECIAL STUDY IN
P HYSICAL EDUCATION
Independent study or research on selected
topic in physical education". Prerequisite: consent of department. (3 sem. hr.)
PE 401:

INTRA MURALS

Background and current trends in intramurals; planning, organization and administration of intramural activities in schools and
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colleges. Practice experience
in conduct of
College intramural
program.
Not open to
women majors in physical education. (2 scm,
hL)

PE 410: BASKETBALL
OFFICIATING
Rules. mechanics and procedures fOTbasketball officiating; practice in actual officiating
required. Prerequisite:
PE 163 or equivalent.
(2 sem, itT')

PE 420,

TESTS

AND MEASUREMENTS

Nature and purpose of measurement
in
health and physical education. Considers and
evaluates available tests and provides practice
in the administration
of pertinent tests. Leet ures and laboratory
work. (; sem. hr.)

PE 42L
ATHLETIC
TRAINING
Prevention,
protection
and first aid care
of injuries occurring in athletics. Evaluation
of protective devices, methods, diets, conditianing for particular
sports. Laboratory work
techniques
and physical therapy modalities.
Prerequisites: HE 320 and HE 321. (2 sem. hr.)
PE 422,

ATHLETIC
TRAINING
PRACTICUM
Physical therapy techniques
and rehabilltauon of the injured. Experience in management of athletic training room and practical
experience in care of athletic teams in game
situations. Enrollment
subject to approval of
College physician
and instructor.
Prerequisites: HE 320, HE 321 and PE 421. (2 sem. hr.)
PE 438, TEAM SPORTS FOR WOMEN
Advanced techniques, coaching and officiating of team sports for girls and women.
Consideration
of rules interpretation,
progressions and individual and team techniques
in basketball,
field hockey, soccer, softball,
speedball and volleyball. (2 sem. hr.)
PE 439:

INDIVlDUAL
AND DUAL
SPORTS (WOMEN)
Advanced techniques and coaching of individual
and dual sports. Consideration
of
techniques,
progressions and methods of instruction
in archery,
badminton,
bowling,
recreational
games, skiing, tennis and track
and field. (2 sem. hr.)
PE 445, PHYSlOLOGY
OF EXERCISE
Physiological
adjustments
and changes
occurring
in human organism
as result of
physical activity. Emphasizes
physiology
of
muscular contraction
and role of circulatory
and respiratory systems in exercise. Lectures,
recitation and laboratory work. Prerequisites:
Bioi 301 and Biol 302. (; sem.. hr.)
PE 460:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOR THE ATYPICAL
Problems involved in adaptation

of physi-

cal education to needs of individual
who deviates from average or normal child in mental,
physical or social characteristics.
Practice in
recognition
of body deviations
and physical
disabilities;
instruction
in therapeutic
exercise and adapted activities; characteristics
of
exceptional
child with special emphasis on
trainable
and educable retarded
child. Prerequisites:
Bioi 301 and Biol 302 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

PE 470:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CURRICULUM
Principles and procedures governing development, conduct and evaluation
of physical education program in elementary and secondary schools. Prerequisite: student teaching
or eq uivalenr. (; sem, hr.)

PE 490:

ADMINISTRATION
OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Practical
administrative
principles
and
functional
organization
and operation
of
physical education programs in public schools
of New York State. Emphasis on staff duties,
lise of plant, instructional
equipment and supplies, interpretation
and articulation
of State
curricula and adaptations
to meet local and
pupil needs. (2 sem. hr.)

PE 49];

ADMINISTRATION
OF
PHYSICAL EDUCA nON
II
Implications
and practical
problems
in
organization,
administration
and
management of laboratory
phase of physical education program. Attention focused on conduct of
athletics,
cocurricular
activities,
play days,
sports days, invitation
games and details involved in promotion of these activities. (2 sem.
hr.)

PE 521,

ADVANCED
TRAINING

ATHLETIC

Various contemporary
methods of conditioning and therapy. Emphasis upon protective measures, devices, equipment
and clinical
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procedures. Analysis of function, organization
and operation of athletic training room. Prerequisite: PE 421 or equivalent. (2 sem. hr.)
PE-RE

525-540:

ACTIVITY
PROGRAM
CLINICS
Clinics designed primarily for teachers requiring knowledge and practical application
of recent and advanced teaching techniques
and analysis of individual and group activity.
Methods
of organization,
strategy,
role of
activity in school program. (1-2 selll. hr.)

PE 549:

HUMAN PERFORMANCE
AND
SKILL LEARNING
IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Mechanisms,
factors, principles,
theories
and hypotheses concerning motor skill learning and human performance
in sports activities. Incorporates
findings of psychology and
physical education
research in area of skill
learning.
Stresses practical
application
to
teaching. (3 sem. hr)

PE 551:

RE 525:

BAIT

RE 526:

ARCHERY

PE 5n

WEIGHT
TRAINING
ISOMETRICS

PE 528:

TENNIS

PE 529:

SYNCHRONIZED

PE 530:

FOOTBALL

PE 531:

SOCCER

PE 532:

B:\SKETR.\LL

PE 533:

BASEBALL

PE 534:

TRACK

IJE 535:

WRESTLING

PE 536:

GOLF

PE 537:

SWIMMING

PE 538:

GYMNASTICS

PE 539:

VOLLEYBALL

PE 540:

LACROSSE
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AND FLY CASTING

AND

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPORTS :\ND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Philosophical
background
and development of modern
physical
education
and
formulation
of scientific
principles
which
foster biological, sociological and psychological benefits of physical education. () sem. hr.)

PE 560:

SWIJ\fI\IING

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FOR
THE MENTALLY
RETARDED
CHILD
Provides
opportunity
for teachers
to
study and understand
nature and problems
of mentally retarded child in physical education and recreation
programs and objectives
of public school curricula
for mentally retarded. (; sem. hr.]

PE 570:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MATERIALS
Meets practical needs of physical education teachers as instructors or supervisors of
physical education
programs
in elementary
grades. Provides methods and materials. Open
to elementary classroom teachers and physical
education
majors who have not had undergraduate course of this type. (2 selll. IIr.)

PE 572:

DANCE IN THE
PROGRAM
Fundamentals
of dance
relation
of rhythm
and
proaches to folk, square and

SCHOOL
movement. Cormovement.
Apballroom dance.

Adjustment
of dance fundamentals
to preschool, elementary, secondary and college age
groups. (2 sem. hr.)

PE 573:

PHYSICAL FITNESS OF THE
INDIVIDUAL
Explores problem of physical fitness as it
confronts
society today. Special
emphasis
placed upon helping class member to understand his own fitness status and to develop a
program for physical fitness in school or professional situation. (2 sem, hr.)

PE 574: DANCE AS A CREATIVE
ART
History and philosophy of dance as art
form in education.
Theory and practice of
dance as art with special emphasis on modern
dance. (2 sem. hr.)

PE 599:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
EQUIPMENT
-SUPPLIES
Assists teachers, directors and administrative authorities
with problems
in selection,
purchase, care and repair of equipment
and
supplies used in classes, intramurals
and athletics. (2 sem, hr.)

PE 600:

INDIVIDUAL
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
PROBLEMS
Individual
study project designed to permit teachers in service with unique problems
to consult with specialists in their field. Effective practical
solutions sought in terms of
needs, interests and resources of loca I school
and community.
Hours and credit
to be
arranged. (1-2 sem. hr.)

PE 60]:

PE 575: MOVEMENT
EDUCATION
"Movement"
program in physical educalion. Current
developments
in Europe and
United States. Programs and procedures
at
various grade and age levels. Special emphasis
given to rhythms. (2 scm: hr]

PE 577:

RHYTHMIC
ANALYSIS A..l'JD
COMPOSITION
FOR DANCE
ACCOMPANHIENT
Basic elements of rhythm, musical notation and scoring through use of percussion instruments. Theoretical
and creative approach
to area of dance accompaniment
including
solo composition
and percussion
orchestral
possibilidcs in performance
and scoring. Designed for muslcallv untrained. (3 scm. hr.)

PE 590:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FACILITIES

Assists teachers, directors and administrative author-ities with problems
in planning
and readapting
school physical
education
facilities and equipment
to meet standards
of
functional adequacy. (2 scm, hr.)

RESEARCH
IN HEALTH,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
AND
RECREATION
Nature, scope and methodology
of research in education with emphasis on fields of
health, physical education and recreation. (;
sem. hr.)

PE 602: FIELD STUDY RESEARCH
Provides guidance and direction for student in preparation
of original research projcct. Prerequisite:
PE 601 or equivalent. Confer
with adviser for time and credit. (1-4 scm: hr.)

PE 603: STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS
Presentation
of tools for analysis of descriptive and comparative
statistics. lncludes
practice in techniques and procedures needed
to yield complete description of measurement
and evaluanon
in physical education
and in
use and application
of standard
scores, correlation, single regression and prohability
or
sampling
statistics
as comparative
tools.
Course designed
to help student
plan and
carry out basic research in his own field. (3
selll. ht·.)
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PE 604: ANALYSIS OF MOTOR
SKILLS
Analysis of motor skills through application of fundamental
laws of physics. Techniques of physical activities and spons analyzed in terms of mechanical
principles.
Available research and slow-motion
pictures
of highly
skilled performers
utilized.
Prerequisite: PE 340 or equivalent.
(3 scm. hr.)
PE 620;

HISTORY OF SPORTS AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Development
of physical education
and
sports, emphasizing
social, cultural
and economic aspects. (3 sem. hr.)

PE 630: SPORTS MEDICINE
Study of medical problems encountered
in physical education and sports and acquaintance with scientific research in biology, psychology and sociology related
to sports. (}
san. hr.)

PE 640:

SE~nNAR
TN THE
LITERATURE
AND RESEARCH
OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Thorough
investigation and evaluation of
basic and recent research and literature
in
physical education. (3 scm, liT.)

with school personnel, medical
services, family and community
scm. 111·.)

and auxiliary
personnel. (J

PE 670:

CURRICULUM
CONSTRUCTION
IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Approaches
to program
planning
applicable to student's local situation. Generally
accepted education
aims, objectives,
philosophies and principles
for curriculum
construct.ion included. (; scm. hr.)

PE 671:

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PROGRAMS
Trends in philosophy,
content, methods
and evaluation
in elementary school physical
education.
Emphasizes
curriculum
organization and integration
of physical education
and elementary
education.
Research
evaluated and implications made for use in planning and conducting
programs. Prerequisite:
PE 570 or equivalent. (; scm. hr.)

PE 690:

PE -645:

PHYSIOLOGICAL
FOUNDATIONS
OF CURRENT
THEORlES
IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
AND ATHLETICS
Scientific
bases of physical
education
principles and practices in terms of classical
and recent
research
findings
with special
reference to those concepts which have been
revised and developed within present century.
Prerequisite:
PE 445 or equivalent. (3 sem. hr.)

PE 660:

ADAPTED
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
School programs
of developmental
and
conditioning
activities,
suited
to interests,
capacities
and limitations
of students
with
physical
disabilities.
Includes
relationships
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SUPERVISION
OF
PHYSrCAL EDUCATION
Basic principles of supervision. Emphasis
on practical
problems
in supervision
of
physical education programs and upon supervision as a cooperative process. (3 scm. hr.)

PE 691:

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ADMINISTRATION
Pertinent
administrative
problems
most
frequently
encountered
by teachers in field
with emphasis on practical solutions for local
situations. Program organization.
administration, conduct and articulation
with available
school and community
facilities, needs, interests and recognized limitations
included.
(3 sem. hr.)

PE 692:

EVALUATION
IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Recent
developments
in measurement
and evaluation
in physical education.
Emphasizes role of measurement
as aid in meeting objectives of physical education.
Topics
include classification of pupils and evaluation
of pupil progress, equating
for competition
and determination
of pupil status with respect to objectives. Prerequisite;
PE 420 or
permission of the department.
(J sem, In.)

PE 693~694,

DIRECTORSHIP
SEMINAR
I A:.\'D u
Seminar covering administrative
problems
confronting city and village directors of SdlOOI
physical education and related areas. Practical
approach to duties and responsibilities of director, open to teachers with experience. Admission by application
submitted
to Dean
of
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.
These courses cannot be counted toward a
graduate degree. (4-4 sem.. hr.)

RECREATION EDUCATION
Metcalf,

Chairman;

Carlson, Goodale, MacPhee

Recreation Education Theory
RE 360:

OUTDOOR
EDUCATION
:\:\'D CAl\fPfNG
History, development
and trends of outdoor education.
Occasional
field trips and
laboratory experiences. (2 sem. hr.)

RE 370: CAMPING
Selected, guided experiences
at College
camp in nature and conservation, camp craft,
nature
craft, waterways
and conduct
and
management of camps. All students taking the
course are assessed a camp fee. (2-) sem. hr.)

R£ 391:

OPERATION
AND
l\JAINTENANCE
OF
RECREATION
AREAS
AND FACILITIES
Inuoducuon
to recreation administration
as related to individual
recreation areas and
facilities.
Emphasis
on preliminary
master
planning, site selection, site planning and area
development
with concern for finances, supervision, programming,
equipment,
supplies,
quantity-quality
purchasing,
cost index. (3
scm. hr.)
RE 461:

RE 390: COMMUNITY
RECREATION
Introduction
to community
recreation
covering
history. organization,
personnel,
facilities, program
and operation.
Practical
application
through
special problems,
field
trips and community
scm. hr.]

field service projects.

(3

ADMINISTRATION
OF CAMPING
Major problems
involved
in establishment and operation
of organized camps including school camps and day camps. Typical
problems;
selection of camp sites, arnmgemen ts of structures,
sanitation,
program,
schedule, training staff, personnel, accounting,
finances, management,
food management
and
camp promotion. (2 scm. Itr.)
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RE 462,

OUTDOOR
EDUCATION
FOR TEACHERS
History,
development
and trends
of
camping education and school camp organization. Emphasis on development
of personal
skills in camp-craft. nature and woods-lore
and informal
camping
activities
including
field trips and laboratory
experiences.
Open
only to Elementary Education majors or those
with consent of instructor. (2 sent. hr.)

RE 473: CAMP LEADERSHIP
Advanced theory and practicum in camping education
at Raquette
Lake with emphasis on leadership,
administration
and
programming.
Permission
of instructor
required. (2 sem. hr.]

RE 474: NATURE CRAFTS
Use of native materials
(weeds, grasses,
bark, roots, etc.) in construction
of cordage,
baskets and other usable items. Identification
and dietary use of wild fruits, berries, greens,
vegetables, bark and mushrooms. Preparation
and cooking of wild game and fish. Construction of shelters and temporary
campsites.
Study of wild life. Frequent field trips. (1 sem.
hr.)

RE 475'

FISHING AND
FLY TYING

Basic principles and methods of fishing
and laws pertaining thereto: construction of
various types of fishing lures with major emphasis given to tying flies. (1 sem. hr.)

RE 493,

RECREATION
FOR
THE ATYPICAL
Adaptation
of recreational
activities to
meet varying needs of handicapped
individuals in hospitals, recreation and rehabilitation
centers. Emphasis upon basic principles of
recreational therapy. Reports, discussions, observations and visitations. (; scm, hr.)
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RE 494,

RECREATIONAL

EQUIPMENT
Construction and repair of different kinds
of recreational equipment and supplies used
in physical education
and recreation programs. Nets and netting, bats, shuttlecocks,
game boards, table games, standards, snowshoes are among possible items made. (2 sem,

hr.)

RE 495,

ORGANIZATION
AND ADMINISTRATION
OF RECREATION
Procedures, practices and policies in administration of private, public and commercial recreation.
Emphasis upon legislation,
torts and contracts,
managing
authorities,
budgets, records and reports, public relations, personnel practices and program construction. (3 scm, hr.)

RE 496,

RECREATION
EDUCATION
METHODS
Study of methods used in different types
of recreation departments and agencies, both
public and private. Demonstrations,
discussions, conferences, observations and reports.
Prerequisite: Educ 497. (2 st:llI. 111".)

RE 497, INDEPENDENT
RESEARCH
Directed
program
of independent
research for qualified upperclassmen,
by permission of department chairman. (3 sem. fIr.)

RE 500:

NATURE
RECREATION
AND
INTERPRETATION
Opportunities
for and approaches
to
nature recreation and interpretation
for all
ages presented in environment of natural resources. Recreation content available in each
natural resource: forest, water, soil, flora and
wildlife. (3 sem. fIT)

RE 501:

AREAS AND FACILITIES
FOR
OUTDOOR
RECREATiON
AND EDUCATION
Design and maintenance
of areas and
facilities for outdoor recreation
and education, including
neighborhood
play areas,
parks and camp layouts. (3 sem. IIr.)
l'E-RE

525-540:

ACTIVITY
PROGRAM
CLINICS
Listed under Physical Education. (2 sel1l.

h,.)
RE 558:

MODERN TRENDS IN
RECREATION
Recreation activities currently popular in
different age groupings and trends in recreational philosophy and practice. Refresher instruction in various activities and methods included as needed. (2 sell!. hr.)

door recreation from local community
eral Ievel. (2 sem. hr.)

to fed-

RE 607:

INDIVIDUAL
RECREATION
EDUGATION
PROBLEMS
Teachers and recreation leaders with inservice problems consult and confer with specialists in their
field. Effective practical
solutions sought in terms of local situations
and school-community
needs, interests and
resources. Hours and credit to be arranged.
(1-2 sem. hr.)

RE 608:

RECREATION
FOR
THE AGING
Study of recreational
needs of the aging
and trends of service to this group. Planning
programs to provide the aging with opportunity [or recognition,
position in community and satisfying recreation experience. (2

sem. hr.)
RE 559:

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF RECREATION
Changing
concepts of recreation
from
past to present; emphasis on develcpmem
of
philosophy
of recreation;
consideration
of
contributions of recreation education in meeting needs of individuals, groups and agencies
in democratic society. Not open to students
who have taken Educ 171 or - equivalent.
(2 sem. hr.)
RE 568:

INTEGRATION
OF
OUTDOOR
EDUCATION
Outdoor education and school camping
as integral part of public education with suggested prog~am materials for various age or
grade levels. Implications and suggestions for
school teachers,
administrators
and youth
leaders in teaching principles and methods of
democracy by living them in small group
camp setting. (2 sem. IIr.)
RE 569:

OUTDOOR
RECREATION
IN
PARKS AND FORESTS
History, development and trends of parks
and outdoor recreation. Orfernanon to ou t-

RE 609:

THE SUPERVISION
OF RECREATION
Place, function and art of supervision in
administration
of recreation programs. Types
of supervision
in different positions; duties
and responsibilities of supervisor. (; sem. hr.)

RE 649:

SEMINAR IN THE
LITERATURE
AND RESEARCH
OF RECREATION
EDUCATION
Thorough
investigation
and evaluation
of basic and recent research and litera ture in
recreation education. () sem.. hr.)

RE 658:

ADMINISTRATION
OF
OUTDOOR
EDUCATION
Areas of education best taught outdoors;
study of outdoor environmental
opportunities for such education available to schools;
participation
in and experimentation
with
outdoor education content and methods. Field
trips demonstrating
leadership
techniques
with children when possible. Class evaluation
and rating of techniques. (J sem. Il.1·.)
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RE 659:

CAMP ADMINISTRATION

Review of areas covered in camp organization, administration
and leadership. Major
emphasis on problems
important to individual class members from standpoint of their
experience or lack of it. Field trips for observation of various camps, presentations
from
various camp directors, discussions and individual reports. (;.sem" hr.)
RE 680:

SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
RECREATION
Place of school in community recreation.
Special emphasis on school's twelve-month
program to meet needs of all ages. Field problems of interest to class members analyzed and
solutions discussed. Major reports on school
and community
recreation
situations
individually studied required of each class member. (3 scm, hr.)
RE 681:

APPRAISING
RECREATION
RESOURCES
Methods of studying community recreation needs. Surveying existing recreation facilities, unused space and facilities, incidence of
delinquency
and recreational
coverage
of
various community agencies. Techniques
de-
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vel oped for discovering
volunteer
recreational leadership talent. Students required to
make sUl"Veys and reports in home/or
local
community. (3 sem. hr)
RE 682:

ADMINISTRATION
OF
COMMUNITY
RECREATION
Problems in organization
and administration of community
recreation
and recognized best practices in meeting them. Emphasis given to discussion of administrative
problems experienced
by individual
class members. Conferences, reports, outside presentations and field trips. (; sem. hr)
RE 683:

RECREATION
FOR THE ILL
AND HANDICAPPED
Basic principles of physiology and kinesiology; analyses and selection
of specific
recreational activities for ill and handicapped
persons with specific defects or problems.
Special observations, trips and reports. (3 sem.

hr.)
RE 684,
Must
semesters.
of Science

THESIS
total six hours over two or three
Prerequisite:
Candidate for Master
Degree in Recreation. (6 sem. !IT.)
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RUTH E., Associate Professor of Education
of Illinois, B.S.; Columbia University, A.M.

COUGHLIN,
FRANK E. JR., Instructor
of Health Education
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, B.S.; Upstate Medical Center at Syracuse, M.D.
COX, LANDON B., Professor of Psychology
Berea College, A.B.; Marshall College, M.A.; Syracuse University,

Ph.D.

CUMMINGS, GEORGE j., Assistmzt Dean of Education
University of Vermont, B.S.; Syracuse University, M.S.
DANIELS, ANGIOLINA D., Assistant Professor of Education
State University College at Brockport, B.S., M.S.
DANIELS, STANLEY JR., Assistant Professor of Education
State University College at Brockport, B.S., M.S.
DAY, SAMUEL W.,Assistant
University of Rochester,

Professor of Chemistry
B.A.; Syracuse University,

M.S.; Cornell University,

de LODZIA, GEORGE, Assistant Professor of Speech and Theatre
City College of New York, B.A.; Syracuse University, M.S.
DEL PO POLO, JOSEPH A., Professor of Education
State University College at Fredonia, B.S.; University
University, D.Ed.

Arts

of Wyoming,

M.A.; Pennsylvania

DENNISON, DARWIN M., Instructor
of Health Education
East Stroudsburg State College, B.S.; State University College at Cortland,
DEPUE, PAUL .l-. Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Mansfield State Teachers College, B.S.; University

M.S.T.

State

M.S.

of Illinois, M.S.

DEVANE, JOSEPH R., Associate Professor of Psychology
Loyola University, B.S.; Illinois Institute of Technology,

M.S.; Loyola University,

Dr GIUSTO, GERALD, Protessor of Art; Chairman, Art Department
School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Diploma; Yale University,

Ph.D.

B.F.A.

DODGE, STEWART
C., Associate Professor of English
University of Connecticut, B.A., M.A.; University of Illinois, Ph.D.
DONEGAN, JERE J. Instructor
of History
State University College at New Paltz, B.S.
·On leave first semester, 1967-1968.
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DONEY, RONALD C., l nsir uctor of Biology
Utah State University, B.S., M.S.
DRAKE, VALERIE, Instructor
of Women's Physical
Danford College, London, England, Certificate

Education

DRISCOLL, DANIEL L., Assistant Proiessor of Mathematics
University of Toronto, B.A.; Bowdoin College, M.A.
EASTMAN, N. BRIAN, Assistant Professor of Education
University of Buffalo, B.A.; Columbia University, ~,r.A.;State University
ECKARD, ROLAND L. Associate Professor
Ohio State University, B.S., M.A.
ED'VARDS,
Adelphi

CHARLES R., Instructor
University, B.A.; Indiana

ELLEFSON, C. ASHLEY, Associate
LaCrosse ('Vis.) State College,
Ph.D.

of Physical

Education

of Sociology
University, M.A.

Professor of American
B.S.; State University

EVANS, CARL R., Professor of Music
State University College at Potsdam,
versity, Ph.D.

FELDMAN, DAVID E., Assistant Protessor
State University at Albany, A.B.

History
of Iowa, M.A.; University

B.S.; Columbia

FAUTH, JOHN L., Assistant Professor of Geology
Union College, B.S.; Pennsylvania State University,

University,

M.A.; Northwestern

Uni-

Of English

Ph.D.

FLEWELLING,
FREDERICK
D. JR., Instructor
of Men's Physical
Stale University College at Cortland, n.S.; Ball State University,
FORCUCCI, SAMUEL L., Associate Proiessor Of Music
State University College at Potsdam, B.S.; Syracuse
sity, Ed.D.

GATH, LEONARD T., Associate Professor of Health
Bowdoin College, A.B.; Indiana University, M.S.
GEBHARD, ANN C., Instructor
of English
Montclair State College, B.A.; Middlebury

Education
M.A.

University,

·GARRISON,
DOUGLAS A., Assistant Proiessor of Education
Cornell University, B.S.; State University College at Cortland,

M.Mus.;

Columbia

Univer-

M.S.

Education

College, M.A.,

GEBHARD,
LOUIS A. JR., Assistant Professor of History; Assistant
Montclair Stale College, A.B., M.A.; Rutgers University, Ph.D.
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of Maryland

M.S., Ph.D.

FISK, G. RAYMOND, Professor Of Cnemistr»
State University at Albany, A.B., A.M.; Cornell University,

"On leave second semester, 1967- 1968.

at Buffalo, Ed.D.

Dean of Arts and Sciences

GLENN,

ROBERT

B., Associate

Western Michigan

University,

Proiessor

of English

B.A.; University

~r.A..,Ph.D.

of Michigan.

GOLD, RICHARD
M., Assistant Professor of Psychology
Middlebury College, B.A.; University of Chicago, Ph.D.
GONINO, VINCENT
j., Instructor of Physical Education
Ohio State University, B.S.; Ohio University, M.Ed.
GOODALE, THOMAS L., Assistant Professor of Recreation
Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; University of Illinois, M.S., Ph.D.
GOTTSCHALK,
KATHERINE
K., Assistant
University of Chicago, B.A., M.A.
GREENLEE,
GERALDINE
A., Assistant
State University of Iowa, B.S., M.A.

Professor

Professor

of English

Of Physical

GRIEVE, ANDREW W., Assistant Professor of Physical
New York University, B.S.; Ithaca College, M.S.

Education

Education

GRIFFEN, WILLIAM
L., Assistant Professor of Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; Cornell University,

M.A.

GUREWITCH,
MORTON
L., Associate Professor of English
City College of New York, B.A.; Columbia University, M.A., Ph.D.
GUSTAFSON,
Dartmouth

JOHN A., Professor of Biology; Chairman,
College, A.B.; Cornell University, Ph.D.

Biotogv

GUTENKAUF,
DOROTHY, Assistant Professor of Sociology
City College of New York, B.A.; Southern Illinois Uruvcrsity,
GUTHRIE,
KAREN A., Instructor Of Music
St. Olaf College, B.Music; Syracuse University,
HACKER, SYLVIA, Instructor
of Biology
Brooklyn College, B.A.; State University
HALL, BENEDICT
State University

A., Professor of Botany
at Albany, A.B.; Cornell

M.S.

l\-I.Music

College at Cortland,

University,

1\-I.A.

A.M., Ph.D.

HALLIWELL,
JOSEPH W., Dean; Division Of Education
Sr. Francis College, B.S.; St. John's College, M.S.Ed.; Fordham
HAWKINS,
Queen's

Department:

University,

Ph.D.

W. MAXWELL, Associate Professor of Geology: Chairman,
Geology Department
University, Kingston, Ontario, B.S.; McGill University, Montreal, M.S., Ph.D.

HAY, ROBERT
E., Assistant Professor of Geology
Queen's University, Ontario, B.S.; McGill University,

M.S., Ph.D.

HAYNES, DONALD K., Instructor
or Hearth Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; University

of North

Carolina,

M.S.
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HEASLIP, w. GRAHAM,
Columbia University,

Associate

n.s., M.A.,

Professor
Ph.D.

of Geology

HEILllRONNER,
WALTER
L., Professor of Foreign
AfJaiTs
University of Michigan, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

Languages;

HELi\-fER, AUDREY M., Associate Professor of Education
Stale University College at Oneonta, ll.Ed.; Syracuse University,
HEPPELL,
ROGER c., Associate
Pennsylvania Stale University,
HIBBi\RD,
ANN R., Instructor
Boston University, B.S.

Vice President

for Academic

M.A.

Professor of Geography
B.S., M.Ed., Ph.D.
of Physical

Education

HICKS, WILLIAM A., Instructor
of Health Education
University of Minnesota, S.S.; Clarkson College, B.C.E.
HILL, ROGER C., Assistant Professor of Speech
Northwestern
University, B.S., M.A.; Purdue University,

Ph.D.

·HNATKO,
EUGENE, Associate Professor at English
Bowling Green State University, B.A., M.A.; Syracuse University,
HOFFMAN, STEPHEN
P. JR., Proiessor
Yale University, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

of Mathematics;

Chairman,

HOLLOWAY.
T. FRED, Professor of Physical Education
Springfield (Mass.) College, n.p.E., M.P.E.; New York University,
HOLSTEN,
HARRIET
Hamlein University,

Ph.D.
Mathematics

Ph.D.

R., Associate Professor ot Physical Education
B.A.; Columbia University. A.M.; State University

HORAK. KAREL, Professor Of Anatomy and Physiology
Columbia University, B.S., M..\.; University of Virginia,

HUDSON, HERBERT
E., Instructor
Of Speech and Theatre Arts
University of Illinois, A.B.; Starr King School for the Ministry,
Illinois, :M.A.
ISAF, ROBERT, Assistant Professor ot Education
Le Moyne College, B.S.; State University College at Cortland,

M.S.

IVES. RICHARD
A., Instructor
of Foreign Languages
Syracuse University, B.A.; Harpur College, M.A.

·On leave first semester,
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of Iowa, M.A.

Ed.D.

HOUCK, DAVID j., Associate Prosessor of Biology
Houghton
College, B.A.; University of Buffalo, M.A.; State University

JACOBSON, RODOLFO, Associate Professor of English
University of Panama, A.H.; University of Michigan,

Department

M.A., Ph.D.

at Buffalo, Ph.D.

Berkeley,

B.D.; University

of

JEFFERS, PETER M., Assistant Professor
Lehigh University, B.A., Ph.D.

of Chemistry

JESSIMAN, JOHN W., Assistant Professor of A1-t
Ball State Teachers College, B.S.; Alfred University,

M.F.A.

JOHNSON, CHRISTIANE
D., Assistant Professor of Foreign
Faculte des Lettres, Sorbonne. France, C.A.P.E.S.

Languages

JOHNSON, ELLIS A., Professor of American History
University of South Carolina, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A., Ph.D.
JOHNSON, KEITH R., Assistant Projessor
University of Chicago, B.A., M.A.

of Sociology

JOHNSON, ROBERT R., Instructor
of Mathematics
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; State College of Iowa, M.A.
JOINER, JAMES R., Assistant Proiessor
State University College at Cortland,
JONES, IvIARILYN N., Instructor
Trenton State College, B.A.

of Mathematics
B.S.; Harvard University,

of Physical

KAMINSKY, ALICE R., Associate Professor
New York University, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
KASKEL, MARCIA, Laboratory
Brooklyn College, B.A.

Instructor

M.Ed.

Education

of English

of Biology

"KETCHAM,
RODNEY K., Professor of Foreign
Foreign Languages
Cornell University, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

Languages;

Acting

Chairman,

KHOURI, LORRAINE
M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education
Bouve-Boston School, Tufts University, n.s.; Women's College, University
M.Ed.

Department

of North

of

Carolina,

KINNEY, TRACEY L., Instructor
of Mathematics
Stale University College at Cortland, B.S.
KLANDERMAN,
KENT A., Assistant Professor
University of Wisconsin, B.S., Ph.D.

of Chemistry

KOVAL, BESS R., Protessor of Physical Education
Ohio State University, B.S.; Women's College, University
KOVARY, TOM T., Assistant Professor
Ohio State University, B.S., M.A.

of Foreign

l\'f.F.A.

Languages

KUHLMAN, BARBARA L, Associate Professor of Art
Ohio Wesleyan University, B.F.A.; Ohio State University,
"Spring,

of North Carolina,

M.A.

1967
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KUHN, MARSHALL S., Professor of Art
Pennsylvania State Teachers College (Kutztown),
KULLMAN, STANLEY G., Associate Professor
State University at Albany, RA., M.A.

B.S.; Syracuse University,

M.A., Ed.D.

of Physics

KUSTER, DIETER, Instructor
of Foreign Languages
University at Maim, Germany, Diploma.
LAMBERT, ANN T.,Instructor
Appalachian State Teachers

of Physical Education
College, RS.

LAMME, ARY J., Instructor
of Geography
Principia College, B.A.; University of Illinois, M.A.
LAWRENCE,
ALBERT E., Associate Professor Of Zoology
Syracuse University, B.S., M.S.; Cornell University, Ed.D.
LEAF, BORIS, Professor of Physics; Chairman,
University of Washington, RS.; University

Physics Department
of Illinois, Ph.D.

LENGERMANN,
JOSEPH, Instructor
of Sociology
Notre Dame University, A.B.; Gregorian University,

Rome, Italy,

S.T.B.; Notre

Dame Uni-

versity, M.A.
LEON, DONALD E., Assistant Professor of Political Science
University of Maryland, B.A.; Trinity College, University
LERNER, NORBERT, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
New Jersey State College (Montclair), B.A.; Columbia
LEWIS, ROBERT
F., Associate Professor Of Health
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.
LEY, KATHERINE

L., Professor

of Physical

Department
University of Wisconsin, B.S.; University
LEYMAN, LARETHA
Ball State Teachers

of Dublin,

University,

Ireland,

Ph.D.

M.A.

Education

Education;
of California,

Chairman,

Women's

M.S.; University

Physical

Education

of Iowa, Ph.D.

J., Assistant

Professor of Physical Education
College. A.B.; Indiana University, M.S., Ed.D.

LIGON, ELLEN S., Assistant Proiessor of Music
Greensboro College, B.M.; Manhattan School of Music, M.M.
LYMAN, GERALD, Instructor
of History
State University College at Oswego, B.S.; Niagara
MACK, JOSEPH
Pennsylvania

University,

M.A.

c.. Proiessor

of Education
State Teachers College (west

Chester),

B.S.; Columbia

MACPHEE, JOHN A., Professor of Recreation
Education
University of North Carolina, A.B.; New York University, M.S.; Indiana
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University,

University,

M.A., Ed.D.

Re.D.

MALBONE, RAYMOND G., Associate Professor of English
University of Louisville, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A., Ph.D.
MANSON, WILLIAM R., Associate Professor of Foreign Languages
University of Southern California. A.B.; University of North Carolina,

M.A., Ph.D.

MARTIN, EUGENE J. JR., Assistant Professor of Physical Education
Ithaca College. B.Mus.; Hartt College of University of Hartford, M.Mus.
-MARTIN,
LAWRENCE
A., Assistant Professor of Physical Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.
MAYER, LUTZ L., Assistant Professor of Music
University of North Carolina, A.B.; University

of Illinois, M.Mus.

MAYEROFF, MILTON, Associate Professor of Philosophy
New York University, B.S., A.M.; Columbia University,

Ph.D.

McCAW, MARGARET
T.,Instructor
of Speech and Theatre
Allegheny College, B.A.; Yale University, M.F.A.

Arts

McCLOSKEY, J. MARK, Assistant Professor of English
lana College, A.B.; Ohio University, M.A.
McCONNELL, JAMES F., Assistant
LeMoyne College, B.S.

Professor of Chemistry

McCRACKEN, H. THOMAS, Assistant Professor of English
State University College at Oswego, B.S., M.S.
McDERMOTT,
GEORGE L., Professor of Geography; Chairman, Geography
Eastern Illinois State College at Charleston, B.S.; University of Wisconsin,
McGINLEY, CHARLES T., Assistant
University of Illinois, B.S., M.A.

Professor of Psychology

McGINLEY, PHYLLIS A., Instructor
University of Illinois, B.S.

of Physical Education

Department
M.S., Ph.D.

McKOWN, DWAINE, Assistant Protessor of Education
Western Illinois University, B.S., M.S.
METCALF, HARLAN G., Professor of Recreation
Education;
Chairman,
Department
Oberlin College, A.B.; Columbia University, M.A.; New York University,
MEYER, GERALD D., Professor of English
University of Rochester, B.A.; Columbia

University,

Recreation

Education

Ph.D.

M.A.; Ph.D.

MILLER, DAVIn G., Professor of Physical Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; Syracuse University,

M.S.

"On leave, 1967-1968.
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MILLER, RICHARD
j., Associate Proiessor of Chemistry
Union College, B.S.; Lehigh University, Ph.D.
MOE, IVER L., Proiessor of Education;
Chairman,
Child Study Center
University of Washington, B.A., M.Ed.; University of Florida, Ed.D.
MOREN US, JUDITH, Instructor
of Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.
MORSE, GRANT D., Assistant Professor of Education
New York University, A.B.; Columbia University, M.A.; New York University,
MOSELEY, J\L LOUISE, Assistant Proiessor of Education
Limestone College, B.S.; University of North Carolina,
MULHOLLAND,
WALTER E., Professor of Psychology
State University College at Fredonia, B.S.; Columbia

Ph.D.

l\f.Ed.

University.

M.A., Ed.D.

NACHOD, DOUGLAS E., Instructor
of European History
Wesleyan University, B.A.; Harvard University, l\LA.
NAIBERT,
ZANE E., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Coe College, B.A.; State University of Iowa, 1\-1.S.,Ph.D.
NANIA, FRANK, Proiessor of Education
Duke University, B.A.; Alfred University,

M.Ed.; Duke University,

NASRALLAH,
MIKHAIL E., Assistant Professor of Biology
American University of Beirut, B.S.; University of Vermont,
·NELSON, CARL B., Professor of Music
Augustana College, B.M.Ed.; University
NOLPH, RITA, Laborotov» tnstxuctor
Paterson State College, B.A.

of Minnesota,

WILLIAM

Houghton

V., Professor

M.S.; Cornell University,

l\-I.Ed., Ph.D.

of Biology

O'CONNOR,
JOHN j., Instructor
of Physical Education.
Stale University College at Cortland, B.S.; State University
OLCOTT,

Ed.D.

at Albany, M.S.

Of Education

College, A.B.; Colorado

State College, M.A.; Cornell

UO'LOUGHLIN,
THOMAS M., Assistant
State University at Albany, B.S., M.S.

Proiessor

University,

of Mcth.ernatics

OLSON, ELDER J., Instructor
of English
University of Michigan, B.A., M.A.
UO'REILLY,
LA \VRENCE g., Assistant Protessor of Health Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; Columbia University, M.A.

"On leave first semester, 1967 1968.
uOn leave, 1967-1968.
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Ph.D.

Ph.D.

·PACE, ANGELA, Proiessor of Education.
State University at Albany, B.S.; Syracuse University,

M.S., Ph.D.

PALM, DELMAR C., Associate Professor of Sociology
Mexico City College, B.A.; Pennsylvania State University,
PECK, ARDEN, Assistant Professor
Tufts University, B.S.

of Women's

Physical

M.A.

Education

PERKINS, MORELAND, Professor of Philosophy
Harvard University, A.B., A.~L, Ph.D.
PETRIE, JACK C., Assistant Professor of Education
State University College at Oswego, B.S., M.S.
PETTIT,
JOHN M., Assistant Professor of Speech
University of Illinois, B.S.; Ohio State University,
PHILLIPS,
M. GAIL, Associate Professor
Syracuse University, B.A., Ph.D.

M.A.

of Chemistry

·PICERNO,
VINCENT
J., Proiessor of Music
State University College at Fredonia, B.S.; Syracuse
versity, Ed.D.
PIERSON, JOE K., Assistant Professo-r of Men's Physical
Southern Illinois University, B.S., M.S.

University,

M.MLls.; Northwestern

Uni-

Education

PIMLOTT,
JOHN W., Assistant Professor of Art
Bowling Green State University, B.F.A., M.A.
PIPHER,
JUDITH
L., Instructor
University of Toronto, B.Sc.
PISANO. ALFRED
SLate University

of P/tysics

F., Instructor
of Men's Physicnl
College at Cortland, B.S.

Education

PLUMER, NAOl\U, Instructor
of Education
Brooklyn College, B.A., M.A.
POSKANZER,
University
University

CHARLES N., Professor Of Health Education
of Michigan,
B.S.; State University at Albany,
of Michigan, Ph.D.

M.S.; Yale

POTTS, MARION
H., Associate Professor of Education
St. Joseph's College, B.A.; University of Minnesota, M.A.; Pennsylvania
PRATT,
MARY E., Associate Protessor of Education
State University College at Cortland, B.Ed.; Columbia

University,

University,

Slate University,

M.P.H.;

Ph.D.

M.A.

uPUGH.
DAVID L.. Assistant Professor Of Mathematics
Oberlin College, A.B.; Michigan State University, M.S.
"On leave second semester,
HOn leave, 1967-1968.
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RALSTON, LEONARD F., Professor of American History; Chairman,
University of Iowa, B.A.; University of Wisconsin, M.S.; University

History Department
of Iowa, Ph.D.

RAY, GRAVES F., Assistant Professor of American History
University of Michigan, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A.
REEVY, WILLIAM R., Associate Proiessor
Stanford University, B.A.; Pennsylvania

of Psychology
State University,

Ph.D.

REINIG, RONALD S., Instructor
of History
State University ColIege at Buffalo, B.S.; Syracuse University,
RHODES, ROBERT
E., Associate Protessov of English
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; University
RIPPLE, RICHARD, Associate Professor
University of Wisconsin, B.A., Ph.D.

M.A.

of Michigan,

M.A., Ph.D.

of Psychology

ROBB, MARGARET
D., Associate Professor Of Women's Physical Education
Oregon Slate University, B.S.; University of Washington, .\1.S.; University

of Michigan, Ph.D.

ROBERTS, ASTA, Lnstructov of English
St. Lawrence University, A.B.
ROBINSON,
ROGER 1., Associate
Syracuse University, B.S., M.A.
""ROEHM, MARILYN A., Assistant
Syracuse University, B.S., M.A.
ROGERS,

WILLIAM

B., Associate

Professor

of Physical

Professor

Professor

Education

of Education

of Political

Science;

Chairman,

Department
St. Lawrence

University,

ll.A.; Colgate University,

M.A.

ROSS, WALTER E., Assistant Professor of Music
University of Nebraska, B. Mus., xr. Mus.
RUBAII, "MAHDI H., Assistant Professor Of Mathematics
Ithaca College, B.A.; University of Rochester, M.A.
SAVINO,

MARY, Instructor

State University
SCALES, SUSAN

c., Assistant

State University

of Education.

College at Cortland,
Professor

College at Cortland,

B.S., M.S.
of PsychOlogy
B.S.; Syracuse University,

SCARLATA, ROBERT
W., Assistant: Professor of Psychology
Colgate University, A.n.; City College of New York, M.S.Ed.
SCHENKER, LEON Y., Associate Proiessor
New York University, B.S., M.A.
"On leave second semester,
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of Art

M.S.

Political

Science

SCHICK, R. DEAN, Professor of Anatomy
and Physiology
University of Michigan, A.B., M.S., Ph.D.
SCHLUTER,
LINDA L., Instructor
of History
State University College at Brockport,
B.S.
SCHWAGER,
ROBERT
L., Assistant
Colgate University, B.A.

Proiessor

of PhilosOphy

SClERA, JOHN L., Assistant Professor of Physical Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; University of Buffalo,

Ed.M.

SCOBELL, SCOTT
E., Instructor
of Health: Education
State College of Iowa, B.A.; Indiana University,
l\LS.
SHAFFER,
JOHN
R., Proiessor of Education
Memphis State College, B.S.; Columbia
University.

M.A.; Indiana

SHEA, PHYLLIS A., Assistant Proiessor of Education
State University College at Geneseo, B.S.; State University
SHORT,
AMY J.,lnstnlctor
of Speech
Allegheny College, A.B.; University
SILBERMAN,
Brooklyn
SIMMONS,

ROBERT,
Assistant
College, B.S.; Cornell
GEORGE

Emmanuel

College

C., Associate

College

University,

Ed.D.

at Cortland,

iVr.S.

of Plusburgh, M.A.

Professor of Chemistry
University, M.S., Ph.D.
Proiessor

Of Education

(Mich.), A.B.; Northwestern

SINACORE,
JOHN S., Professor of Health
New York University, B.S., M.A., Ed.D.

University,

Education,

A.M.; Harvard

Chairman,

Health

SIPHER,
ROGER
E., Assistant Proiessor Of American History
SLaLe University College at Potsdam, B.S.; University of Rochester,
SLAUGH,
ROBERT
D., Professor of Mathematics
Pennsylvania
State Teachers College at Millersville,

B.S.; Columbia

SMITH,
M. HELEN, Assistant Professor of Education
Castleton Teachers College, B.S.; State University College

University,

Education

Ed.D.

Department

M.Ed.

University,

at Cortland,

M.A.

M.S.

SMITH,
RAY B., Assistant Proiessor of Psychology
University of Texas, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
·SPENCE,
ALEXANDER
P., Assistant Professor
Missouri University, B.S.Ed., M.S.T.

Of Biology

SPIRO, ARTHUR
G., Assistant Professor of Music
University of Minnesota, B.A., l\LA.; Boston University,

Ph.D.

SPRAGUE,
JUNE E., Associate Proiessor of English
Smith College, A.B.; Bryn Mawr, M.A., Ph.D.
·011 leave, 1967-1968.
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STANLEY, WILLIAM, Assistant Professor of Geography
Eastern Michigan University, B.S.; University of Nebraska,
Ph.D.
STECK,

HENRY

j., Assistant

Professor

of Political

M.A.; University

of Pittsburgh,

Science

Kenyon College (Ohio), B.A.
STEINBERG,

S. HARVEY, Assistant

Syracuse University,

Proiessor

of Education

B.S., M.S.

*STELL, H. KENYON, Professor of Art
Syracuse University, B.F.A.; New York University,

M.A.

STEWART,
DONALD H., Professor of American
History
Drake University, B.A., 1LA.; Columbia University, Ph.D.
STOKES, FRASER R., Assistant Professor of English
Pace College, B.B.A.; Columbia University, B.S., M.A.
SWEET, BRUCE, Instructor
of Speech and Theatre Arts
State University College at Geneseo, B.S.; State University
TAPPER,
NANCY L., Associate
Wilkes College, A.B.

Professor

of Iowa, M.A.

of Mathematics

TARGAN, BARRY D., Assistant Professor of English
Rutgers University, B.A.; University of Chicago, M.A.; Brandeis
TAYLOR, ANTHONY, Associate Professor of Psychology
Iowa State University, B.s.; Louisiana State University,
THOMAS, DONALD S., Assistant Professor of English
University of Maine, B.A.; Westfield State College,
necticut, M.A., Ph.D.
THOMAS, "VRIGHT, Professor Of Eugtish
Texas A. & M. College, B.S.; Oxford University,

University,

Ph.D.

M.A., Ph.D.

Massachusetts,

England,

M.Ed.;

University

B.A., M.A.; Yale University,

of Con-

Ph.D.

TIMMEL,
GUSTAVE B., Professor Of Health Education
University of Wisconsin, B.A.; Cornell University, M.S., Ph.D.
TINSLEY, JAMES R., Assistant Professor of English
Wilkes College, B.A.; University of Pennsylvania,

M.A., Ph.D.

TOMIK, WILLIAM j., Associate Projessor of Physical Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; Syracuse University,

M.Ed.

TOOR, DAVID, Assistant Professor of English
Brooklyn College, B.A.; New York University,

of Oregon, Ph.D.

M.A.; University

USCHALD, WILLI A., Professor of Foreign Languages;
Michigan State University, M.A., Ph.D.
"On leave second semester,
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Choirmon,

Foreign

Language

Department

VANARIA, LOUIS M., Professor of American
Columbia University, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.

History

VAN DAM, ROBERT H., Associate Professor
State University at Albany, B.A., M.A.

of Mathematics

WALDBAUER,
EUGENE C., Associate Professor of Biology
Pennsylvania State College at East Stroudsburg,
B.S.; Pennsylvania
Cornell University, Ph.D.
WALLACE, ROBERT
H., Assistant Professor of Phvsicat
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.
WALLACE, SALLY Y., Assistant Professor of Physical
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.
WALWORTH,
SHARON M., Instructor
State University College at Cortland,

WEBB, GUY R, Assistant
j uilliard

Professor

University.

M.S.;

Education

Education

of English
B.S.; University

"VATREL, ALBERT A., Professor
of Chemistry;
to Vice President, for Academic Affairs
Syracuse University. B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

State

of Connecticut,

M.A.

Ctiaivmon, Chemistry

Department,

Associate

of Music

School of Music, Diploma;

Columbia

WEBER, ROBERT J., Professor of Physical
University of Iowa. B.S., M.A., Ph.D.

University

Education;

WEBSTER, LINSLEY E., Assistant Professor of European
Lehigh University, B.A.; Clark University. M.A.

Teachers

Director

College, B.S., M.A.

of Athletics

History

\\lEISS, ROBERT, Professor of Education;
Chairman, Education Department
Northwestern
University, Ph.B.; Columbia
University, A.M.; Teachers
University, Ed.D.
·WHITAKER,
KATHERINE
A., Associate Professor of Health Education
Elmira College, ll.A.; Yale University School of Nursing, M.N.; Columbia
WILLIAMS, REUBEN H., Associate Professor of Physical Education
Pennsylvania State Teachers College at West Chester, B.S.; Columbia

Columbia

University, M.A.

University,

WILSON, CHARLES R., Assistant Professor of Biology
Pennsylvania State Teachers College at Mansfield, B.S.; Cornell University,
WILSON, DAVID 5., Assistant Proiessor
University of Minnesota, B.S., M.A.

College,

M.A.

M.S.

of English

"On leave first semester, 1967-1968.
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WOODS, FRANCIS J., Assistant Professor of Physical Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.
ZAPLETALOVA,
HELENA M., Assistant Professor of Foreign Languages
Masaryk University
(Brno, Czechoslovakia),
Lic., es Leueres,
Ed.M.A.,

M.A.;

Middlebury

College, M.A.
ZIPP, ARDEN P., Assistant Professor Of Chemistry
Colgate University, A.B.; University of Pennsylvania,

Ph.D.

Campus School
MUSELLA, DONALD F., Principal, Campus School
State University College at Fredonia, B.S.; University
M.S.; State University

of Rochester,

M.A.; Syracuse University,

at Albany, Ed. D.

BELLARDINI,
HARRY E. JR., Assistant Professor,
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.

Campus

School

BLANN, MARY E., Instructor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.S.
BRADLEY, INA LOU, Assistant Professor, Campus School
Woman's College, University of Non..h Carolina, B.A., M.Ed.
BULL, DOUGLAS N., Associate Professor, Campus School
State University College at Oneonta, REd.; Cornell University,
BURNS, JOHN W., Assistant Professor, Campus School
Harpur College, B.A.; State University College at Cortland,
DENNISON,

MARY A., Instructor,

East Stroudsburg
DICKIE,

DORTHY

M.Ed.

M.S.

Campus School

State College, B.S.

.l-. Assistant

western Michigan University,

Professor, Campus School
B.S.; University of Michigan,

M.A.

FRAGNOLI,
J. JEANNE, Assistant Professor, Campus School
Syracuse University, B.S.; State University College at Cortland,
CANS, JOYCE A., Instructor, Campus School
Cornell University, B.S.; Michigan State University,

M.s.

M.A.

GREABELL,
LEON C. JR., Assistant Professor of Campus School
State University College at Oswego, B.S.; Syracuse University, M.S.
HALL, MARY T., Assistant Professor, Campus School
State University College at Buffalo, B.S.; State University
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College at Cortland,

M.S.

HENRY. WILBER
State University

E., Assistant Professor, Campus School
College at Oswego, B.S.; University of Maryland,

M.Ed.

INVENTASCH,
HARVEY. Assistant Professor, Campus School
City College of New York. B.A.; Hofstra University, MS.
KELLEY, DOROTHY
M., Instructor, Campus School
Elmira College, B.A.; Columbia University Teachers

College, M.A.

KELLEY, GEORGE C., Assistant Professor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; Cornell University,

M.S.

LANGSNER, FRANKLIN R., Associate Professor, Campus School
Springfield
(Mass.) College, .B.S.; Western Reserve University,

M.A.;

Springfield

(Mass.)

College, D.P.E.
McKEON, PHYLLIS S., Instructor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.S.
MENGEL, GORDON H., Assistant Professor, Campus School
State University College at Oswego, B.S.; Syracuse University,

M.S.

NORTH, COLLEEN K., Instructor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.E.
NUDO, ALBERT L., Assistant Professor, Campus School
New England Conservatory of Music, B.Mus., M.Mus.
O'CONNOR,
SIGRID, Instructor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.S.
PALLADINO, JAMES D., Instructor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.S.
PLACE, SALLY W., Assistant Professor,
State University College at Cortland,

Campus School
B.Ed., M.S.

POERSCHKE,
University

Campus School

FLORENCE, Instructor,
of Pennsylvania, B.S.

QUIRK, LOUISE R., Assistant
Wellesley College, B.A.
RADMORE,
Fordham

Professor,

Campus School

PETER M., Assistant Proiessor, Campus School
University, .B.S.; Columbia University, M.A.

RAY, JOANNE A., Teacher-Nurse,
Campus School
State University College at Plattsburgh, R.N., B.S.
RUSSELL, AMY T., Assistant Professor,
Cornell University, B.S., M.Ed.

Campus School

SCHUHLE, JACOB H., Assistant Proiessor, Campus School
State University at Albany, B.A., B.S.L.S.
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·SHEEHAN, DONALD j., Assistant Professor, Campus
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.

School

SILVINO, PHILIP, Assistant Professor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.; State University

at Albany, M.S.

SLAMP, JOHN E., Instructor,
Campus School
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.; Ithaca College, M.S.
STEVENS, GRACE, Instructor,
Cornell University, B.S.

Campus

School

THOMAS, MILDRED
R., Assistant Professor, Campus School
Mansfield State College, B.S.; Syracuse University, M.S.
VEAL, LUCILLE E., Assistant Professor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; Syracuse University,

M.S.

WERDER, ANNE, Associate Professor, Campus School
State University College at Cortland, REd.; Syracuse University,

M.S.

Emeritus Faculty
DR. LEONORE

ALWAY, Proiessor

MISS MARY WASHINGTON
DR. LYNN E. BROWN,
MISS MINNIE
MR. CARL

CARR, Assistant

FISH, Professor

Of History

Education

of Geography
Professor

Associate

HOAG, Principal,

DR. IVALCLARE

HOWLAND,

of History

Professor
Campus

Professor

of Arts 6' Crafts

School

of Physical

Education

B. LEACH, Dean Of Women

MISS WAVA T. McGRATH,

Associate

McWILLIAMS,

MISS BESSIE L. PARK, Professor
·On leave, 1967-1968.
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of Physical

of Music

MISS FLORENCE

MR. CLIFTON

Professor

of Physical

T. HALLIGAN,

MISS MARY G. HARDING,

DR. LUCILLE

Professor

Dean of the College

E. DOWD, Professor

DR. MARGARET

Education

BALL, Associate

A. DAVIS, Professor

MISS RUTH
DR. OLIVE

PEARL

Of Physical

Assistant

Professor

Of

Professor

of Physical

Education
of Education

Education

Education

DR. MAXWELL
DR. ALICE

G. PARK, Director

A. PIERCE,

MR. NEWELL

of Education

W. SAWYER, Professor

DR. DOROTHY
DR. DONNAL

Professor

of Education

SHENK, Professor
V. SMITH,

MISS ELIZABETH

of Education

President

B. SMITH,

DR. -LINDA C. SMITH,

of English

Assistant

Assistant

MRS. MARY NOBLE SMITH,

Professor,

Professor

Associate

Professor

of Mathematics

DR. MARION

Protessor

MISS ESTHER
MISS LILLIA

E. TRUMBULL,
M. OLCOTT,

MISS MARIAN

A. WILSON.

Assistant

Assistant
Assistant

School

of Education

DR. BEN A. SUELTZ, Proiessor
C. THOMPSON,

Campus

of

of Speech

English

Professor

Professor
Professor,

of Arts and Crafts

of Art
Campus

School

Academic Services
BANSE, ANDREW M., Dean of Academic
State University College at Potsdam,
Ed.D.

Services, Professor of Music
B.S.; Temple University, EcI.M.; New York University,

COOLIDGE,
FRANKLIN
E., Director of Student
Syracuse University, B.S., M.S., Ed.D.

Teaching

FUGE, GEORGE C., Director of Outdoor Education
State University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.
PARKER, JOHN j., Coordinator
of Student Teaching
Grinnell College, A.B.; Washington
University, M.A.
PRICE, DAVID A., Conference Coordinator
Syracuse University, B.A., M.A.
SCHAEFFER, DANIEL H., Director of Placement and Financial Aids
'west Chester (Penna.) State College, B.S.; Pennsylvania State University,
WHEELER,
ADMISSIONS

ROBERT

G., Manager,

M.Ed.

Data Processing

AND RECORDS

TESORI, ANTHONY
P., Director of Admissions
and Records
State University College at Cortland, B.S.; New York University,
MAHER, ROBERT V., Assistant Director of Admissions
Stale University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.Ed.

M.A., Ed.D.

and Records
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RIEDEL, ARTHUR, Admissions Counselor
Stale University College at Cortland, B.S., M.S.
STREETER,
FRANCIS 0., Admissions Counselor
State University at Albany, B.S., M.S.
WALKER, EDWIN L. JR., College Registrar
Indiana University, B.S.
WEBSTER,
Harpur

LA URENCE M., Scheduling and Registration
Officer
College, B.A.; State University College at Cortland, M.S.

Finances and Facilities
MARGISON, RICHARD
L., Director Of Finances and Facilities
State University at Albany, B.S., M.A.
FERNANDEZ,
XAVIER J., Business Manager
Siena College, B.S.; State University at Albany, M.S.
STEVENS, PAUL D., Facilities Program Coordinator
State University College at Oswego, B.S.
UPDYKE,

JA1JES

I., Plant Superintendent

Health Services
SHULTZABERGER,
LAWRENCE
Z., Director of Student Health Service and College Physician
Franklin and Marshall College, B.S.; Hahnemann
Medical College, M.D.
WILBUR, ROBERT
N., Physician
Albany Medical College, M.D.
ALPAUGH, ARLENE M., Registered Nurse
State University College at Plattsburgh, B.S., R.N.
DECKER, SANDRA C., Nurse-Instructor
Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center, R.N., B.S.
MASTRODONATO,
RICHARD, Consulting Psychiatrist
University of Toronto, B.A.; Upstate Medical Center at Syracuse, M.D.
·WHIT AKER, KATHERINE
A., Associate Proiessor-Nurse
Elmira College, B.A.; Yale University School of Nursing,

Institutional

M.N.; Columbia

University,

M.A.

Planning

BAGLEY, CLARENCE H., Director of Institutional
Planning, Associate Professor of Education
University of Wyoming, B.S.; Utah State University, M.S.; Michigan State University, Ed.D.
ROBERTS,
LOWELL H., Assistant
St. Lawrence University, A.B.
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fOT Institutional

Research

Learning Resources Center
KOCH, CYRIL M., Director, Learning Resources Center
City College of New York, B.A.; University of Michigan, M.A.
BUTINO, JOHN L., Technical

Specialist

CRUDEN, GEORGE, Associate for Instructional
Resources
St. Lawrence University, B.A.; Syracuse University, M.A.
GEBHARDT, EDWARD, Chief Electronic

Engineer

HOLMAN, L. BRUCE, Director of Graphics and Photography
University of Missouri, B.A.; Syracuse University, M.A.

Library
BOBINSKI, GEORGE S., Director of Libraries
Western Reserve University. B.A., M.S.L.S.; University

of Michigan,

BEAUDRY,
SUSANNE T., Assistant Librarian
Meredith College, A.B.; University of North

B.L.S.

Carolina,

BOEHME, RICHARD
W., Assistant Librarian
State University of New York at Buffalo, BA., M.A.; University
CRAFT, NANCY M., Assistant Librarian
SuI Ross State College, B.B.A.; Syracuse University,
DONOHUE,
PHYLLIS L., Assistant Librarian
University of Miami, A.B.; Syracuse University,

M.A., Ph.D.

of Pittsburgh,

M.L.S.

M.S.L.S.

M.S.

HEPPELL,
SHIRLEY G., Associate College Librarian
Pennsylvania State University, B.S., M.A.; University

of Michigan,

M.A.L.S.

HONAN, KATHLEEN
K., Associate College Librarian
State University at Albany, A.B., B.S.L.S., M.S.L.S.
KAHLE, DOROTHY, Assistant Librarian
Smith College, BA.; Glassboro (New Jersey) State College, B.S.; Drexel Institute,

M.A.

KREH, DAVID H., Assistant Librarian, Director of Teaching Materials Center
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.; State University College at Geneseo, M.L.S.
LU, PETER
National

Y. R., Assistant Librarian
Taiwan University, B.A.; State University

MONTGOMERY,
MAURICE J., Associate Librarian
Atlantic Union College, A.B.; Syracuse University,

at Albany,

M.L.S.

M.S.L.S.

PRITCHARD,
DOROTHY, Assistant Librarian
God's Bible School and College, Cincinnati, A.B.; Syracuse University,

M.S.
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ROSE, WALTER,
Assistant Librarian
Harpur College, B.A.; Syracuse University,

M.S.L.S.

STANLEY,
HARRY
M., Assistant Librarian
University of Pittsburg,
B.A.; Carnegie Institute,
STEELE,
NANCY A., Assistant Librarian
Syracuse University,
B.A.; State University

M.S.L.S.

at Albany,

l\f.L.S.

Public Relations
HALEY, NORBERT
Canisius College,

W., Director
B.S.

of

Public

Relations

CAMARANO,
RICHARD
N., Public Relations
State University College at Cortland, B.S.
LUDEWIG,
JOSEPH E. JR., Publications
Syracuse University, A.B.

Assistant

Editor

Student Personnel
METZGER,
STANLEY
M., Dean of Students
Pennsylvania
State College, B.S.; New York University,
BRAINERD,
STEPHEN
R., Residence Hall Director
State University College at Oswego, B.S.; Syracuse
BURNS, BARBARA, Residence Hall Director
University of Kentucky, B.A.; Columbia
University,

M.A.; Syracuse

University,

University,

Ed.D.

M.S.

M.A.

CASEY, JAMES F., Director of Student Housing
State University College at Cortland, B.S.
DOHERTY,
NANCY, Residence Hall Director
Skidmore College, A.B.; Syracuse University,
ECHEVERRIA,
University

M.A.

BEN P., Dean of Men
of Nevada, B.S., M.A.

FAULKNER,
DUANE N., Residence Hall Director
State University College at Oneonta, B.S.; State University

at Albany,

M.5.

GWALTNEY,
ELIZABETH
A., Director of College Actioities
Brown University, A.B.; Stanford University, M.A.
HILL, A. JEAN, Residence Hall Director
University of Indiana, B.M.E., M.S.
HILLS, LOUIS L., Dilutor
of Student Unions
Bowdoin College, B.S.; Michigan State University,
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B.A.; New York University,

M.A.

HOEY, DAVID B., Residence Hall Director
State University College at Brockport, B.S.; Stale University

at Albany, M.S.

McQUADE, EDWIN C., Financial Aids Office
State University College at Oswego, B.S., M.S.
MURATA,
ALlCE K., Residence Hall Director
University of Illinois, B.S.; Northwestern
University,
·PAPALIA,
Oberlin
SCHAEFFER,

M.A.

ANTHONY
S., Director of Counseling and Testing
College, A.B.; Pennsylvania State University, M.Ed.
DANIEL

West Chester (Penna.)

H., Director of Placement

and Financial A ids

State College, B.S.; Pennsylvania

SMITH, PAMELA L., Residence
Lake Erie College, B.A.

Hall Director

TERRY, MARILYN L. Residence
Ohio Wesleyan, B.A.; Indiana

Hall Director
University, M.A.

TETLOW,
AMBER R., Assistant Dean of Women
Heidelberg (Ohio) College, B.A.; Ohio University,

State University,

M.A.

TUTTLE,
CYNTHIA, Residence Hall Director
Utica College of Syracuse University, B.A.; Syracuse University,
WILSON, SHIRLEY j., Dean of Women
Whitman College, B.A.; Stanford University,

M.Ed.

M.A.

M.A.

YOUNGREN,
j\·[ARY ANN, Residence Hall Director
Purdue University, A.B.; University of Denver, M.A.

·On leave, 1967-1968.
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Alumni Association
Executive Committee
VINCENT

L. FOWLER,

DOROTHY

AITKEN

NORMA TURNBULL
PATRICIA

HELEN

President

BUSH, '30, President
RILEY, '48, FiTSt Vice President

PATTERSON

HENRY BELLARDINI,
ROBERT

'49, Honorary

HICKS, '45, Second
'56, Thi"d

Vice President

Vice President

V. MAHER, '55, Fourth Vice President
GOULD

DORIS TORREY
ADAJANE

MEYER, '40, Recording
DAVIS, '28, Assistant

MILLS BREWER,

Secretar)'

Secretary

'42, Corresponding

Secretary

S. FAY BUCK, '18, Treasurer
C. ROBERT

CLARK, '38, Assistant

Treasurer

Faculty-Student Association
Board of Directors
KENNETH

E. YOUNG, President

SHIRLEY

J

DONALD

KATT, '67, President

RUTH

RICHARD

F. LEWIS, Associate
L. MARGISON,

GEORGE L. MC DERMOTT,
WILLIAM

the College, President

Women,

Vice President

of House of Delegates, Treasurer-

LEE SLATER, '67, President

ROBERT
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of

WILSON, Dean

of

of Board of Governors, Secretary

Proiessor

Director

of

Health

of Finances and Facilities

Professor of Geography

KNAPP, '67, President
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Residence

Hall Complex

Women's

23

Spring Applications

63
149

Residence

Spans,

44

Standards

32

for Award of Graduate

43

Slate University

of New York

10

177

15

Room Assignments

20

Student

Activity Assessment

Room Cost

35

Student

Automobiles
Employment

Russian

Courses
Courses

Scholar Incentive
Scholarships,

Program

Alumni

89

Student

125

Student

Government

38

Student

Personnel

41

Scholarships, Other

41

Scholarships,

41

Regents

Secondary School Programs
Selective Admissions
Self-Directed

Examinations

Study

8

Service Fee
Sessions of the College
Size of the College
Skill Tests
Social Activities
Social Studies, Certification
Sociology Courses
Sororities
Spanish Courses
Speech Courses
Speech Education,
Spans,

Men's

132
28

Certification

50
17

53

State College Proficiency Examinations
State University of New York
Board of Trustees

Science, General,

Degrees

Student

Responsibility

Student

Teaching

Eligibility

Study Abroad
Summer Applications
Supplies
Testing
Theatre

Arts Courses

10

Transcripts

29
22
138
126
20
90
128
139
23

Transferred
Transfer

of Records
Courses

Students

Tuition

45

48
17
32
35
20
128
50
54
30
34

Undergraduate
Upper

34

23
37
22
202

Students

Elementary

Veterans'

Specialization

Benefits

War Orphans
Withdrawal

from College

wuhdrawat

of Application

12
151

36
37
49
31
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State University College at Cortland
•

Existing Buildings
I. Main Building (1923)
2. Administration
Building (1967)
3. Wickwire Hall (acquired 1948)
4. Brockway Hall (1950)
5. Cheney Hall (1950)
G. De Groat Hall (1950)
7. Heating Plant (1953)
8. Health, Physical Education, Recreation (1954)
9. McDonald House (acquired 1958)
10. Bishop Hall (1959)
I J. Shea Hall (1959)
12. Neubig Hall (1960)
13. Hayes Hall (1960)
14. Hendrick Hall (1960)
15. Memorial Library (1961)
16. Randall Hall ([962)
17. Lusk Field House (IJJ62)
18. Fitzgerald Hall (I9GS)
19. Cornish Hall and Ella Van Hoesen
Campus School (1963)
20. Bowers Hall (1963)
21. President's Horne
22. Student Activities
23. Faculty-Student Association
24. Placement, Financial Aids
25. Office Building
26. Student Activities
27. Fine Arts Center (1967)
28. Sperry Learning Resources Center (1966)
29. Clark Hall (1967)
30. Alger Hall (1966)
31. Higgins Hall (1966)
32. Dining Hall (1966)
33. Newman I-lall (1967)
34. Mail Room
35. Plant Superhuenden r
36. Art Studio

D Under Construction
completion dates)

(with expected

37. Interfaith Center (1967)
38. Bowers Hall Addition (1967)
39. Corey College Union (1968)

D Proposed
forecast)
40.
41.
42.
43.

(with completion date

Service Building (1969)
H.P.E.R. Center (1969)
Permanent Stands (1969)
Infirmary (1969)

[] Parking Areas
A Existing
B Proposed
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STATE UNIVERSITY
OFFICE

OF THE

UNIVERSITY

8

at Albany
at Binghamton

TERRACE,

State University
State University

ALBANY,

N Y. 12201

at Buffalo
at Stony Brook

CENTERS

Downstate Medical Center at Brooklyn
Upstate Medical Center at Syracuse

COLLEGES
College
College
College
College

OF NEW YORK

THURLOW

CENTERS

State University
State University

MEDICAL

CHANCELLOR,

at
at
at
at

(New York City)

OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
Brockport
Buffalo
Cortland
Fredonia

College at Genesco
College at New Paltz
College at Oneonta

College at Oswego
College at Plattsburgh
College at Potsdam

(Three additional
Colleges of Arts and Science are under development.
Two tour-year
campuses, in Westchester and Nassau Counties, are in early planning. A third, upper-divisional
in
nature, has been proposed for the Utica-Rome-Herkimer
Area.)

SPECIALIZED

COLLEGES

College of Forestry at Syracuse
Maritime College at Fort Schuyler
(Bronx)
College of Ceramics at Alfred University
College of Agriculture
at Cornell University
College of Home Economics at Cornell University
School of Industrial
and Labor Relations at Cornell
Veterinary College at Cornell University

AGRICULTURAL
Agriculture
Alfred
Canton

AND TECHNICAL

and Technical

University

COLLEGES

(Two-yea')

Colleges at:
Cobleskill
Delhi

COMMUN ITY COLLEGES

Farmingdale
Morrisville

(Locauy-sponsoved
two-yea?" colleges under
Slate University)
Adirondack
Community
College at Hudson Falls
Auburn Community
College at Auburn
Borough of Manhattan
Community
College at New York City
Bronx Community
College at New York City
Broome Technical
Community
College at Binghamton
Corning Community
College at Corning
Dutchess Community
College at Poughkeepsie
Erie County Technical
Institute
at Buffalo
Fashion Institute of Technology
at New York City
Fulton-Montgomery
Community
College at Johnstown
Hudson Valley Community
College at Troy
Jamestown
Community
College at Jamestown
jefferson Community
College at Watertown
Kingsborough
Community
College at Brooklyn
Mohawk Valley Community
College at Utica
Monroe Community
College at Rochester
Nassau Community
College at Garden City
New York City Community
College of Applied Arts and Sciences at Brooklyn
Niagara County Community
College at Niagara Falls
Onondaga Community
College at Syracuse
Orange County Community
College at Middletown
Queensborough
Community
College at New YOTk City
Rockland Community
College at Suffern
Staten Island Community
College at New York City
Suffolk County Community
College at Selden
Sullivan County Community
College at South Fallsburg
Ulster County Community
College at Kingston
Westchester
Community
College at Valhalla

(Seven additional
community
colleges. to be located in Clinton,
Tompkins,
Essex-Franklin,
Genesee, Herkimer
and Ontario Counties,
Board of Trusrees.)

the

program

of

Columbia-Greene.
Cortlandhave been approved
by the

HARRY

